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Abstract
Modern immersive telepresence systems enable people at different locations to meet
in virtual environments using realistic three-dimensional representations of their
bodies. For the realization of such a three-dimensional version of a video conferencing system, each user is continuously recorded in 3D. These 3D recordings are
exchanged over the network between remote sites. At each site, the remote recordings of the users, referred to as 3D video avatars, are seamlessly integrated into a
shared virtual scenery and displayed in stereoscopic 3D for each user from his or her
perspective.
This thesis reports on algorithmic and technical contributions to modern immersive
telepresence systems and presents the design, implementation and evaluation of the
first immersive group-to-group telepresence system in which each user is represented
as realistic life-size 3D video avatar. The system enabled two remote user groups to
meet and collaborate in a consistent shared virtual environment. The system relied
on novel methods for the precise calibration and registration of color- and depthsensors (RGBD) into the coordinate system of the application as well as an advanced
distributed processing pipeline that reconstructs realistic 3D video avatars in realtime. During the course of this thesis, the calibration of 3D capturing systems was
greatly improved. While the first development focused on precisely calibrating individual RGBD-sensors, the second stage presents a new method for calibrating and
registering multiple color and depth sensors at a very high precision throughout a
large 3D capturing volume. This method was further refined by a novel automatic
optimization process that significantly speeds up the manual operation and yields
similarly high accuracy. A core benefit of the new calibration method is its high runtime efficiency by directly mapping from raw depth sensor measurements into an
application coordinate system and to the coordinates of its associated color sensor.
As a result, the calibration method is an efficient solution in terms of precision and
applicability in virtual reality and immersive telepresence applications. In addition
to the core contributions, the results of two case studies which address 3D reconstruction and data streaming lead to the final conclusion of this thesis and to directions of
future work in the rapidly advancing field of immersive telepresence research.
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Überblick
In modernen 3D-Telepresence-Systemen werden die Nutzer realistisch dreidimensional repräsentiert und können sich in einer gemeinsamen virtuellen Umgebung
treffen. Da sich die Nutzer gegenseitig realistisch sehen können, werden Limitierungen von herkömmlichen zweidimensionalen Videokonferenzsystemen überwunden
und neue Möglichkeiten für die Kollaboration geschaffen. Für die Realisierung eines
immersiven Telepresence-Systems wird jeder Nutzer kontinuierlich in 3D aufgenommen und als sogenannter 3D-Video-Avatar rekonstruiert. Die 3D-Video-Avatare werden über eine Netzwerkverbindung zwischen den entfernten Orten ausgetauscht,
auf jeder Seite in eine gemeinsame virtuelle Szene integriert und für jeden Nutzer
perspektivisch korrekt dreidimensional angezeigt.
Diese Arbeit trägt algorithmisch und technisch zur aktuellen Forschung im Bereich
3D-Telepresence bei und präsentiert das Design, die Implementierung und die Evaluation eines neuen immersiven Telepresence-Systems. Benutzergruppen können
sich dadurch zum ersten Mal von unterschiedlichen Orten in einer konsistenten gemeinsamen virtuellen Umgebung treffen und als realistische lebensgroße 3D-VideoAvatare sehen. Das System basiert auf neu entwickelten Methoden, welche die präzise Kalibrierung und Registrierung von mehreren Farb- und Tiefenkameras in ein
gemeinsames Koordinatensystem ermöglichen, sowie auf einer neu entwickelten verteilten Prozesskette, welche die realistische Rekonstruktion von 3D-Video-Avataren
in Echtzeit ermöglicht.
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde die Kalibrierung von 3D-Aufnahmesystemen, die
auf mehreren Farb- und Tiefenkameras basieren, deutlich verbessert. Eine erste Entwicklung konzentrierte sich auf die präzise Kalibrierung und Registrierung einzelner Tiefenkameras. Eine wesentliche Neuentwicklung ermöglicht es, mehrere
Farb- und Tiefenkameras mit sehr hoher Genauigkeit innerhalb eines großen 3DAufnahmebereichs volumetrisch zu kalibrieren und in ein übergeordnetes Koordinatensystem zu registrieren. Im Laufe der Arbeit wurde die notwendige Nutzerinteraktion durch ein automatisches Optimierungsverfahren deutlich verringert, was
die Kalibrierung von 3D-Aufnahmesystemen innerhalb weniger Minuten mit hoher
Genauigkeit ermöglicht. Ein wesentlicher Vorteil dieser neuen volumetrischen Kali-
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brierungsmethode besteht darin, dass gemessene Tiefenwerte direkt in das Koordinatensystem der Anwendung und in das Koordinatensystem der korrespondierenden
Farbkamera abgebildet werden. Insbesondere sind während der Anwendungslaufzeit keine Berechnungen zur Linsenentzerrung nötig, da diese bereits implizit durch
die volumetrische Kalibrierung ausgeglichen sind.
Das in dieser Arbeit entwickelte immersive Telepresence-System hebt sich von verwandten Arbeiten ab. Der durch das System geschaffene virtuelle Begegnungsraum
ermöglicht natürliche Interaktionsformen, wie zum Beispiel Gestik oder Mimik, und
bietet gleichzeitig etablierte Interaktionstechniken der Virtuellen Realität, welche die
gemeinsame Exploration und Analyse von 3D-Inhalten unterstützen. Die in dieser
Arbeit neu entwickelte Kalibrierungsmethode stellt eine effiziente Lösung hinsichtlich Genauigkeit und Flexibilität für Virtual-Reality- und moderne 3D-TelepresenceAnwendungen dar. Zusätzlich zu den vorgestellten Entwicklungen tragen die Ergebnisse zweier Fallstudien im Bereich 3D-Rekonstruktion und Netzwerkübertragung
zu dieser Arbeit bei und unterstützen Vorschläge und Ausblicke für zukünftige Entwicklungen im fortschreitenden Gebiet der 3D-Telepresence-Forschung.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
“As we use the term,
telepresence is the use of technology to establish a sense of shared presence
or shared space among geographically separated members of a group.”
—William A. S. Buxton [25]
Nowadays, communication over distance is an integral part of our life and work.
Family and friends move away from home to live and work elsewhere. Companies
regularly send their employees on international business trips. Video conferencing
is a popular communication medium that allows us to see and hear our friends and
colleagues instantly from anywhere. Video-based remote expert consulting is established in science, health care and industry. Many companies carry out job interviews
in video chats. Despite its popularity, video is a very limited communication medium
compared to real life meetings, since the interlocutors are perceived flat and distant.
Video does not offer a spatially consistent space and thus cannot convey to whom a
person is talking to or to which feature of an object a person is pointing to. This is a
major limitation, as it hinders mutual awareness. As a consequence, decision making
can be complicated, frustrating or even impossible.
Immersive 3D telepresence overcomes many limitations of conventional videobased communication platforms and offers novel possibilities for remote collaboration. Modern immersive telepresence systems allow people at different locations
to virtually meet in spatially consistent virtual environments using realistic threedimensional user representations (Figure 1.1).
This thesis reports on algorithmic and technical contributions to modern immersive
telepresence systems. In such systems, each user is captured by a 3D capturing system and continuously reconstructed as a realistic life-size 3D video avatar. The 3D
video avatars are simultaneously distributed over network between distant sites. At
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Figure 1.1: Immersive telepresence as established by the system presented in
Chapter 2. Two users meet inside a virtual environment and see each other as
realistic life-size 3D video avatars. Gestures like shaking hands are mutually
understood as in real-life settings. (Vianden Castle model courtesy of ArcTron
3D GmbH)

each site, the 3D video avatars are integrated into a shared virtual scenery and displayed in stereoscopic 3D for each user from his or her perspective.
Immersive telepresence offers a shared virtual space that people can join from anywhere. Novel possibilities for remote collaboration improve joint problem analysis
and decision making in context (Figure 1.2). Imagine, a client needs to discuss the
design of his building project with a remote architect. Immersive telepresence technology allows them to meet inside a virtual model of the building as if they would in
reality. Being together inside the virtual building, they can explore the interior and
discuss topics of interest face-to-face with speech and body language. They can benefit from interaction techniques established in virtual reality. For example, a worldin-a-miniature metaphor offers means for joint discussion and decision making far
beyond discussing a design model in reality.
William A. S. Buxton proposed two essential requirements for successful remote
collaboration in telepresence systems: a shared person space and a shared task
space [25]. He concluded that an ideal telepresence system should seamlessly integrate these spaces in order to provide a perfect environment for geographically

Technologies and Challenges

3

Figure 1.2: Two local and one remote user jointly explore and discuss a miniature model of a castle. Gaze directions as well as gestures and body language
are perceived naturally. The remote user and the user on the right understand
where the user on the left is pointing to. (Vianden Castle model courtesy of
ArcTron 3D GmbH)

distributed users. Ideally, a 3D telepresence system should offer eye contact among
participants to gain trust [15]. Beside eye contact, mutual gaze awareness and deixis
are essential in group conversations [6,62]. The conceptual properties of a shared person and task space, eye contact, mutual gaze awareness and deixis were later denoted
as spatial faithfulness [103, 104].

1.1

Technologies and Challenges

Immersive telepresence systems build on several complex technologies. As an
overview, the most important technical components are illustrated in Figure 1.3 and
summarized below:

• 3D display systems that allow participants to perceive individually correct
stereoscopic perspectives.
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• 3D tracking systems for the robust tracking of the users’ eye positions and interaction devices.
• 3D capturing systems that cover the interaction space of one or more users.
• A framework for the precise calibration and registration of multi-sensor 3D capturing systems into the coordinate system that is shared with the application,
the tracking systems and the displays’ physical geometry (Figure 1.4).
• A distributed real-time processing pipeline that reconstructs the captured participants as realistic life-size 3D video avatars.
• A software-layer that distributes the reconstructed 3D video avatars from local
to remote sites over network.
• An efficient compression scheme that enables the distribution of the 3D video
avatars over low capacity network connections.
• A real-time rendering engine for the composited stereoscopic rendering of virtual scene content including the 3D video avatars.
• A distributed spatial audio layer for realistic voice communication.
• A distributed virtual reality application framework that integrates all technical
components including interaction devices and supports interaction for multiple
co-located and remote users.
The design and implementation of 3D telepresence systems is a complex task that
involves experts from different fields. In the 1990s Henry Fuchs [50] envisioned a
telepresence system that records a patient in an operation room in real-time using
a grid of cameras and streams the reconstructed situation to a remote specialist to
support surgery. Many research groups approached the above noted challenges with
system developments for different application scenarios and contributed to the advancing field of telepresence research, e.g., Office-of-the-Future [118, 124], Blue-c [56]
and BeingThere [31, 86]. Most of these early systems were pioneering yet limited in
immersion, performance and scalability. The implementation of robust and usable
telepresence systems is still a matter of ongoing research. The following Section summarizes the contributions of this thesis towards this goal.

1.2

Overview of Contributions

The "Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence" system presented in this thesis allowed for the first time two remote user groups to meet and collaborate in a shared
virtual environment and to see each other as life-size 3D video avatars. In this work
we used two stereoscopic multi-user projection displays [75] and a state-of-the-art
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of four users meeting in an immersive telepresence environment and playing Jenga™ . Two users are co-located at location A, whereas
the other two users are at locations B and C, respectively. A telepresence server
receives and synchronizes the input events and tracking data from each telepresence client (green arrow), performs the simulation and processing of the application logic, updates the state of the scene graph and distributes it to the
clients (red arrow). At each client location, the local participants are captured
(blue) and reconstructed (including voice), the 3D video avatars are distributed
to remote clients (blue arrow), the users’ head positions and input devices
(green) are tracked and distributed to a telepresence server (green arrow), the
latest state of the shared scene graph is received from the telepresence server
(red arrow), the remote 3D video avatars are received (blue arrow) and integrated into the scenery, the spatially consistent scenery is rendered and displayed for each local user (including spatial audio).
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Introduction

Figure 1.4: The precise calibration of 3D capturing systems is essential for the
geometrically correct integration of the 3D video avatars into the shared virtual
environment. To achieve this, each RGBD-sensor has to be calibrated and registered into the coordinate system that is shared with the system that tracks the
user’s head and optional input devices (green) and linked with the application.
This involves the calibration of the 3D capturing systems, i.e. the calibration of
each sensors’ (S1 - S4 and S’1 - S’4 ) color and depth coordinate systems as well
as the compensation of each sensors’ individual depth and lens distortions. As
a result, a shared person and task space can be established and gestures like
pointing at a feature of a virtual object can be perceived correctly by each participant. In the example shown here, the ﬁngertips of both users virtually coincide
at the top of the church spire.
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virtual reality framework [8]. Our system required the novel implementation of
two calibrated 3D capturing systems and the novel implementation of a processing
pipeline for the distribution, reconstruction and composited rendering of realistic lifesize 3D video avatars.
Essential for the geometrically correct integration of the 3D video avatars into the
virtual environment is the precise calibration of the 3D capturing systems into the
coordinate system that is shared with the application as well as the tracking of the
user’s head, input devices and the display’s geometry. Figure 1.4 illustrates this essential property. The accuracy of the utilized 3D capturing systems benefited from
a novel method for the precise calibration of depth measurements and their registration into the shared coordinate system. The calibration of 3D capturing systems
was further improved by a novel method that simultaneously calibrates and registers multiple color and depth sensors at a very high precision throughout a large 3D
capturing volume. A novel automatic optimization process significantly reduced the
time of manual operation involved in the original method and yields similar high
accuracy.
The major technical and scientific contributions of this thesis, are presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, and are in the following areas:
• Chapter 2:
– The design, implementation and evaluation of the first end-to-end immersive group-to-group telepresence processing pipeline, based on
– a novel method for the precise calibration of RGBD-sensors’ depth measurements,
– a novel method for the registration of RGBD-sensors into the shared coordinate system of the application,
– a novel distributed processing pipeline that reconstructs realistic 3D video
avatars, an efficient compression method for color image streams, hardware accelerated bilateral filtering and compression domain texturing.
• Chapter 3:
– A novel method for the highly accurate volumetric calibration and registration of multiple RGBD-sensors into a shared coordinate system that is
linked to an optical tracking system, does not rely on any specific lens or
camera model and avoids run-time image rectification, resulting in
– a high measurement accuracy close to the resolution of the sensors with
an average 3D error below 3 mm and an average texture deviation smaller
than 0.5 pixels for a capturing volume of about 1.5 m x 1.8 m x 1.5 m, and
– a precise low-latency single-step mapping of raw depth sensor values to
positions in world space and to texture coordinates in an associated color
image.
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• Chapter 4:

– A novel sweeping-based calibration method that significantly reduces the
manual operation involved in the original volumetric calibration method,
resulting in a similarly high accuracy, based on
– a filter chain for the robust identification of erroneously detected crossing
point coordinates in noisy color and depth image streams, and
– an automatic optimization process that establishes synchronized correspondences in non-synchronized data streams.
The "Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence" system was successfully presented
at the IEEE Virtual Reality conference in 2013 [14]. Since that time, many research
groups addressed telepresence from a similar conceptual perspective, however, yet
different in several aspects. This thesis therefore discusses recent research in the advancing field of 3D telepresence with a focus on systems, 3D capturing and reconstruction as well as on data streaming in Chapter 5. In addition, the results of our
own work on real-time 3D reconstruction from multiple RGBD-sensors as well as on
the compression of captured depth image streams are presented by means of two
case studies. Chapter 6 concludes with the contributions of this thesis and highlights
possible directions for future research in the advancing field of immersive 3D telepresence.
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Chapter 2

Immersive Group-to-Group
Telepresence
This chapter reports on joint work with André Kunert, Alexander Kulik and Bernd
Fröhlich at Bauhaus-Universität Weimar. It has been presented at IEEE Virtual Reality
2013 and was published in the conference proceedings under the title:
“Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence”
© 2013 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Beck et al. 2013 [14].

Abstract
We present a novel immersive telepresence system that allows distributed groups of
users to meet in a shared virtual 3D world. Our approach is based on two coupled
projection-based multi-user setups, each providing multiple users with perspectively
correct stereoscopic images. At each site the users and their local interaction space
are continuously captured using a cluster of registered depth and color cameras. The
captured 3D information is transferred to the respective other location, where the
remote participants are virtually reconstructed. We explore the use of these virtual
user representations in various interaction scenarios in which local and remote users
are face-to-face, side-by-side or decoupled. Initial experiments with distributed user
groups indicate the mutual understanding of pointing and tracing gestures independent of whether they were performed by local or remote participants. Our users were
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Figure 2.1: Two groups of users meet virtually while being surrounded by a
virtual city. On the left the local users greet the life-size 3D representations of
the remote users. On the right the two groups discuss the tower of a church in
a WIM by pointing and gesturing.

excited about the new possibilities of jointly exploring a virtual city, where they relied
on a world-in-miniature metaphor for mutual awareness of their respective locations.

2.1

Introduction

Marvin Minsky originally coined the term “telepresence” to describe the ability of
controlling the instruments of a remote robot as if operating directly with one’s own
hands [100]. In this sense, the term refers to remote manipulation paired with highquality sensory feedback. Bill Buxton later transferred the concept of telepresence
to the domain of telecommunication [25]. He distinguished between the task space
and the person space in collaborative work and argued that “effective telepresence
depends on quality sharing of both”. Considering a shared person space, Buxton
et al. suggested representing each participant of a teleconference by an individual
terminal equipped with audio and video facilities [24]. A shared task space was provided with additional interconnected electronic whiteboards. Ishii and Kobayashi’s
Clearboard [62] expanded on the metaphor of a transparent whiteboard between two
distant users, which merges the shared person and task space for one-to-one telecommunication. Since then, the advances toward a shared person space have been impressive (e.g. [11]), while the idea of an integrated shared space for groups of people
and tasks has received much less attention.
We created an immersive telepresence system that allows distant groups of users
to collaborate in a shared task space. We used two projection-based multi-user 3D
displays [48,75] to provide the means for local collaboration. These two systems were
driven and coupled using the distributed virtual reality framework AVANGO [74].
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A cluster of depth cameras continuously captured participants and physical objects
at each site. The captured 3D data was then transferred to the remote location in
real time and displayed within the shared virtual environment. This setup allowed
us to realize direct face-to-face group meetings as if occurring locally. Furthermore,
we explored other configurations where the groups were placed next to each other
or navigating completely independently in the shared virtual world. Both groups
of users were informed of their respective locations through a world-in-miniature
(WIM) that was attached to a stationary navigation device in front of the display
(Figure 2.1).
Our work was inspired by many other immersive telepresence projects, including
the early TELEPORT system [55], the National Tele-Immersion-Initiative (NTII) and
the blue-c project [56]. In these systems the capturing technology remained a challenging problem, which is now simplified by the availability of commodity depth
cameras [156]. Recent work based on depth cameras produced promising results for
one-to-one telepresence [16, 86] using 3D video avatars. Several projects tried to reconstruct the surrounding local space of the participants, as seen with [86]. Others
focused on capturing the involved persons, their postures, gestures and actions to
embed them into a virtual environment [56, 78, 115]. We followed this last approach
with an additional interest in capturing handheld objects and the interactions with
a navigation device. However, none of the existing systems provided multi-user 3D
display capabilities and in most cases they were too small for colocated group interaction in a shared task space or they did not provide life-size 3D representations of
the users.
We built the first telepresence system that provides an integrated shared space in
immersive virtual reality for groups of people and their tasks. Our system displays
virtual objects in the shared space between the two groups of users as well as surrounds them with a consistent virtual environment. The main contributions of our
work fall into three areas:
• 3D capturing and reconstruction: We introduce the use of a depth correction
volume for precise calibration of individual depth cameras, which is the key to
registering multiple depth cameras over a larger space.
• Interaction: Our interface allows users to couple both groups in registered faceto-face or side-by-side situations. Alternatively, both groups can move independently through a virtual world. We suggest the use of a WIM to provide
awareness of the locations of the respective other group in the environment.
• User study: Our study confirms that local pointing can be exploited as a means
for direct communication between local and remote participants. In both situations, we also observe similar limitations in accuracy, albeit for different reasons. Local pointing is affected by the accommodation-convergence mismatch
while remote pointing suffers from the precision of the 3D reconstruction of a
user’s finger or hand.
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In our work we provided basic audio communication through a single microphone
and speaker at each site. While our application ran in a distributed configuration for
driving two different projection setups, we did not focus on the data distribution aspect. All our machines were connected to our local 10 GbE network. Nevertheless,
significant amounts of engineering are necessary to build and run such a complex distributed system, including the setup of and the communication with multiple depth
camera servers, the calibration and registration of the different camera coordinate
systems and the stereoscopic real-time rendering of up to 10 image streams consisting of color and depth information.
The 3D reconstructions from a set of depth images still contain many visual artifacts
despite our significantly improved registration of multiple depth cameras and their
depth accuracy. In particular, the reconstruction of the shutter glasses leaves much
to be desired. However, our users ignored these artifacts for the most part and focused on the tasks. They confirmed that taking turns and collaboration as well as
communication through gestures worked well.

2.2

Related Work

Numerous systems have been proposed that aimed for a shared person space in teleconferencing. Four complementary approaches can be distinguished:
1. 2D videoconferencing systems that enable eye contact through optimized camera placement [27, 62, 103, 148],
2. the embodiment of remote conference participants in a local audio and video
terminal, also called situated avatar [1, 24, 65, 67, 72, 109, 141],
3. virtual avatars that are controlled by the users’ body movements [136], sometimes including eye movements [137], and
4. 3D capturing of remote participants to enable multiple perspectives including
face-to-face with direct eye contact [11, 16, 56, 65, 86, 92, 128, 145].
The latter approach had been envisioned by Fuchs and Neuman as early as 1993 [50]
and first encouraging steps were presented five years later [118]. The recent availability of commodity depth cameras facilitates 3D capturing and consequently boosted
developments in all directions. On the basis of 3D video data the angular disparity of cameras in 2D videoconferencing can be removed by aligning the perspective
artificially [128], situated avatars can provide a live size 3D appearance of remote participants by displaying 3D video on the surface of a physical terminal [1] and realistic
virtual avatars can be generated by scanning the users’ physical appearances [144].
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In the domain of real-time 3D capturing and reconstruction the system presented by
Maimone and Fuchs [86] was particularly impressive. They achieved a high quality surface reconstruction by fusing overlapping depth contributions based on a per
pixel quality analysis. Later, the same authors proposed an improved 3D calibration method for the depth cameras [87] in order to capture a larger space. They also
suggested physical vibration of the depth cameras to reduce interferences of the superimposed infrared patterns in a setup with multiple Kinects [88]. The resulting
motion blur causes the projected patterns from other devices to vanish in the individual camera images, while the respective own patterns remain stable. At the same
time Butler et al. investigated this method and provided a detailed analysis of the
optimal vibration parameters [23]. We followed this idea and attached a vibrating
motor to the body of the Kinect devices. More recently, Kainz et al. [68] presented a
system that used up to 10 depth cameras to cover an area of about two by two meters
for omnidirectional 3D capturing of a person in real time. Similar to ours their system
also involved a mobile device besides the stationary installed depth cameras. However, it cannot be applied for group-to-group telepresence. The available capturing
volume is too small for a group of users and no means are provided for displaying
remote participants. Newcombe, Izadi and colleagues [64, 102] presented a 3D scanning system that uses a single Kinect. Starting from a coarse reconstruction, their
method iteratively refines the surface of static objects by a volumetric integration of
successive frames over time. Although their method can capture objects in real time
it is limited in range and it is not designed to handle dynamic objects.
Most early 3D teleconferencing systems had focused on symmetric one-to-one or
asymmetric one-to-many setups. Symmetric group-to-group interaction was first realized in a 2D videoconferencing system by Nguyen et al. [103]. They provided individual capturing and display for each participant to achieve a consistent shared space
among them, but the system could not provide relevant depth cues like stereo vision
and motion parallax. Each participant could perceive the shared space only correctly
from a dedicated sweet spot. In contrast we created an immersive telepresence system allowing distant groups of users to meet face-to-face in a shared task space. Our
system seamlessly combines local and remote collaboration spaces in a 3D space that
spans over the whole range of mixed reality [99] from purely virtual content over
remotely captured 3D video to local physical reality.

2.3

3D Capturing and Reconstruction

Our technical setup is based on two projection-based multi-user display systems,
two clusters of Microsoft Kinects and the distributed virtual reality framework
AVANGO [74], which provides a shared virtual world for the spatially separated
displays. Each Kinect-cluster captures a group of users in front of their display (Figure 2.2). The Kinect data streams are processed by multiple server processes and are
then rendered as 3D reconstructions inside the virtual world.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of our physical setup (overhead view). Two
Kinect clusters in front of our two projection-based multi-user display systems
and the Kinect servers that process the data streams. The blue Kinect is not attached to a ﬁxed mount and can be interactively placed. The ﬁve red Kinects
capture the users of the two-user system and the other four white Kinects capture the users of the six-user system. Accurate depth data can be provided in a
range of 0.5 to 3.0 meters.

Our technical setup requires an accurate calibration of individual Kinects as well as
a precise registration of multiple Kinects to a joint world coordinate system. Each
Kinect comes with slightly different optical characteristics due to manufacturing tolerances, which requires a good calibration of the cameras’ intrinsics as well as an
individual correction of each camera’s distance measurements. The registration procedure must allow for camera conﬁgurations in which the cameras might not simultaneously see a single calibration target at a ﬁxed position. During runtime, the Kinect
data streams are acquired and processed by dedicated Kinect servers, which includes
real-time rectiﬁcation, ﬁltering, and transference of the depth and color images to
the rendering nodes of our distributed VR-application. The rendering nodes further
process the incoming data streams and ﬁnally fuse them into 3D reconstructions.
In the next subsections we describe the most important steps that are involved to realize the described setup. Firstly, our dedicated calibration procedures are explained,
followed by the software pipeline that processes and renders the image streams during runtime.

2.3.1

Calibration

Intrinsic Calibration Further processing of color and depth images requires rectiﬁcation. For this task we use a tool provided by Nicolas Burrus [22] that computes the
intrinsic parameters for the color- and depth-camera optics of each Kinect from a set
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of images of a checkerboard. The resulting parameters are stored in a file along with
an affine transformation matrix that maps depth pixels to rgb pixels for each Kinect.
Based on this data, standard OpenCV functionality can be applied for frame-wise
image rectification during runtime.

Depth Calibration A Kinect’s depth sensor reports a single raw depth value per
pixel, encoded as an 11bit parallax value v(x, y). This value can be converted to a
metric distance d(v(x, y)) using the raw-to-metric mapping of Burrus [22].
While this mapping is sufficient for small scale environments we observed that it is
not accurate enough for our requirements. Our system requires particularly accurate
depth measurements because our Kinect clusters observe a relatively large volume of
approximately 4 by 4 by 3 meters. Accurate depth data is a key requirement for all
further processing and in particular the registration of multiple Kinects.
For an analysis of the depth accuracy, we placed several Kinects in front of a planar
wall and compared the measured distances to the real wall-to-lens distance. With
Burrus’ mapping we observed errors of up to 15 cm between the real and the measured distance. These errors were different for individual devices and they also varied with distance and in different areas of the depth image. However, they were very
well reproducible.
We parametrized Burrus’ mapping so that it matches two reference measurements at
different depths. This already reduced the error by a certain degree, but as we started
to use multiple (mutually registered) Kinects, we observed that their measurements
only matched at a few sweet spots. Apparently, such a simple linear correction does
not reduce the variance in the measurements and does not even keep the mean error
close to zero (Figure 2.4 left). Maimone and Fuchs [87] as well as Kainz et al. [68]
observed similar issues. Both groups proposed an integrated solution for the calibration and registration of multiple Kinects. They simultaneously measure a calibration
sphere at several positions with multiple Kinects. Maimone and Fuchs use an affine
transformation of the data of each device to match the measured positions in 3D
space. A limitation of this approach is that it may only reduce a linear bias. Kainz et
al. fit a three-dimensional polynomial function to the acquired set of 3D depth errors
which can be used at runtime to estimate and correct measurement errors.
We developed a more precise approach which produces a 3D-lookup table for perpixel per-depth mapping of a Kinect’s measurements. Our depth calibration method
uses the almost perfectly even floor of our laboratory as the reference plane. A Kinect
is mounted such that it orthogonally faces the floor (Figure 2.3). Counterweights facilitate leveling the camera which allows us to ensure an angular precision of less
than one degree. The actual distance of the depth camera to the floor is measured
with a well calibrated optical tracking system [7] serving as our ground truth. A motor winch moves the depth camera automatically from the ceiling of our laboratory
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the depth calibration process: a) A Kinect is attached to
our custom mount. During calibration it is lowered by a motor winch from 3.1
to 0.5 meter above the floor that serves as the reference plane. b) The Kinect’s
line of sight (blue axis) is orthogonal to the ground during calibration. Here the
normal of the gray semi-transparent plane coincides with the Kinect’s line of
sight. c) The inaccurate reconstruction of the ground floor without our depth
calibration. d) With our depth calibration the reconstructed ground floor is
almost perfectly flat and at the correct distance of 1.5 meter.

towards the floor for generating the 3D-lookup table. This procedure for a depth
range of dt = 0.5 to 3.1 meter takes about 5 minutes.
Our 3D-lookup table D[640, 480, 2048] is sized corresponding to the resolution of the
Kinect’s depth image and 11 bit depth values. While the Kinect is slowly moving
toward the floor we simultaneously acquire the distance values dt from the tracking
system and the depth images V from the Kinect. For each acquisition step, we add the
correct distance value dt to the 3D-lookup table by performing D[xi , yj , V [xi , yj ]]+ =
dt for each pixel (xi , yi ) of the depth image V . Note that the Kinect may report the
same depth value for different real distances dt .
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of the depth measurement accuracy of a single Kinect
with the parametrized version of Burrus’ mapping (left) and with our mapping
based on the 3D-lookup table (right). The y-axis shows the average error with
respect to the real distance dt across all pixels of a depth image with the standard deviation as an envelope. The x-axis shows the distance in a range from
0.8 - 3.0 meter. With Burrus’ mapping, the mean of the error varies with distance and the standard error goes up to 3 cm (depending on the device). Our
calibration method improves on both issues.

Once this process is complete, the resulting value in each cell of D is divided by
the respective number of added distance values. This normalization results in an
averaging of the real-distance values that corresponds to a reported raw Kinect value.
The few cells of D that remain empty are filled with values interpolated from adjacent
cells. Values outside the calibrated range are tagged to be invalid. Hence our valid
depth-range is limited to 3.1 meter for each Kinect. For accurate 3D capturing at
larger distances we would require a higher depth resolution than provided by current
hardware.
The 3D-lookup table D maps every possible raw value at each pixel in a Kinect’s
depth image to a highly accurate metric distance (Figure 2.4). Absolute accuracy
depends on various factors, including the accuracy of the tracking system and the
noise of the Kinect sensor. Thus, the standard error for individual measurements
at each pixel position mostly remains in the range of 1 cm while the mean error is
very close to zero for all distances. Such an individual 3D-lookup table needs to be
generated for each Kinect

External Registration The calibrated data from all involved Kinect depth cameras
must be registered to a joint coordinate system. Our approach uses a large tracked
box as a physical reference. The Kinects derive their transformation relative to the
calibration box whose position and orientation is constantly monitored by our optical
tracking system [7].
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Figure 2.5: Left: The calibration box with markers attached and a Kinect that
has to be registered. The three sides of the box are exactly orthogonal. Right:
The three sides of the box are detected in the depth image. The deviation between the computed coordinate system (colored axes) and its orthonormal form
(white axes) is below 0.3 degree per axis.

Before starting the registration process for each Kinect, we take a depth shot of a static
scene without the calibration box. Then the box is placed in front of the device so that
three sides can be fully seen in the acquired image (Figure 2.5 left). By comparing
every depth sample of a depth frame to the depth shot a set of 3D positions that belong to one of the three sides is selected as candidate points for further processing.
Then local normals for all candidate points are computed by nearest neighbor search
and a plane fitting step. Based on the orientation of their respective normals the algorithm associates the candidate points to one of the three sides of the box. The point
sets define the corresponding surface only with a certain accuracy, therefore, within
each set outliers are removed whose normal deviates more than a specified tolerance
angle amin from the average normal. The algorithm then searches for the best fitting
planes through the three filtered point sets using the least squares method. A coordinate system is constructed by intersecting the three detected planes. In contrast to
the corresponding corner of the reference cube, the derived coordinate system is not
necessarily orthogonal (due to noise in the depth image). An optimization process
thus adapts the tolerance angle amin in a range from 0 to 20 degrees and outputs
the coordinate system with the minimum overall deviation error from orthogonality
over all axes. Depending on the orientation of a Kinect and the calibration box this
error is mostly below 0.3 degrees. This coordinate system is then orthogonalized (by
fixing the axis corresponding to the most stable plane) and then defines the relative
transformation between the Kinect and the calibration box (Figure 2.5 right).

Mobile Kinect Our system also supports a mobile depth camera that can be positioned dynamically. In order to enable tracking of its pose during runtime, it is
equipped with a tracking target (Figure 2.5 left). Initially, we register the mobile
Kinect with the method described above. As a result of the registration step we obtain the pose of the calibration box, the pose of the attached target and the relative
transformation between the depth camera and the calibration box. Given these trans-
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Figure 2.6: Overview of the processing pipeline for the depth and color image
streams of a single Kinect: From left to right: The Kinect generates new data at
30 Hz. The color images are rectified and compressed to DXT1 texture format.
The corresponding depth frames are rectified, converted to metric distances
and temporally filtered in parallel to the color streams. Both streams are then
transferred to texture memory. On the GPU the bilateral filter is applied on the
depth images and finally a 3D view is reconstructed using a 3D warping step.

formations the relative transformation between the Kinect’s sensor and its attached
target can be derived.

2.3.2

Real-Time Processing Pipeline

The two calibrated and registered clusters of depth camera observe the space in front
of each display and capture the participating users. The challenge is to provide individual 3D reconstructions for each user’s views (up to eight users) from the image
streams of up to ten Kinects - five capturing the space in front of the display supporting up to six tracked users, four in front of the other display supporting up to two
users plus one mobile Kinect. Therefore all image streams must be processed simultaneously and in real time. For a single Kinect the processing steps from capturing to
the final 3D-view are outlined in Figure 2.6. Note that these steps are not performed
on a single workstation in our system but the figure rather shows the processing
pipeline along a single Kinect image stream.
Up to four Kinects can be connected to one multicore workstation that processes the
depth and color data in up to eight parallel threads. Each Kinect provides raw color
and depth images at 30 Hz. Both data streams are processed in parallel on the CPU
starting with a distortion correction (using OpenCV) based on the cameras’ intrinsic parameters. Using fastdxt [121], the color images are then compressed to the
DXT1 texture format, which can directly be handled by modern graphics APIs such
as OpenGL. After compression, each color image occupies 150 kB instead of 900 kB
for the raw data. This saves network and also GPU-transfer bandwidth. We found
that the quality after compression is almost indistinguishable from the original images. The raw values in the depth images are simultaneously converted to metric
distances based on our 3D-lookup table described above. We further apply a temporal filter to the depth images. If the current depth value deviates more than 3 cm
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of unfiltered depth images and the results achieved
with the bilateral filter. The surface normal is computed from the depth gradient and mapped to rgb to visualize the smoothing effect. From left to right: no
bilateral filter, 5 by 5 pixel filter kernel, 10 by 10 pixel filter kernel, reconstruction with photo texture applied for 5 by 5 pixel filter kernel.

from the filtered value, we ignore the filtered value and use the actual depth value. In
our experience this improves the capturing quality of static parts of the scene while
dynamic content remains unaffected.
After the initial steps on the CPU, the captured data is further processed on the GPU.
For a more stable reconstruction we apply a hardware-accelerated bilateral filter of
size 5 by 5 pixels to the depth image. The results of bilateral filtering compared to
unfiltered depth images are shown in Figure 2.7. Eventually, the filtered depth image
is reprojected into 3D and rendered with a proxy triangle-mesh according to the perspective of the user. Depending on the number of Kinect image streams and the available processing power we apply two different reconstruction methods. The faster but
also less accurate approach only uses the geometry stage of the OpenGL pipeline to
analyze and improve the quality of the reconstructed proxy mesh. Triangles that are
too large in relation to the capturing distance are eliminated as well as those that
are almost facing away from the viewing direction of the capturing device. In the
fragment stage the compressed color image is accessed and applied to the warped
triangle mesh through a texture look-up. Alternatively we apply a 3D-reconstruction
method similar to the one introduced by Maimone et al. [86]. This approach yields
better quality for surfaces that are seen by more than one Kinect but is computationally more expensive.
The whole capturing-and-reconstruction pipeline of our system is distributed over
several workstations. Figure 2.8 shows an overview. The raw data from the Kinect
devices is acquired and processed by several Kinect servers that provide their results
to client applications on other workstations via a multi-cast network connection. We
currently do not focus on compression techniques that are specialized for medium
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Figure 2.8: Overview of the data flow within our distributed VR-application:
Top: A Kinect server processes the data of several attached Kinects in parallel
and then sends the processed frames via a multi-cast connection to a client application. The client receives the frames in an asynchronous manner and transfers incoming frames to the GPU for rendering. Bottom: In our distributed application setup several Kinect servers process and send the streams of multiple
Kinects to each participating AVANGO client which renders the stereoscopic
view for a particular user. The lengths of the individual processing blocks indicate the relative processing times.

bandwidth networks such as Pece et al. [112]. However, network traffic is slightly
reduced through compression of the color images.
For each user, an individual client application receives the processed capturing data
from the network and performs the 3D reconstruction and the stereoscopic rendering
on a separate graphics card. The data transfer to the GPU and the rendering on the
GPU are performed sequentially. On the workstation that drives the two-user display,
two clients are running, while a further six clients are running on another workstation
that drives the six-user display. Each client reconstructs and renders the captured
data of all involved Kinects’ depth and color image streams on a dedicated graphics
card for the left and the right eye of a user. If a WIM is used, then additionally all
Kinect streams are rendered to show the local and remote users in the WIM.
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Figure 2.9: Two groups of users are standing across from each other and around
the overlapping Spheron input devices. They zoomed into the WIM to the location where they are currently located in the city model. Here they can see
video-avatar representations of themselves.

2.4

Group-to-Group Interaction

Many applications can benefit from an immersive telepresence system that allows
two or more groups of users at different locations to meet in a shared virtual environment. Architectural applications are a prime example since they traditionally
perform face-to-face discussions around a small scale model and appreciate the possibility for a joint exploration of a life-size 3D model. For enabling a local group
to work together in a colocated setup, we use a projection-based multi-user system,
which provides each tracked user with a perspectively correct visualization of the 3D
scene. In such a system colocated users can show details of the model to each other
by simply pointing with their bare hand. Salzmann et al. [125] showed that an accuracy of two to three centimeters can be achieved. They also reported that tracing
along the boundaries of small objects allows other users to identify the object more
securely than by simply pointing at it. Remote participants, represented by life-size
video avatars in our telepresence system, can join this gestural communication just
as naturally.
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Besides bare handed pointing, navigation is an important part of the interface. In our
system each group is equipped with a stationary input device, the Spheron, which
is placed approximately 1.5 m in front of the screen. The Spheron is equipped with
a 3D joystick on the side for moving through the scene and a large 3D trackball on
the top for changing the viewing direction [75] in navigation mode. In manipulation
mode the input is applied to a selected object.
Our interface also provides a world-in-miniature (WIM [138]) to facilitate wayfinding
and the coordination between groups. The WIM can be manipulated with a handheld
prop, but if this reference object is placed on the Spheron, the WIM becomes attached
to the stationary device. It is then visualized directly above the trackball and can be
further manipulated with input from the Spheron. We observed that users on both
sides prefered this alternative for collaborative way planning and navigation.
We differentiate among three different configurations of the two user groups that support different requirements: face-to-face, side-by-side or independent. In the following sections, we explain these configurations. Figures 2.9-2.11 illustrate the resulting
situations in the exemplary scenario of a joint tour through a 3D city model.

2.4.1

Face-to-Face Meeting

A face-to-face configuration of the two groups is the most natural starting point for a
meeting. The Spheron serves as a centrally shared object and both groups are placed
on opposite sides of the device. As a result, the positions of the two Spheron devices
match in the virtual environment. Figure 2.9 shows this configuration in the WIM.
In this situation the participants can directly see each other. The remote participants’
hands and partially their bodies appear in front of the screen. If a remote and a local
user are touching the same point on a virtual model, their fingers will also meet in
space. In this configuration remote and local users can show each other details in the
WIM. Furthermore, if they zoom into the WIM - to their actual location in the virtual
world - they can see their own 3D representations acting in real-time in the virtual
world. In this configuration as well as in the side-by-side configuration, there is only
a single WIM model. Both Spheron devices affect the same model. We simply add the
motion input from both parties to a combined input. This generally does not result
in interferences between input from both groups, since users see each other accessing
the control of their local device and directly resolve disagreements by talking and
gesturing.

2.4.2

Side-by-Side Coupling for Joint Navigation

Face-to-face meetings are most suitable for exploring small-scale virtual content displayed between the two groups. For jointly exploring a large scale virtual model, the
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Figure 2.10: The two groups stand next to each other. The user on the right side
is standing behind the remote users and thus he can see their virtual representations from behind.

two user groups can place themselves so that they are both facing in the same direction. In this case their Spheron devices as well as their screens align. Both groups can
take over the navigation through the virtual scene by operating the Spheron. Typically, they coordinate in taking turns by talking to each other. If one group stands
slightly left of their Spheron and the other group slightly to the right, they are truly in
a side-by-side configuration. In this configuration none of the virtual user representations can be seen. Only if remote users move forward will they partially appear to the
local users as they enter the local users’ viewing frustum. At this point it is possible
that the remote user points to a virtual object and the local user is able to correctly see
this gesture if there is no occlusion. However, such a true side-by-side placement of
the users is not required and local and remote users can stand in arbitrary locations
in front of the screens as in Figure 2.10. In the side-by-side configuration, surprising
things can happen such as a virtual arm of a remote user extending from the body of
a local user.
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Figure 2.11: A handle sticking out of the WIM shows the position of the local and remote group. In this case both handles overlap because the users are
coupled. Each user could pick up the remote group and move it to a different
location.

2.4.3

Independent Navigation

At times both user groups might want to be more independent of each other. Thus
they can detach from the coupled face-to-face or side-by-side configuration and
switch to an independent navigation mode. Both groups are equipped with a local Spheron input device and all other interface elements, including the WIM, are
provided to each group individually. However, the groups can still see each other in
the shared virtual world by looking at the WIM or in configurations where one group
is standing or moving in front of the other. For example, one group may follow the
other (Figure 2.12, left) or, they can meet each other during individual tours (Figure 2.12, right). Both situations mimic real-world situations with the limitation that
each display system provides only a window into the virtual world through which
the others can be seen. If one group cannot directly see the other, the WIM comes
in handy. A handle sticking out of the WIM shows where the other group is (Figure 2.11). They can then zoom into the WIM to see what the others are doing. Using
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Figure 2.12: Left: One group trails another group on a city tour. Right: The two
groups meet inside a building.

the handle they can move themselves closer to the others. Alternatively, the handle also allows one group to pick up the other group and move them to a different
location, e.g. place them in front of a particular landmark or close to their own location. Such an act may cause confusion - if not discomfort. Performing actions that
strongly affect the other users, should at least be announced. If the other group is not
in viewing distance, the only possible communication method is via audio, i.e. voice.

2.5

Results, Evaluation and Discussion

We set up two multi-user telepresence platforms, both building on multi-user stereo
projection displays that accommodate two or up to six users respectively. Our setup
incorporates 10 Microsoft Kinects, each equipped with a vibration motor. The PC
workstations for Kinect servers are equipped with two Intel Xeon X5680 six-core processors running at 3.33 GHz and 48 GiB of main memory. On the six-user projection
system the AVANGO client applications run on a single workstation equipped with
two Intel Xeon X5680 six-core processors running at 3.33 GHz, 96 GiB of main memory and three NVIDIA Quadro Plex 7000 graphics subsystems. On the 2-user projection system the AVANGO client applications run on a single workstation equipped
with two Intel Xeon X5680 six-core processors running at 3.33 GHz, 48 GiB of main
memory and one NVIDIA Quadro Plex 2200 D2 graphics subsystem. The screen size
is 4.3 by 2.7 meters for the six-user and 3 by 2 meters for the two-user projection system. Both projection systems have a resolution of 1920 by 1200 pixels. All workstations are running Ubuntu Linux 11.04, 64-bit, kernel version is 2.6.38-13 and NVIDIA
driver version 304.43. They are connected via a 10 GbE fibre network connection.
Using this setup we typically achieved application frame rates of around 30 Hz for
scenarios that do not use the WIM. With the WIM enabled, 3D video avatars of all par-
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Table 2.1: Timings in milliseconds per frame for the different processing steps.
The server time includes the pull time from the Kinect driver, rectification of
color and depth images, applying our depth calibration, compression of the
color image and the temporal smoothing of the depth image. Transfer time is
over our 10 GbE network. Bilateral filtering uses a 5x5 filter kernel.
# Kinects

server

transfer

bil. filter

3D-warp

sum

1
2
3
4

50
50
50
50

2.7
5
6.7
8.3

4
7
10
15

3.1
6.5
10.2
14.2

59.8
68.5
76.9
87.5

ticipants must be rendered for each of these additional scene representations. Correspondingly, the frame rate dropped to 20 Hz with one WIM or 12 Hz with two WIMs.
The system’s latency is different for purely virtual content as compared to the 3D reconstructions of remote users. At 30 Hz the local rendering takes about 100 ms from
tracking the user’s motion input to the display update. The 3D capturing and reconstruction of remote users, however, takes significantly longer. Between 300 to 500 ms
elapse before an action of a remote user can be perceived locally. Thus, independent
of the users’ individual capacity of reaction, we have to consider the round trip time
of about one second before we could see the reaction of a remote participant to a
gesture of a local participant. These estimates of the end-to-end latency are based on
measurements of individual steps in our processing pipeline (Table 2.1). They also
include the basic latency of the Kinect as well as the rendering time.
The network transfer is certainly another factor in our system, but not the dominating one. For example, the data of compressed color images and uncompressed
depth images from four Kinects sums up to approximately 5.3 MB per frame. In
our 10 GbE network it takes 8.3 ms on average to transfer this amount of data. In a
truly distributed setting the latency of the remote 3D video avatars would be somewhat higher. The network bandwidth would become the main issue. Therefore, one
would have to use a higher compression for the color images and also compress the
depth values as suggested by Pece et al. [112].
For the best possible coverage of a groups’s interaction space, a large number of depth
cameras would be beneficial. However, the interactivity would suffer from the increased latency and reduced frame rate. Thus, we decided to optimize the capturing quality of the two-user display using five Kinects plus one mobile Kinect, while
ensuring sufficient coverage of the larger platform to enable bidirectional gestural
communication by using four Kinects. The setups can be seen in Figure 2.2. In both
setups we perform an outside-in capturing to cover the users from all sides. The
smaller setup provides a decent reconstruction of two persons interacting in a 1 m radius around a sweet spot 1.5 m in front of the screen center (Figure 2.13, right). One of
these cameras is the mobile Kinect and can be repositioned during runtime for closeup shots or for the compensation of missing viewing angles. For the six-user display
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Figure 2.13: Two groups of users meet in a virtual city model. The image to the
left shows the situation at the six-user display. The same situation on the other
side with the two-user display can be seen on the right.

four Kinects provide basic acquisition capabilities (Figure 2.13, left). Here a surround
reconstruction of people is only available close to the sweet spot 1.5 m in front of
the screen. Furthermore occlusion of individuals through other people can rarely be
compensated by other viewing angles. For the exchange of audio information we set
up a basic speaker and microphone at each site.

2.5.1

Usability Experiments

During regular visits from guests to our laboratory, we received very positive feedback about the system and observed that it allows for rich gestural communication
between local and remote participants. It facilitates the examination of virtual objects
shown between the two groups as well as the exploration of virtual environments
surrounding the users. To verify our impressions we invited four groups of three
users for formal evaluation sessions each lasting one hour, with about 45 minutes in
our systems. The four groups were subsequently scheduled and all went through
the same protocol, collaborating remotely with two experimenters on the planning
of sightseeing tours through a virtual model of our local city. The participants always used the larger telepresence system (Figure 2.13 left), while both experimenters
coordinated the group and remotely performed tests using the smaller telepresence
system (Figure 2.13 right).

Participants
We recruited 12 students of various disciplines from our university. They were aged
between 20 to 31. All but one participant were male. We divided them into four
groups of three users that were invited for independent test sessions. The stereo par-
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Figure 2.14: A remote user pointing at a building and a local user identifying it
during the pointing study.

allax was adjusted for each user according to their respective eye distance to ensure
accurate spatial perception.

Procedure
After a short introduction all sessions proceeded through three main phases:
Welcome and Introduction: The guests were welcomed by the 3D video avatars of
the experimenters, who asked everybody to shake hands, making sure that the
visual perception allows for direct interpersonal interaction. Thereafter we enabled the miniature visualization of our city model. We mentioned that the
model showed our actual geographic environment and asked the users to identify known buildings by pointing and speaking.
Understanding Pointing Gestures of Remote Participants: In the second phase we
tested the comprehensibility of pointing gestures of remote participants. The
experimenters subsequently pointed at 10 individual building models. We
asked the participants to identify them using a virtual ray to eliminate any possible confusion in their selection. To involve all participants, the pointing device
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was handed over to another participant after each of the 10 pointing tasks and
the other two were always asked to verify the other user’s selection. The virtual
building models used for this study were all of similar size of around 2 x 2 x
2 cm and directly connected to other surrounding buildings (Figure 2.14). We
knew that misunderstandings can be rapidly clarified in the local group as also
with the remote communication partners. To study the immediate communication capabilities of our system, we asked the other participants to hold back
with their support until the active user had made a selection.
After the remote pointing tests, the experimenter who performed the pointing joined the group of participants to repeat the same test again with a different set of buildings and local pointing. This allowed us to compare the local
and remote pointing capabilities of our system. After this test the experimenter
moved back to the smaller telepresence platform. To balance the order of the
pointing tasks, two groups performed the sequence in reverse order.
Virtual City Tour: For a joint tour through the life-size city model, we decoupled
the two telepresence platforms. Each group had to individually control their
traveling using the Spheron device situated in front of the screen. Instructions
on how to use it were given by the remotely present experimenters. We also
showed them their miniature avatars in the WIM and asked everybody to identify themselves in the WIM. We started with a tour of sites that had been selected by the experimenters, the group of participants followed. We instructed
them to use the WIM in case of losing eye contact with the experimenters’ group
ahead. Eventually, we asked the participants to show the experimenters their
home or other places of interest by guiding both groups there in the virtual
model.
Thereafter we switched off the systems and asked the participants to rate several
characteristics of the system in a questionnaire. The questionnaire consisted of 10 topics that were covered by groups of two to four separate questions that had to be answered using Likert scales with varying orientation. For the evaluation we aligned
the orientation of the scales and averaged the responses to these groups of questions
(Figure 2.15).

Results
During the introductory phase users immediately understood the system and engaged in playful greeting gestures with the remote group of experimenters. They
also recognized the city model and started discussing the relevance of various places
in the city for themselves. Pointing and tracing gestures were used to communicate
naturally with each other. Although we observed no communication issues in this
informal setting, we found in pointing tests that pointing gestures could be misunderstood, both in colocated as well as in remote communication. While two groups
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Figure 2.15: Average user ratings of system characteristics, clustered by similarity of topics.

identified all buildings correctly, each of the two other groups made one identification
error in the remote setting. The subjective feedback of the participants indicated that
the captured finger was not reconstructed well enough and appeared to be blurry
on these two occasions. One group also had two identification errors in the colocated pointing condition. We attribute this to the perceptual conflict of vergence and
accommodation that may hamper depth perception [125].
The subjective user ratings were very positive (Figure 2.15). In particular, all participants were enthusiastic about the overall system and everybody agreed that this type
of system would be a useful extension to telecommunications and that they would
like to use it if it comes to the collaborative analysis of virtual 3D models. All of them
found the virtual content as well as the 3D video avatars to convey a strong sense of
spatiality. The WIM representation including the miniature video avatars were rated
to be very helpful for orientation and group-to-group coordination during decoupled
travel.
The users found group communication and coordination using a combination of gestures and spoken language to be very effective, although they clearly stated further
potential in gestural communication and even more so in gaze communication as
only head orientation could be estimated. We assume that this also affected the illusion of physical copresence of remote participants which was rated as only slightly
positive. Clearly, our 3D video avatars are of limited quality as can be seen from most
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figures in this paper and thus cannot compete with the actual physical presence of the
colocated participants.
The feedback on the shutter glasses was very inconsistent and spread across the entire
scale with an almost neutral average. Various issues might have affected this rating:
The shutter glasses are custom-build and are not as comfortable and light weight as
commercial shutter glasses. They cannot be captured by the Kinect sensor due to the
diffuse black material of the housing and the high reflectivity of the shutters made
of glass. As a result there are disturbing holes in head reconstructions of the 3D
video avatars (Figure 2.14). As a workaround we now render virtual 3D models of
the shutter glasses at the respective positions (Figure 2.1) and observed that this was
already a huge improvement. Furthermore, this adaptation improves the perception
of head orientation.
The overall enthusiastic subjective ratings confirm the usability of the system. Although we believe that part of its impressiveness is also due to its novelty. The lower
agreement on the system’s support for gaze communication, physical copresence and
the acceptance of the shutter glasses point to the limitations of our system.

2.5.2

Discussion

The general aim of our work was to explore different situations and support for interactions of distributed groups of people that meet in a shared virtual environment.
We chose to represent the remote users as life-size 3D video avatars as we found this
to be the most realistic representation. After first seeing a single remote video avatar
we were amazed how natural the movements of the remote person were perceived
even though the reconstruction was incomplete in places, this is much in contrast
to interactions with regular avatar models, which are complete 3D models but their
motions are typically much more artificial. We did not focus on the quality of the
reconstruction as in other work, but wanted to cover a larger space and involve a
small group of people instead of a single person. However, the positional accuracy
of the reconstructions became quickly important as soon as the remote users wanted
to use bare handed pointing to show something to the local users. The accuracy of
depth measurements of the Kinects was identified as the main issue. Once our depth
calibration procedure was in place, we appreciated the ability to observe others during pointing at small objects, which also benefited from an increased stability of the
merging of contributions from different Kinects.
We achieved significant improvements in the quality of both capturing and reconstruction, but the visual representation of remote users remains noisy as well as perforated due to occlusions. The noisiness is also partly due to our basic reconstruction
algorithm that was used during the study. A higher visual quality of the 3D video
avatars would most certainly improve the illusion of copresence of remote partic-
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ipants. Note that the presence of actually colocated participants in our multi-user
systems defines the baseline for the perception of copresence, which will be challenging to compete with even if perfect capturing and reconstruction can be achieved in
the future. From our experiences with using the system, we are convinced that for
many applications, the support for direct communication between team members,
including subtle body language, is more important than the complete and accurate
reconstruction of the remote user representation – even though it is highly desirable.
Despite these current limitations, we observe that even naive users can immediately
start to interact with our telepresence setup for direct gestural communication. Our
pilot study demonstrated the capability of the system to support remotely connected
groups of colocated users in realistic tasks involving object inspection and the joint
exploration of virtual environments.

2.6

Conclusions and Future Work

We realized the first symmetric 3D telepresence system that provides a shared space
for two groups of users based on two coupled stereoscopic multi-viewer systems.
Our system captures the users in front of each display using a set of color-and-depth
cameras and reconstructs life-size 3D avatars at the respective remote site. Navigation techniques support the exploration of a shared virtual world in different configurations, which are particularly suitable for architectural applications. We demonstrated advances in registering multiple depth cameras based on the volumetric calibration of each involved Kinect sensor. Experiments with the system show that we
achieved an average accuracy of 1-2 cm. A user study confirmed that this is precise
enough to understand deictic gestures. The participants expressed that turn taking
and collaboration as well as communication through gestures worked well while they
were fascinated by the directness and naturalness of the interaction with the remote
collaborators.
We have only begun to explore the area of 3D user interfaces for these holodeck-like
encounters. In our city tour prototype we displayed the city and the participants
life-sized or appropriately scaled in the WIM. However, it is certainly interesting to
explore the city as a giant or dwarf if sufficient detail in the city model is available.
In collaborative applications, such scaling of user representations could disturb the
perception of others in the shared 3D environment and affect the social behavior of
the participants.
Despite the quality we have achieved, we are not yet satisfied with the visual appearance of the captured 3D video avatars. Higher resolution depth cameras and
more intelligent reconstruction algorithms for dealing with the occlusions will significantly improve the experience in our immersive 3D telepresence system. However,
higher network bandwidth and faster graphics processing would be also required. A
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further enhancement to the system is spatial audio. In particular the listener-positionindependent 3D audio reconstruction of a wavefield synthesis system would be ideally suited for our configuration as already shown in [134].
The excitement of our users toward our system – despite all its limitations – has convinced us that this is a first glimpse into the future of online 3D meetings and also
3D network gaming. The walk-up capability of the system, the active involvement of
multiple users and the real-time reconstruction of life-size 3D representations of one
or more remote groups of people are the main factors that contribute to the positive
immersive telepresence experience.
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Chapter 3

Volumetric Calibration and
Registration of Multiple
RGBD-Sensors into a Joint
Coordinate System
This chapter reports on joint work with Bernd Fröhlich at Bauhaus-Universität
Weimar. It has been presented at IEEE 3D User Interfaces 2015 and was published
in the conference proceedings under the title:
“Volumetric Calibration and Registration of Multiple RGBD-Sensors into a Joint Coordinate System”
© 2015 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Beck et al. 2015 [12].

Abstract
We present an integrated approach for the calibration and registration of color and
depth (RGBD) sensors into a joint coordinate system. Our application domain is 3D
telepresence where users in front of a three-dimensional display need to be captured
from all directions. The captured data is used to virtually reconstruct the group of
people at a remote location. One key requirement of such applications is that contributions from different color and depth cameras match, as closely as possible, in
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.1: Calibration and registration results of our proposed calibration
method visualized with the real-time 3D reconstruction from [14]: (a) without and (b) with our calibration applied. (c) - (e) Two overlapping Kinect V2
sensors are positioned at an angle of about 90 degrees, about 45 degrees left
and right of the user and the checkerboard. The achieved accuracy of our volumetric calibration allows for precise matching of the sensor contributions as
well as a precise registration into a joint coordinate system. (a) - (c) The rgbcolored coordinate system is tracked with our calibrated multi-Kinect-V2 setup
and precisely coincides ((b) and (c)) with the magenta coordinate system which
is tracked with an optical tracking system [7] – our joint coordinate system.

spatially overlapping or adjacent regions. Our method employs a tracked checkerboard to establish a number of correspondences between positions in color and depth
camera space and in world space. These correspondences are used to construct a
single calibration and registration volume per RGBD sensor which maps raw depth
sensor values in a single step into a joint coordinate system and to their associated
color values. This approach considerably reduces reconstruction latency by omitting
expensive image rectification processes during runtime. Furthermore, our evaluation demonstrates a high measurement accuracy with an average 3D error below
3 mm and an average texture deviation smaller than 0.5 pixels for a space of about
1.5 m x 1.8 m x 1.5 m.

3.1

Introduction

3D capturing systems are used in many interactive applications in order to serve as
a basis for real-time 3D reconstruction of humans, pose estimation, 3D user interfaces, skeleton tracking, or more general 3D measuring tasks. Our application domain is immersive 3D telepresence, which has been a research topic for more than 20
years [49]. While early work relied on a set of color cameras for capturing users in
3D (e.g. [49, 69]), the recent availability of increasingly better, inexpensive depth and
color (RGBD) sensors has revived interest in this topic (e.g. [14, 16, 86]). Fuchs [51]
states that the main challenges for 3D telepresence remain in the field of 3D displays
and the acquisition and reconstruction of the participants. Basic requirements for the
latter tasks are low latency processing and transmission of the depth and color cam-
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Table 3.1: Comparison of characteristics of state-of-the-art multi-sensor calibration methods. Intrinsic relates to the identification of intrinsic parameters of
the color and depth sensor. Depth calibration relates to an explicit correction of
the sensors’ depth measurements. Extrinsic relates to the calibration between
the involved depth and color sensors. Registration relates to whether multiple
RGBD-sensors are externally registered to a (joint) reference coordinate system
or in a camera-to-camera fashion (inter-camera). Geometric preservation relates to the ability to preserve shapes, lengths, and angles of the captured scene
geometry.
Method

Intrinsic

Maimone et al. [86]
Maimone et al. [87]
Kainz et al. [68]
Beck et al. [14]
Deng et al. [36]

optical
optical
optical
optical
optical

Avetisyan et al. [10]
Our

Depth
calibration
none
none
none
yes
none

Extrinsic

Registration

optical
reference
optical
reference + inter-camera
optical
reference + inter-camera
optical
reference
optical
inter-camera
+ geometric
optical
yes
optical
reference
simultaneous optical + geometric color and depth calibration to a joint reference

Geom.
pres.
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes

eras’ RGBD values and their accurate mapping into an application’s world coordinate
system.
We developed a volumetric calibration and registration approach which directly
maps raw depth sensor values to 3D positions in world space and to their corresponding texture coordinates of the associated color camera image. A tracked checkerboard
is placed at various positions in our capturing volume to establish correspondences
between raw depth values of an RGBD sensor and the associated positions in world
space. A depth camera’s infrared image of the checkerboard is used to also establish
correspondences between the raw depth values and the texture coordinates of the
associated color camera. These correspondences are entered into a 3D lookup table
of a typical size of 128 × 128 × 256. Empty cells are filled by scattered data interpolation. This process is performed once for each RGBD sensor. During runtime, this 3D
lookup table can be used on the CPU or GPU to directly map the raw depth values to
3D positions in world space, whereas the color information is retrieved through the
looked-up texture coordinates.
In virtual reality systems, optical tracking systems are often employed to track the
users’ head and hand positions or even more body parts. The tracking system’s coordinate system and the world coordinate system of the application are typically linked
together by a rigid body transformation. Thus, the tracking system’s accuracy –or
inaccuracy– is inevitably transferred into the application. As a consequence, even
a precisely calibrated RGBD-sensor cannot be mapped into the application’s coordinate system by a simple rigid body transformation. In fact, absolute accuracy is less
important. More important is that the contributions of different RGBD sensors are
precisely registered into the tracking space so that they match, as closely as possible,
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in spatially overlapping or adjacent regions of a captured object. In our approach, this
is ensured by using the optical tracking system as a reference for acquiring the correspondences between depth camera space and a virtual world coordinate system for
all involved depth sensors. The spatially varying correspondences of the associated
color image to the depth image is captured by the 3D lookup table, as well, which
leads to smooth transitions along seams where contributions of multiple RGBD sensors are blended or stitched together.
The main properties of our novel approach are
• a low-latency single-step mapping of raw depth sensor values to positions in
world space and to texture coordinates in an associated color image,
• no reliance on any specific lens or camera model and
• an accuracy close to the resolution of the sensors throughout the capturing area.
We compare our approach to the state-of-the art calibration method described by
Beck et al. [14] which reveals significant improvements in accuracy. Furthermore, we
evaluated different scattered data interpolation approaches for constructing the 3D
lookup table and recommend the use of natural neighbor interpolation.

3.2

Related Work

The Microsoft Kinect is one of the most popular RGBD-sensors. It is used in many
applications, either to serve as an input device or as a 3D capturing device. While
the Kinect’s depth and color sensor are integrated into a single device, it is also possible to combine a color camera with a pure depth sensor like the Asus Xtion Pro™ ,
or time-of-flight sensors like the CamCube™ . Regardless of which type of sensor is
used, its calibration involves the identification of all parameters of an underlying
projection model. In particular, the camera’s intrinsic parameters, which describe its
projection and rectification model, have to be identified. The intrinsic parameters of
Zhang’s [155] established calibration model consist of the camera’s principal point,
focal length, and coefficients for radial and tangential distortion. In addition, the
depth sensor itself either reports disparity values at each pixel, which then have to be
converted by a parameterized function or an explicit mapping to metric distance, or
metric values, depending on its underlying technology. For most applications, a rigid
body transformation that defines the relation between the color and depth reference
frame, has to be identified, too, which is often termed as extrinsic calibration in literature. Raposo et al. [117] give a detailed definition of all involved parameters and
the camera’s projection model. Although the parameters are factory pre-calibrated,
the accuracy is limited and improvements have been investigated [59, 133, 158].
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State-of-the-art camera calibration methods are based on capturing a planar checkerboard for several poses and using the detected checkerboard crossing points to find
the camera’s intrinsic parameters [155]. Herrera et al. [59] presented a depth distortion model for the Kinect sensor and an algorithm that jointly calibrates the color and
depth camera. They show that their method yields higher accuracy than separately
calibrating the color and depth sensor. Raposo et al. [117] improved the joint calibration method of [59] by replacing the refinement step of the initial calibration guess
with a non-linear optimization. Their method further improves accuracy and results
in a speed-up of the process since it relies on fewer reference images.
While the aforementioned methods mostly focus on the calibration of a single sensor, various solutions for the specific challenge of calibrating 3D capturing systems
have been investigated more recently [68,86,87]. Capturing typically requires the use
of multiple RGBD sensors. Therefore a large set of matching intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters need to be identified.
In 2011 Maimone et al. [86] introduced a telepresence system that uses an array of
Kinects for 3D capturing people and a surrounding scene in real time. Their system
was not designed for accuracy in terms of 3D reconstruction but rather for perceived
visual quality. In order to match the contributions from overlapping sensors, they
proposed a quality-based fusion model for a screen space-based merging process
which incorporates the depth measurement error that increases with distance. As
a result, their method ensures that the depth camera contributions with the highest
available accuracy are blended and displayed. In their evaluation, they measured a
3D positional error of around 1.8 cm at a distance 0.7 m and about 3 cm at a distance
of 1.8 m from the cameras, which was mainly caused by the depth sensors’ inaccurate
distance measurements.
In order to improve the 3D matching of several sensors throughout a larger capturing
space, Maimone et al. [87] proposed an inter-camera-based calibration method. They
placed a calibration target at several positions inside the capturing space to obtain a
set of 3D correspondences which were then used to fit an affine transform for each
sensor that minimized the distances between the measured correspondences. As a
result, they were able to reduce the 3D positional error from about 3 cm to about 1cm.
In 2012 Kainz et al. [68] presented a similar approach to registering a setup consisting
of multiple Kinects. Like [87] they simultaneously captured a calibration sphere from
all involved depth cameras to obtain a set of 3D correspondences. For each Kinect,
they fit a three-dimensional polynomial function to the correspondences, which was
used to map depth values to world space positions at runtime. However, they did
not provide any quantitative results.
Beck et al. [14] suggested a volumetric approach for the metric correction of individual depth sensors. They used an optical tracking system as a reference to obtain a
mapping from a sensor’s raw depth values to metric values. Their method significantly improved the depth measuring accuracy compared to the standard approach
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Figure 3.2: Overview of our proposed method: (a) We transform the depth sensor space D into a normalized calibration volume space V . Every point v ∈ V
maps to a point p in our joint coordinate system W and to a coordinate c in
the sensor’s color texture space C. In the ﬁrst step, the calibration volume is
 ∈ W and 
initialized at each voxel with values p
c ∈ C. These values are computed from an initial calibration Υ of the sensor. At this point the volume is a
valid mapping with the accuracy of the initial calibration. The central idea of
our method is to correct the calibration volume based on a set of references {R}
which we sample at the crossing points of a tracked checkerboard as depicted
in (b). For each reference ri ∈ {R} its texture coordinate cr ∈ C in the sensor’s
color image is detected and its normalized volume coordinate vr ∈ V is computed using z from the depth and x, y from infrared image of the sensor. The
tracking system monitors the checkerboard and reports the measured 3D world
position pr ∈ W of ri . For each ri the offsets δp and δc are computed and stored.
(c) Calibration is performed by taking references at various checkerboard locations in our area of interest. Note that the volume is not updated in this phase.
(d) In a ﬁnal interpolation phase the volume is locally corrected at each voxel
based on the offsets at its neighbors in {R}. (e) During runtime, a point p ∈ W
is reported by, e.g., two sensors to be at local positions di ∈ Di and dj ∈ Dj .
The correct location of p can be reconstructed from both sensors by lookups in
their calibration volumes.

for raw depth-to-meter conversion. The registration of the sensors into a global reference system was achieved by a geometric registration using a custom box-shaped
tracked calibration target. However, the overall registration of multiple depth sensor
contributions was still not perfect throughout the volume of interest. In particular,
using only a single rigid body transform for the extrinsic registration per sensor produces good results in some areas, whereas in other areas the contributions match
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poorly. Deng et al. [36] suggested a smooth field of rigid transforms to improve on
this. Their method is able to pairwise match RGBD-sensors. They first capture a set
of correspondences at different locations in the scene using a checkerboard that is simultaneously seen by two sensors. Based on these correspondences, they construct a
3D grid of rigid transforms which is then used to locally interpolate transformations
during runtime. As a result, the video textures, as well as the captured 3D scene for
two or more Kinects, matches with higher accuracy compared to methods which only
use a single rigid transform per camera.
However, the limitations of inter-camera based approaches as presented by [36,68,87]
are that at least two sensors have to overlap and that the registration results in small
geometrical distortions of the captured scene. Our approach preserves geometrical
consistency by an implicit correction of the depth sensors metric measurement and, as
we register each RGBD-sensor individually into a joint reference coordinate system,
the sensors do not have to overlap.
More recently, Avetisyan et al. [10] presented an approach for depth sensor calibration
to overcome depth measurement inaccuracies. The depth calibration is performed by
sweeping a tracked checkerboard through the capturing space in front of the sensors and constructing a 3D look up table that maps depth values identified at the
checkerboard crossing points to metric distances which are measured by an optical
tracking system. Their method achieves a slightly better metric depth accuracy than
the similar approach by [14] (0.8-1.2 cm vs. 1-2 cm). However, the extrinsic calibration (relation between color and depth), as well as the registration to an external
reference system, is achieved by a single rigid transform. Therefore, their proposed
method might still contain the problem of varying fusion quality throughout a larger
capturing volume. To address the problem of varying fusion quality, our approach
performs the calibration of intrinsic parameters and the external registration as an
integrated process which ensures the best possible fusion of multiple contributions
throughout a large capturing space.
A more general limitation of depth correction approaches like [10, 14], which are
based on sweeping, is the missing synchronizing between the depth sensor and the
tracking system. This can lead to interferences between the different sampling processes and, therefore, inaccuracies in the depth calibration. We therefore prefer a
calibration method that operates with a static target.
Table 3.1 shows a comparison of the characteristics of the methods that are most related to our work. All these methods focus on the registration of multiple RGBDsensors and aim for a perfect fusion of multiple RGBD-sensors throughout a large
capturing volume. While most methods either apply an explicit depth calibration or
use an inter-camera approach, they all depend on the accuracy of a large set of interdependent and error-prone parameters. In contrast, our integrated process makes the
resulting calibration independent of any specific lens or camera model and it is independent of the real type of involved distortions. We are convinced that 3D capturing
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systems, as well as 3D skeleton tracking systems, can benefit from the accuracy and
simplicity of our calibration method.

3.3

Calibration Method

Notations: Our method uses several coordinate systems: The 3D joint world coordinate system W in Euclidean space where all sensors will be calibrated and registered
to. The 3D depth sensor coordinate system D with (x,y) image coordinates and the
sensors z coordinate and its corresponding reference frame in Euclidean space D0 .
The 2D color camera coordinate system C and its corresponding reference frame in
Euclidean space C 0 . A normalized 3D volume space V where our calibration is performed.
We start from an initial calibration Υ of an RGBD-sensor. Υ is defined by the intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters of the sensor and the rigid transformation that maps from
the 3D depth reference frame D0 to the 3D color reference frame C 0 . Suppose that
Υ is calibrated such that the captured values from depth space D are registered to a
joint coordinate system W . We are now interested in the accuracy of Υ and measure
it as follows: A tracking system monitors the 3D position of a tracked checkerboard
and its crossing points in W . The crossing points can also be detected in the sensor’s
color space C and depth space D, using the infrared image that is provided by the
sensor. For a single crossing point, we then know its correct position p ∈ W , c ∈ C
and d ∈ D. If we compute the location of the same crossing point that is located
e and e
at d using Υ its positions, we will end up at a slightly different location p
c.
e , as well as the difference δc between c and e
The difference δp between p and p
c, is
caused by the inaccuracy of Υ. In particular, δp and δc define the local error of Υ at
the corresponding value d.
By sampling a set of references R at different locations in W , we are able to locally
correct Υ and obtain our new calibration Ω. The correction of Υ is performed by an
interpolation step in normalized volume space V , which we denominate calibration
volume. In summary, our proposed calibration method involves the following steps
(cf. Figure 3.2):
1. Computation of an initial calibration Υ
2. Initialization of the calibration volume
3. Reference sampling of R at multiple locations
4. Correction of the calibration volume based on interpolation
In the following sections, we will describe the above steps in detail.
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Initial Calibration

The intrinsic parameters of the sensor’s color and depth camera are computed using OpenCV [21]. The extrinsic calibration TD0 →W which registers the sensor into
our joint coordinate system W is computed using the algorithm and the reference
calibration cube from [14].
e for each value d by first computing its position
With Υ we can compute the position p
d0 in the 3D reference frame of the depth sensor:

dx − pdx
fdx
dy − pdy
d0y = dz ·
fdy

d0x = dz ·

d0z = dz

(3.1)

where fd is the focal length and pd the principal point of the depth camera. d0 is then
transformed by TD0 →W resulting in:
e = TD0 →W · d0
p

(3.2)
0

In addition, the texture coordinate e
c can be computed by, first transforming d into
the 3D color camera reference frame:
c0 = TD0 →C · d0

(3.3)

then e
c is obtained computing:

fcx · c0x
c0z
fcy · c0y
+
c0z

e
cu = pcx +
e
cv = pcy

(3.4)

where fc is the focal length and pc the principal point of the color camera.

3.3.2

Calibration Volume

As our calibration is performed in volume space, we transform the depth sensor reference space D into a normalized volume space V having its origin at the lower left
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front crossing point. The x, y coordinates are normalized in relation to the width and
height of the depth image. The z component (the raw depth) is normalized to a range
inside the near and far plane of the sensor:

znorm =

z − snear
sf ar − snear

(3.5)

We now initialize the calibration volume based on the initial calibration Υ. For every
e using (3.1) and (3.2) and the corresponding
voxel v ∈ V we compute its position p
texture coordinate e
c using (3.3) and (3.4). At this point the calibration volume is a
e or a texture coordivalid mapping with the accuracy of Υ. A lookup of a position p
nate e
c can be performed by a tri-linear interpolation in the calibration volume. We
denote these lookups as ΥW (v) and ΥC (v).
The size of the calibration volume can be asymmetric, corresponding the higher resolution of the depth sensor. For example, we have chosen a size of 128 × 128 × 256.

3.3.3

Reference Sampling

Reference sampling is performed by placing a tracked checkerboard at different locations in the area of interest inside the camera frustum of the sensor. In this phase
the rectification of the sensor images is ignored because our method implicitly compensates the image distortions inside the calibration volume. For a reference sample
ri ∈ V × W × C, the texture coordinate cr ∈ C of the actual checkerboard crossing
point is detected in the sensor’s color image and its volume coordinate vr ∈ V is computed using the normalized z from the depth and x, y from the detected checkerboard
crossing point of the infrared image. The tracking system monitors the checkerboard
and reports the measured reference pr ∈ W . In summary, a reference sample ri consists of the correction tuple (vr , δp , δc )i with:

δp = pr − ΥW (vr )
δc = cr − ΥC (vr )

(3.6)

As a result of the sampling step, we obtain a set R which then becomes the input for
the interpolation of the calibration volume. Note that, at the moment of sampling
the image frames of the sensor and the tracking system, the checkerboard must not
move. We furthermore reduce noise in the measurements of the sensors by filtering
and averaging the acquired values over a period of 30 frames.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the interpolation at a voxel vj ∈ V , the reference set R
is shown in purple. (a) For IDW the offsets from the marked 5 nearest references
are interpolated. The weights are deﬁned by the inverse distances. (b) For NNI
the corresponding Voronoi-diagram is depicted. The weights are schematically
illustrated by the intensity of the color of the (temporary) Voronoi-subcells.
Note that, for a voxel vk ∈ V , which is outside the convex hull of R, IDW
extrapolates from its neighbors, illustrated by dashed arrows. In contrast NNI
is not deﬁned at voxel vk ∈ V .

3.3.4

Interpolation

 and 
The purpose of this step is to correct the calibration volume (meaning p
c) at each
voxel v ∈ V by interpolating the offsets from references in the local neighborhood of
R. The type of interpolation in our case is a problem similar to scattered data interpolation. After the interpolation, the calibration volume contains our new calibration
Ω with a higher accuracy compared to Υ. The method operates on individual voxels
one after another.
In the following, we denote a voxel which is corrected as vj . The position ΥW (vj ) and
texture coordinate ΥC (vj ) at vj are corrected by interpolating the offsets (δp , δc )i ∈ R
to:

δpcorrection = k
i=1

and

1
Φ(vri )

·

k

i=1

Φ(vri ) · δpi ,

(3.7)
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δccorrection = Pk

i=1

1
Φ(vri )

·

k
X

Φ(vri ) · δci ,

(3.8)

i=1

with a weighting function Φ and a neighborhood of k reference samples. Both, Φ and
e and e
the neighborhood k depend on the interpolation method. p
c are then corrected
by adding the corresponding interpolated offsets:

e=p
e + δpcorrection
p
e
c=e
c + δccorrection

(3.9)

As a result, the calibration Υ is corrected at voxel vj and the calibration volume is
updated.
We investigated two different interpolation methods, which both address Φ and k: inverse distance weighting (IDW) and natural neighbor interpolation (NNI). Figure 3.3
illustrates both schemes. NNI is state-of-the-art in scattered data interpolation and
it is known to have C (1) property inside the convex hull of its underlying delaunay
triangulation [82].
In a basic IDW interpolation, the neighborhood k is fixed and the function ΦIDW
computes the weight of each neighbor as the inverse distance in normalized volume
coordinates between the current voxel vj and the reference ri ∈ R with correction
tuple (vr , δp , δc )i :
ΦIDW (vri ) =

1
distance(vj , vri )

(3.10)

Natural neighbor interpolation is based on the construction of a Voronoi-diagram for
the volume positions vri ∈ V from the set R. For a detailed explanation of Voronoi
space decomposition, we refer to [26, 82]. The weight for each natural neighbor ri ∈
R of a voxel vj is computed by temporarily inserting its position into the Voronoidiagram. This insertion leads to a new Voronoi-cell υj which covers a part the volume
from each neighboring cell υri . Let Θ be a function that computes the volume of a
Voronoi-cell. The weighting function ΦN N I then is:

ΦN N I (ri ) =

Θ(υri )
Θ(υj )

(3.11)
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Figure 3.4: (left) The custom checkerboard with attached tracking markers
and the local coordinate system linked to them. The crossing point distance
is 7.5 cm. (right) Illustration of a small set of subsequent reference samples (marked in purple). Per checkerboard location, 35 reference samples are
captured. In this example the input sets would be Rdense = {A, B, C, D}
and Rsparse = {A, C} and the accuracy would be evaluated at intermediate
checkerboard locations forming the reference set Rm = {1, 2, 3, 4}.

3.4

Evaluation

Our evaluation was performed for the Microsoft Kinect V1 and the developer release
of the Microsoft Kinect V2, but our method also applies to any combination of depth
and color cameras which outputs an infrared image of the depth sensor. For a detailed specification of the Kinect V1, we refer to the literature [133]. The depth sensor
of the Kinect V2 uses time-of-flight for depth measuring with a resolution of 512×424,
a field of view of 70 × 60 degrees, and a depth precision of 14bit in the range of 0.5 to
4.5 meters. The color camera is full HD, but we cropped the color image to a resolution of 1280 × 1080 to match the field of view of the depth sensor. We implemented
our proposed method in C/C++ using OpenCV [21] for checkerboard crossing point
detection and CGAL [26] for natural neighbor interpolation NNI and an alpha version of the open source driver [18] for the Kinect V2. For reference measurements of
the set R, we used the tracking system from A.R.T. [7]. The accuracy of the tracking
system is in the range of 1-2 mm throughout a large space of about 4 m x 3 m x 2.5 m.
We used a checkerboard of size 7 × 5 crossing points which we printed onto a warpresistant board mounted on a custom stand (Figure 3.4 (left)). The initial calibration
for volume initialization was performed using the method described in [14].
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3.4.1

Evaluation Approach

We were interested in the accuracy of our calibration volume at locations between
the actual sample location used for generating the volume. We also wanted to investigate the effect of sparse and dense reference sampling. Therefore we split the
set R after reference sampling into subsets grouped by board locations as follows:
Reference samples are inserted into the disjoint sets Rcalib and Rm , alternating per
board location. We evaluated the accuracy of the calibration with a dense input set
(Rdense = Rcalib ) and a sparse set Rsparse , a subset of Rdense . Reference samples in
Rm are used for evaluation only (Figure 3.4 (right)). The evaluation of the accuracy
of our calibration was performed in the following steps:
1. Initialization of the calibration volume.
2. Reference sampling of R.
3. Split of R into the sets Rdense and Rsparse as input for interpolation and Rm for
evaluation.
4. Correction of the calibration volume using interpolation schemes NNI and IDW
for different neighborhoods k.
5. Evaluation of the achieved accuracy at the references from Rm .

3.5
3.5.1

Results and Discussion
Calibration Accuracy

We measured the accuracy of our method and calibrated both Kinect versions into
our joint coordinate system. For the Kinect V1, we applied the initial calibration with
the method from [14]. For the Kinect V2, we computed the initial calibration for the
intrinsic calibration using OpenCV [21] and the method from [14] for the extrinsic
registration. The capturing volume was about 1.2 m x 1.8 m x 1.0 m for the Kinect V1
and about 1.5 m x 1.8 m x 1.5 m for the Kinect V2. Depending on the actual mounting
of the sensors, the capturing volumes differ, which is mainly due to the different fields
of view of the two Kinect versions. We took approximately 2000 reference samples
and divided these into Rm of size 1000, Rdense of size 1000 and Rsparse of size 500. We
were interested in the errors in terms of the absolute distance to the ground truth. For
the 3D error the ground truth is our tracking system and for the 2D error the ground
truth is the detected crossing point in image space at the reference sample ri ∈ Rm .
The average results for NNI, as well as IDW for different neighborhoods k (5, 10 and
20) and for different resolutions of the calibration volume, are listed in Table 3.2 for
the Kinect V1 and in Table 3.3 for the Kinect V2.
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Table 3.2: Average absolute errors for the Kinect V1 in 3D world space and
2D texture space compared to [14]; measured for Rm based on the input sets
Rdense and Rsparse for different interpolation schemes and volume resolutions
(upper row 64 × 64 × 128 lower row 128 × 128 × 256) per method and row. For
IDWk, only positions inside the convex hull of the input set were evaluated. 3D
errors are in mm, 2D errors in texels, standard deviations in parentheses, and
maximum errors in brackets.

Method
3D dense
Beck et al. [14] 12.8 (5.8)[35.6]
3.5 (2.2)[12.6]
IDW5
3.5 (2.1)[12.7]
3.4 (2.2)[12.3]
IDW10
3.4 (2.1)[12.3]
3.4 (2.2)[13.2]
IDW20
3.4 (2.2)[13.1]
3.2 (2.1)[11.2]
NNI
3.1 (2.1)[11.1]

3D sparse
4.1 (2.2)[12.8]
3.9 (2.3)[12.7]
3.7 (2.3)[14.5]
3.8 (2.3)[14.4]
3.9 (2.2)[14.0]
3.8 (2.2)[13.8]
3.5 (2.2)[13.8]
3.6 (2.2)[13.7]

2D dense
1.8 (0.4)[4.0]
0.5 (0.3)[2.1]
0.5 (0.3)[2.0]
0.5 (0.3)[2.1]
0.5 (0.3)[2.0]
0.5 (0.3)[2.1]
0.5 (0.3)[2.2]
0.5 (0.3)[2.1]
0.5 (0.3)[2.1]

2D sparse
0.5 (0.3)[2.0]
0.5 (0.3)[2.0]
0.5 (0.3)[2.0]
0.5 (0.3)[2.0]
0.5 (0.3)[2.1]
0.5 (0.3)[2.0]
0.5 (0.3)[2.0]
0.5 (0.3)[2.0]

Our evaluation clearly shows that our method is able to significantly improve the calibration accuracy of the method from Beck et al. [14] for the Kinect V1. Our method
reduced the average absolute 3D error from 12.8 mm to 3.1 mm and the average absolute 2D error from 1.8 texel to 0.5 texel. The basic initial calibration of the Kinect V2
resulted in relatively high errors compared to the initial calibration of the Kinect V1.
However, we were able to achieve a very high accuracy with our calibration method.
Note that the quantitative error evaluation reported in [14] focused on the Kinect
V1’s z-error only whereas our evaluation is a distance measurement in our joint 3D
coordinate system. The relatively high 3D error of 12.8 mm for the method from [14]
listed in Table 3.2 is mainly caused by the rotation and translation inaccuracies due
to the rigid body transformation which registers a sensor into the application’s coordinate system. In particular, using a single rigid body transform per sensor is one of
the main drawbacks of the calibration method for the multi-sensor setup of [14]. In
contrast, our proposed method registers each sensor into the application’s coordinate
system by a 3D-lookup.
It turns out that natural neighbor interpolation produces a much higher accuracy
than inverse distance weighted interpolation inside the convex hull of R. In addition, the calibration benefits from the C 1 continuity of NNI. On the other hand, IDW
can extrapolate values at voxels that lie outside the convex hull of R. For practical
scenarios it is important that the capturing space is sampled as widely and densely
as possible. However, e.g. it is not always feasible taking reference samples near
the borders of a sensor’s frustum and close to the floor. A modified version of our
interpolation phase could blend between NNI and IDW at such critical borders. Furthermore, our method scales with the density of the reference set (Rdense vs. Rsparse )
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Table 3.3: Average absolute errors for the Kinect V2 in 3D world space and 2D
texture space compared to a rough initial calibration; measured for Rm based
on the input sets Rdense and Rsparse for different interpolation schemes and
volume resolutions (upper row 64 × 64 × 128 lower row 128 × 128 × 256) per
method and row. For IDWk, only positions inside the convex hull of the input
set were evaluated. 3D errors are in mm, 2D errors in texels, standard deviations in parentheses, and maximum errors in brackets.

Method 3D dense
Initial
35.7 (13.0)[75.0]
3.2 (2.1)[14.0]
IDW5
3.2 (2.1)[13.6]
3.1 (2.0)[14.7]
IDW10
3.1 (2.1)[13.9]
3.0 (2.0)[17.7]
IDW20
3.0 (2.1)[16.5]
1.7 (1.0)[5.0]
NNI
1.7 (1.1)[5.8]

3D sparse
4.2 (2.9)[18.5]
4.1 (2.9)[17.0]
4.3 (2.8)[16.0]
4.2 (2.8)[15.8]
4.5 (2.7)[15.8]
4.4 (2.8)[16.5]
2.0 (1.2)[5.7]
2.0 (1.3)[6.9]

2D dense
24.2 (1.0)[28.0]
0.3 (0.2)[1.1]
0.3 (0.2)[1.9]
0.3 (0.2)[1.2]
0.3 (0.2)[1.2]
0.3 (0.3)[5.0]
0.3 (0.2)[1.0]
0.2 (0.2)[1.5]
0.2 (0.2)[1.3]

2D sparse
0.3 (0.2)[1.2]
0.3 (0.2)[1.2]
0.3 (0.2)[1.2]
0.3 (0.2)[1.2]
0.4 (0.2)[1.1]
0.4 (0.2)[1.1]
0.3 (0.2)[1.5]
0.3 (0.2)[1.9]

and with the resolution of the calibration volume. In our experiments we also tested
additional volume sizes – 32 × 32 × 64 produced very poor results whereas a very
dense volume of 256 × 256 × 512 did not further improve accuracy.
The most important part of our method is the reference sampling step. First, it is critical in terms of synchronization. We therefore ensure that all involved data streams
(images, checkerboard target, and tracked checkerboard pose) are stable. This is an
important difference to the sweeping approaches of [10, 14], because we avoid artifacts due to interferences of the different sampling frequencies and times. Second,
good lighting conditions are critical for the reference sampling step because it relies
on an accurate and stable crossing point detection in the involved images. The crossing point detection in the color image of both sensor types works well if appropriate
room lighting is ensured. The infrared image of the Kinect V2 is generally also of sufficient quality. However, the infrared image of the Kinect V1 sees the structured light
pattern of its infrared projector. In order to make the crossing point detection more
reliable and stable, we apply a 5 x 5 median filter to the infrared image as suggested
by [10] (Figure 3.5).
The interpolation phase took about 2 minutes for the natural neighbor interpolation
and 3 to 6 minutes for the inverse distance methods, depending on the volume resolution and number of neighbors. The use of an acceleration structure for the neighbor
search could speed up this phase. Of course, the most time-consuming part of our
method is the reference sampling. For the Kinect V1, it takes up to 30 minutes and
for the Kinect V2, about 20 minutes to take enough samples for a capturing space of
about 1.5 m x 1.8 m x 1.5 m. The difference is caused by the fact that the driver is not
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3.5: Checkerboard crossing point detection in the infrared image of the
depth sensor. (a) Kinect V1 uses structured light, crossing point detection fails.
(b) Successful crossing point detection with a 5 x 5 median filter applied. (c)
Stable crossing point detection for Kinect V2.

able to simultaneously read infrared and depth images from the Kinect V1, but rather
has to switch between the streams. The ideal case would be a sweeping-based reference sampling phase. However, current hardware does not support synchronization
and the frame rates of the current RGBD-sensors are not high enough to capture sharp
images of a moving target.

3.5.2

Dense Reference Sampling

It is obvious that our method depends on the density of the acquired reference samples. We sampled a very dense sequence of checkerboard locations in order to find an
upper limit of the accuracy for our method. We set the size of our calibration volume
to 128 × 128 × 256 and sampled a distance range of about 0.9 m to 2.1 m in front of the
Kinect V1 and of about 0.9 m to 2.4 m in front of the Kinect V2. The subsequent board
locations had a distance of about 5 cm and we captured 800 samples for the Kinect
V1 and 1000 samples for the Kinect V2. The evaluation was performed in the same
way as before, i.e. the odd checkerboard locations were used as reference samples for
construction of the calibration volume while the samples at the even checkerboard
locations were used for evaluation (Figure 3.4 (right)). The resulting accuracy for the
Kinect V1 is depicted in Figure 3.6. For the Kinect V1, the initial calibration was performed using the method from [14] and the rigid transform for the calibration cube
was captured at a distance of 1.1m in front of the sensor, which corresponds to the
range [0.9 m, 1.2 m) in Figure 3.6. One can see that the single rigid transform produces only good results in the proximity of the calibration samples while the error
increases with distance. In contrast, our method is able to achieve a much higher accuracy throughout the whole sampling range. However, the accuracy still decreases
with distance. For the Kinect V2, our method is able to achieve a high accuracy of
around 1.5 mm at a distance of 0.9 m and 2.5 mm at a distance of 2.4 m.
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Beck et al.[4]

absolute 3D error in mm
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Figure 3.6: Absolute 3D errors and standard deviations in mm with increasing
distance for a densely sampled range of about 0.9 - 2.1 meters in front of the
Kinect V1, clustered into 4 subranges.

3.5.3

Multiple Sensors

In a multi-RGBD-sensor setup, we individually calibrate each sensor and thus our
calibration method does not incorporate information from other sensors. Methods
such as [36, 68, 87] incorporate inter-camera information to minimize distances between the measurements of individual sensors. The amount of captured correspondences that are used by these methods theoretically improve the calibration result.
However, these methods do not register the sensors into an application’s coordinate system but rather into a warped space, which can be a drawback because the
preservation of angles and distances is not guaranteed. In contrast, our proposed
method is designed to directly map depth values from sensor space to 3D positions
in an Euclidean space with very high accuracy. The accuracy scales with the amount
of reference samples which are captured during the calibration. However, our calibration process relies heavily on a precise mounting of the attached tracking target
since it links the checkerboard crossing points to the coordinate system of the tracked
checkerboard. As a consequence, rotation and translation errors result in a misalignment between the registration and the ground truth. Thus, the accurate registration
of the checkerboard’s local coordinate system is a very important precondition for
the overall accuracy in a multi-sensor setup. More accurate manufacturing and measuring facilities could potentially improve our results.
We evaluated the registration of multiple sensors by measuring pairwise 3D distances
of the reconstructed checkerboard crossing points from two sensors. The checkerboard was positioned at a distance of approx. 1.8 m from the sensors. The sensors
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were positioned about 45 degrees left and right of the checkerboard. The average
pairwise crossing point distance was 5.8 mm with a standard deviation of 1.2 mm
(cf. Figure 3.7). This overall error is affected by the sensor resolution and noise, as
well as the mechanical alignment of markers for both involved sensor systems. We
performed our measurements running both sensors simultaneously and also sequentially. However, inter-sensor interference did not have any significant influence on
the accuracy in our setup. The pairwise average 3D error of about 5.8 mm is within
the limits of the accuracy of our method, as the spatial extent of a depth pixel covers
6.2 mm on the surface of the checkerboard at that distance.
The motivation for our research is the development of a 3D capturing system for 3D
telepresence. We calibrated a setup of three Kinect V2 with our proposed method
taking approximately 2000 reference samples for each sensor. The capturing space
was about 1.5 m x 1.8 m x 1.5 m and the sensors were positioned at an angle of about
90 degrees, allowing for capturing from three sides. However, our calibration method
also allows other sensor configurations. In particular, the amount of overlap can be
chosen to fit the individual application. Figure 3.1 shows screen shots and close-ups
of real-time reconstructions based on the reconstruction pipeline from [14]. As one
can see, our calibration results in a very good fusion of the two overlapping sensors.
In addition, we tracked our calibration target with our calibrated multi-Kinect V2
setup. We therefore used the depth values at the checkerboard crossing points to
look up 3D positions in the respective calibration volumes in order to calculate the 3D
pose of the checkerboard in real-time. Figure 3.1 illustrates the quality of registration
in terms of the coincidence between two coordinate systems, one using the reference
tracking from [7] and the other using our method. Please also refer to the video figure.

3.5.4

Application Runtime

We measured the influence of our method for real-time scenarios on a PC workstation
equipped with an Intel® Core™ i7 X980 six-core processor running at 3.33 GHz and a
GeForce™ GTX 680 graphics card with 2 GByte VRAM. The calibration volume serves
as a 3D lookup table during runtime and is stored in the memory of the graphics
card. Our application is implemented in OpenGL/GLSL. As the maximal number
of channels for a 3D texture is four, the volume is split into two volumes, one for
the positions p ∈ W (three channels, GL_RGB) and one for texture coordinates c ∈
C (two channels, GL_RG), both of type GL_FLOAT. This introduces a considerable
amount of additional memory. E.g. for a calibration volume of size 128 × 128 × 256
the memory overhead is 82 MByte for one RGBD-sensor, resulting in 410 MByte for
a 3D capturing system which consists of five sensors. However, this overhead is not
critical for current graphics cards.
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Figure 3.7: Reconstruction of our checkerboard without (a) and with (b) our
volumetric calibration for two overlapping Kinect V2 sensors. (b) We measured
a pairwise checkerboard crossing point distance of 5.8 mm on average for all 35
checkerboard crossing points. Seven pairwise distances in mm are illustrated.

The lookups require two tri-linear interpolations per depth value (one for the position and one for the texture coordinate) and are hardware accelerated on the GPU via
built-in shader functions. While it is not possible to measure the performance impact
of the lookups directly, we measured the rendering times of a typical real-time reconstruction from three RGBD-sensors with and without lookups. It turns out that the
additional costs for tri-linear interpolation are below 0.5 milliseconds.
Our approach can reduce the overall runtime latency of a 3D capturing system compared to a model-based calibration method, because no image rectification processing
must be performed. We measured image rectification costs of 4 milliseconds for an
RGB color image of size 1280 × 1080 and 2 milliseconds for a depth image of size
512 × 424 on average, using cvRemap from OpenCV [21] as it is needed by the methods from [14, 87]. At first glance, the time savings of our method might seem small
and the rectification could also be accomplished on the GPU. However, if a 3D capturing system has to process the image streams of multiple sensors, the costs for image
rectification become increasingly noticeable.

3.6

Conclusion and Future Work

The calibration and registration of multiple RGBD-sensors is a challenging task. In
order to obtain a perfect fusion of all involved cameras in three dimensional space,
most approaches have to identify a large set of intrinsic and extrinsic parameters to
fit an underlying mathematical model with high accuracy. We realized an integrated
method for the accurate calibration and registration of multiple RGBD-sensors into
a joint coordinate system which does not rely on a precise identification of these pa-
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rameters. Our approach starts with an initial sensor calibration that is then locally
fitted based on a set of references which are sampled by placing a tracked checkerboard at different locations inside the capturing space. Each reference is defined by
the world space positions of the crossing points of the checker board pattern and their
corresponding positions in the color and depth camera spaces. The reference set is
then used to construct a single calibration and registration volume per RGBD-sensor
which implicitly integrates all the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. As a result, our
calibration volume maps raw depth sensor values in a single step into a joint coordinate system and to their associated color values.
Our evaluation shows that we are able to register the sensors with an average accuracy of about 4-6 mm for the Kinect V1 and 2-3 mm for the Kinect V2 into our joint
coordinate system. We also achieved a texture coordinate deviation smaller than
0.8 pixel for the Kinect V1’s color camera and smaller than 0.5 pixel in the Kinect
V2’s color camera. We identified natural neighbor interpolation to be a robust and
high quality interpolation scheme when the acquired reference samples are densely
distributed inside the capturing space. In addition, real-time applications can benefit from our approach because image rectification processes can be avoided and the
end-to-end latency of 3D capturing systems can be reduced.
The main constraints of our method are that the accuracy can only be achieved inside
the convex hull of the reference samples and that it relies on dense sampling. Furthermore, the accuracy of the involved tracking system and the precise calibration of
the tracked checkerboard are also of significant influence. Our calibration and registration process could be accelerated by sweeping the checkerboard through the capturing space. However, this would require that the tracking system and the RGBDsensors are in perfect sync, which might be possible with next generation hardware.
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Chapter 4

Sweeping-based Volumetric
Calibration and Registration of
Multiple RGBD-sensors for 3D
Capturing Systems
This chapter reports on joint work with Bernd Fröhlich at Bauhaus-Universität
Weimar. It has been presented at IEEE VR 2017 and was published in the conference
proceedings under the title:
“Sweeping-Based Volumetric Calibration and Registration of Multiple RGBDSensors for 3D Capturing Systems”
© 2017 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Beck et al. 2017 [13].

Abstract
The accurate calibration and registration of a set of color and depth (RGBD) sensors
into a shared coordinate system is an essential requirement for 3D surround capturing systems. We present a method to calibrate multiple unsynchronized RGBDsensors with high accuracy in a matter of minutes by sweeping a tracked checkerboard through the desired capturing space in front of each sensor. Through the
sweeping process, a large number of robust correspondences between the depth
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and the color image as well as the 3D world positions can be automatically established. In order to obtain temporally synchronized correspondences between an
RGBD-sensor’s data streams and the tracked target’s positions we apply an off-line
optimization process based on error minimization and a coplanarity constraint. The
correspondences are entered into a 3D look-up table which is used during runtime to
transform depth and color information into the application’s world coordinate system. Our proposed method requires a manual effort of less than one minute per
RGBD-sensor and achieves a high calibration accuracy with an average 3D error below 3.5 mm and an average texture reprojection error smaller than 1 pixel.

4.1

Introduction

Camera-based 3D capturing systems form the technical basis for many applications
in the context of virtual reality and computer graphics. A very active application
domain is 3D telepresence [14, 51, 86], where users are typically captured and reconstructed in real-time in order to be represented as virtual humans. This allows
groups of users from different locations to meet and collaborate in a shared virtual
environment [14]. Another application domain of 3D capturing systems is skeleton
tracking or 3D tracking in general. In such scenarios, the captured measurements
either serve as input for 3D interaction tasks, e.g. by tracking the user’s hand [142]
and body [108, 122], or for the generation and animation of virtual characters [131].
In any application domain, the accuracy of the measurements from the underlying
3D capturing system is essential for the achieved quality and strongly depends on
the calibration and registration of the involved camera sensors.
Our application domain is immersive 3D telepresence, where a 3D capturing system
is used as input for the real-time 3D reconstruction of users. The 3D capturing system
is formed by a cluster of color and depth (RGBD) sensors. In addition, the users and
their input devices are tracked by a high-precision tracking system which typically
defines or is rigidly linked to the application’s world coordinate system. A specific
challenge for 3D capturing systems is that the RGBD-sensors have to be calibrated
and registered into the coordinate system which is shared with the application, i.e.
all sensor contributions have to match as closely as possible in a shared coordinate
system for an artifact-free surround reconstruction of the captured content. The reconstruction in the (virtual) coordinate system of the application enables direct interaction with the virtual content, e.g. natural bare-handed pointing at features of
virtual objects can be directly and consistently observed by remote users [14].
In 2015, we presented an integrated method for the precise calibration and registration of RGBD-sensors into a shared coordinate system which fulfills the specific
calibration challenges for 3D telepresence [12]. The calibration was performed by
placing a tracked checkerboard at different locations inside the capturing volume to
capture a set of correspondences (reference samples) which were then used to obtain
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the calibration. While the achieved accuracy is very high, the main limitation of our
original method is the relatively high manual effort, i.e. it takes about 30 minutes to
obtain enough reference samples per RGBD-sensors. This effort becomes infeasible
if the calibration has to be repeated often, e.g. because the sensor setup has to be
changed or is slightly misaligned due to accidental movements.
To overcome this limitation, our new method significantly speeds up the manual operation of capturing reference samples. Instead of placing the checkerboard target at a
set of static sampling locations, the user sweeps the target at reasonable speed through
the desired capturing volume for only about one minute per sensor. While the basic concept of the calibration process remains similar to our original approach, our
new method has the specific challenge that we need to obtain synchronized correspondences between the color and depth sensor’s image streams and the tracked
checkerboard’s positions. This is not a trivial task since the tracking system and
the RGBD-sensor cannot be synchronized by hardware. If the unknown latency differences between the sensor streams are ignored, the resulting calibration would be
significantly distorted. However, we observed that the latency differences are quite
constant and developed an efficient off-line optimization process which computes
these latency differences and synchronizes all involved data streams. The optimization process maximizes the coplanarity of the reconstructed checkerboards’ crossing
points or minimizes their 3D and 2D reprojection error.
The main contributions of our work are

• a highly accurate, sweeping-based calibration method which requires a manual
calibration effort of only a few minutes for typical capturing setups consisting
of 4 or 5 RGBD-sensors,

• an optimization process to establish synchronized correspondences from nonsynchronized data streams and

• a filter chain for robust identification of outliers during the crossing point detection in RGBD-sensor image streams.

We compared our proposed sweeping-based method to our initial method [12] that
uses static sampling. Our observations reveal that sweep sampling is only slightly less
accurate than static sampling. We also improved the alignment of the checkerboard’s
local coordinate system with the tracking target, which was a major source of error
in our original method.
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4.2

Related Work

3D capturing systems are often based on RGBD-sensors like the Microsoft Kinect
(version 1 or 2), e.g. [14, 36, 68, 86, 108, 122, 158], some systems [9, 79] combine Kinect
sensors with more sophisticated color cameras. The objective of calibration is to determine the intrinsic parameters of an underlying projection model for each sensor
as well as extrinsic parameters for a mapping between the sensors and to a common coordinate system. Raposo et al. [117] give a detailed definition of all involved
parameters and the camera’s projection model. Although most parameters are precalibrated by the manufacturer, more dedicated techniques are known to improve
calibration accuracy [59]. Moreover, the depth sensor’s distance measurement has to
be calibrated too since it is affected by non-linear distortion [14, 59, 80].
State-of-the-art camera calibration methods employ a checkerboard in order to capture a set of feature points to identify the camera’s intrinsic parameters based on
Zhang’s [155] model. Several calibration techniques have been proposed to address
the specific challenges of RGBD-sensors [14, 59, 117, 133, 135, 158]. Raposo et al. [117]
improved the accuracy of the joint calibration method of Herrera et al. [59] and additionally speed up of the calibration process. Staranowicz et al. [135] use a spherical
object instead of a checkerboard which simplifies the calibration for non-expert users.
The calibration of multi-sensor 3D capturing systems is far more challenging than
calibrating a single sensor since a large set of matching intrinsic and extrinsic paramTable 4.1: Comparison of the characteristics of state-of-the-art multi-sensor calibration methods. Intrinsic relates to the explicit identification of the intrinsic
parameters of the involved color and depth sensors. Depth calibration relates
to whether an explicit correction of the sensors’ depth measurements is performed. Extrinsic relates to the calibration of the rigid transformation between
the depth and color coordinate systems. Registration relates to whether multiple RGBD-sensors are externally registered to a (shared) reference coordinate
system or in a camera-to-camera fashion (inter-camera). Geometric preservation relates to whether the calibration preserves shapes, lengths, and angles of
the captured scene geometry.
Method
Maimone et al. [86]
Maimone et al. [87]
Kainz et al. [68]
Beck et al. [14]
Deng et al. [36]
Avetisyan et al. [10]
Avetisyan et al. [9]
Beck et al. [12]
Our

Intrinsic

Depth
Extrinsic
Registration
calibration
optical
no
optical
reference
optical
no
optical
ref. + inter-camera
optical
no
optical
ref. + inter-camera
optical
yes
optical
reference
optical
no
optical + geom.
inter-camera
optical
yes
optical
reference
optical
yes
optical + geom.
reference
integrated volumetric color and depth calibration to a shared reference
integrated volumetric color and depth calibration to a shared reference

Geom.
pres.
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes

Manual
effort
low
low
medium
high
medium
high
low
high
low
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eters have to be identified to achieve high accuracy. Schmidt et al. [126] present a
method for the calibration of a multi-sensor tracking system based on inter-camera
error minimization, however, depth sensors are not addressed. Moreover, some application domains have specific requirements, e.g. the calibration and registration of
all sensor contributions into the shared coordinate system of the application [14]. Table 4.1 compares the characteristics of the calibration methods that are most closely
related to our work. All of them focus on the registration of multiple RGBD-sensors
and aim for a perfect fusion throughout a large capturing volume.
In 2011, Maimone et al. [86] introduced a telepresence system based on multiple
Kinects. They reported a 3D error ranging from approx. 1.8 cm at a distance 0.7 m
to approx. 3 cm at a distance of 1.8 m from the cameras, which was mainly caused
by the inaccuracy of the Kinect’s depth measurement. In order to improve the 3D
matching of multiple sensors, Maimone et al. [87] proposed an inter-camera-based
calibration method. They captured a set of 3D correspondences inside the capturing
space which were then used to fit an affine transformation for each sensor that minimized the distances between the correspondences resulting in a 3D error of approx.
1 cm. In 2012, Kainz et al. [68] presented a similar approach using a calibration sphere
to obtain a set of 3D correspondences. The correspondences where then used to fit a
three-dimensional polynomial function that maps depth values to world space positions at runtime for each sensor. However, they did not report quantitative results on
the resulting accuracy.
In 2013, Beck et al. [14] proposed a method for the correction of the depth measurement. An optical tracking system was used as reference to obtain a look-up volume
that maps from a sensor’s raw depth values to metric values. As a result, the accuracy of the depth measurement was significantly improved compared to the standard approach. However, only a single rigid body transformation was used to register the sensors into the application’s coordinate system. As a result, high fusion
accuracy could only be achieved in the areas where the calibration target was positioned, whereas in other areas the contributions of multiple sensors matched poorly.
To address this, Deng et al. [36] suggested a field of rigid transformations which is
interpolated during runtime. In 2014, Avetisyan et al. [10] presented an approach for
the calibration of depth sensors conceptually similar to the one presented by [14], but
slightly more accurate (0.8-1.2 cm vs. 1-2 cm).
Most calibration methods either apply explicit depth calibration or rely on intercamera error-minimization. Consequently, these methods depend on the accuracy of
a large set of interdependent and error-prone parameters. In general, the limitations
of inter-camera based approaches as presented by [36, 68, 87, 126] are that the sensors
have to overlap (at least two) and that the registration might result in geometrical distortions since the sensors are not registered to a metric reference space. To overcome
this, Beck et al. [12] presented an integrated calibration method which is independent
of any specific lens or camera model, implicitly compensates depth distortion, and,
registers the sensors into a shared coordinate system which is defined by an already
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Figure 4.1: Fast capturing of reference samples: The users sweeps the tracked
checkerboard at moderate speed of approx. 20 to 40 cm/s through the capturing
space in front of the sensor. The sweeping path should overlap, i.e. the user
has to sweep over the same regions from different directions, in order to enable
our proposed off-line optimization process. Simultaneously, the sensor’s color,
infrared and depth image streams as well as the tracked pose are recorded to a
ﬁle along with time-stamps.

calibrated high-precision tracking system. A major beneﬁt of their method is its high
local fusion quality and that it avoids runtime image rectiﬁcation. Zhou et al. [158]
propose a volumetric calibration to compensate the depth sensor’s non-linear distortion similar to [12]. However, their depth sensor calibration is performed in depth
sensor space and does not register the sensor into a shared coordinate system. Moreover, they do not address color sensing.
More recently, Avetisyan et al. [9] presented a reﬁned approach based on the ideas
of [12] and [10]. Similar to [12], they place a tracked checkerboard target at different
locations in front of each involved sensor. Based on a sequence of captured correspondences they calculate the sensors’ intrinsic parameters and 3D lookup tables to
correct the distortions of the depth sensors. They reported an average reprojection
error below 0.5 pixels for each sensor. However, the extrinsic calibration was deﬁned
by a single rigid transformation per sensor, which can cause varying fusion quality
throughout a larger capturing volume [36].
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Figure 4.2: Overview of our proposed method. First, a rough initial calibration Υ is computed using a set of captured frames of the tracked checkerboard.
Second, the user sweeps the tracked checkerboard inside the desired capturing
space in front of the sensor. The recorded sweep is then used to establish a set
of synchronized and robust reference samples (sweep sampling). Third, the ﬁnal
calibration Ω is computed from the reference samples by an integrated correction of Υ of using scattered data interpolation.

Our research is inspired by our earlier work where we addressed the speciﬁc challenges of multi-sensor 3D capturing systems in an integrated manner [12]. Our initial method compensates both, lens and depth distortions, and, it provides almost
perfect local fusion quality for multiple sensors. However, a major drawback is the
time-consuming reference sampling process which results in a very high manual effort. Our motivation is to signiﬁcantly speed up the calibration process by replacing
the manual reference sampling step with sweeping (Figure 4.1) while still providing
high accuracy. Our proposed method has the speciﬁc challenge that we need to obtain robust and synchronized correspondences between the color and depth sensor’s
image streams and the position of the tracked checkerboard. This challenge was
already inherent in the depth-correction methods of earlier work [9, 10, 14]. However, synchronization was not addressed and distortions due to differences in latency of the involved sensors were ignored. The alignment of unsynchronized sensor
streams was investigated in different domains and several solutions have been presented [54, 98, 132, 157]. Zhou et al. [157] presented a method for the estimation of
the temporal offsets between unsynchronized video streams in the context of stereo
vision. Sinha et al. [132] presented a visual-hull-based 3D capturing system and a
method for the temporal alignment of unsynchronized video cameras. Most existing
approaches are based on an optimization process (error minimization or maximum
likelihood estimation) using inter-sensor correspondences. However, each approach
differs from our speciﬁc challenge, either in preconditions (e.g. the knowledge of
sensor intrinsics [54]) or in the measurement systems (video sensors [54, 98, 132, 157]
vs. RGBD-sensors in combination with an optical tracking system).
Our new approach was developed to allow the calibration of RGBD-sensors in a
very short time using sweep sampling, which required the synchronization between
the tracking system, and the color and depth sensor streams.
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Calibration Method Overview

The central idea of our calibration method is similar to our original method [12]:
for each RGBD-sensor, a rough initial calibration Υ is computed and then locally
corrected by a set of reference samples {R} to obtain our ﬁnal calibration Ω. Figure 4.3 and 4.5 illustrate the related coordinate systems. The initial calibration Υ is
a function that maps pixels d ∈ D from the depth sensor space D to 3D positions
p ∈ W in our shared coordinate system, and to texture coordinates c ∈ C of the corresponding color space C. W is deﬁned by the tracking system. Our ﬁnal calibration
Ω is deﬁned in (normalized) volume space V and, similarly, maps to W and C.
As an overview, our proposed method is performed by the steps depicted in Figure 4.2. First, a rough initial calibration is computed using the state-of-the-art method
from Zhang [155], however, no image rectiﬁcation is applied. Second, a large set of
reference samples {R} is captured inside the capturing volume at the crossing points
of a tracked checkerboard in front of each sensor. Finally, the calibration is performed
by correcting the initial calibration locally and applying the correction offsets that are
calculated at the reference samples.
The concept of a reference sample is illustrated in Figure 4.5 along with the involved
coordinate systems. Each reference sample contributes to the integrated correction
of the initial calibration with two correction offsets: δp , which corrects the calibration
from the depth sensor space to world space, and δc which corrects the calibration
from depth sensor space to color space. Figure 4.6 illustrates the calibration in terms
of a local correction of the initial calibration which is performed in normalized volume space. As a result, the ﬁnal calibration Ω maps values from depth sensor space
directly to coordinates of the color sensor and to positions in the shared coordinate
system of the application.

Figure 4.3: Relationship between the initial calibration Υ and the volumetric
calibration Ω.

Sweeping-based Reference Sampling

(a)

(c)
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(b)

(d)

Figure 4.4: Illustration of the latency difference ΔLdepth→pose between the
depth sensor and the tracking system. (a) For a static checkerboard the measurement of the depth sensor and the tracking system coincides at d and p. ((b)
and (c)) If the checkerboard is in motion (during sweeping), the measurement of
the sensor is delayed by a latency difference ΔLdepth→pose . As a consequence,
the measured locations di and dk at points in time ti and tk do not correspond
to the measurements pi and pk of the tracking system. (d) Hence, the correct
measurements di∗ and dk∗ , which correspond to pi and pk , can only be identiﬁed if the latency difference ΔLdepth→pose is known. Similarly, the measurement between the depth and the color sensor is not consistent since they have
a slight latency difference ΔLdepth→color too.

4.4

Sweeping-based Reference Sampling

In order to speed up the manual process of taking reference samples, we developed
a method that we refer to as sweep reference sampling. As an overview, sweep reference
sampling is performed by the following three steps:
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Figure 4.5: Schematic illustration of the involved coordinate systems during
reference sampling and the correction offsets δp and δc which are used during
calibration. A reference sample ri is located at a crossing point of the checkerboard. The coordinates of the crossing point can be simultaneously detected in
the depth space (di ∈ D), the color space (ci ∈ C) and in world space (pi ∈ W ).
At di , the initial calibration Υ maps to (cΥ ∈ C) and (pΥ ∈ W ). Hence, Υ can
be locally corrected using δp and δc . Please note that di is deﬁned by the coordinate of the crossing point in the infrared image and the corresponding z−value
in the depth image.

1. Sweeping the tracked checkerboard target through the desired capturing volume
in front of the sensor (Figure 4.1).
2. Filtering and robust extraction of reference samples from the RGBD-sensor
stream and the pose stream.
3. Optimization of the calibration based on 3D/2D error minimization and a
coplanarity constraint.
During sweeping, we record the sensor’s color, infrared and depth image stream and
assign a time-stamp to each frame. Simultaneously, we record the tracked checkerboard’s pose together with time stamps to a separate ﬁle. In order to establish a common timing of the data streams we set the clock of the tracking system to the clock of
the workstation where the sensor is attached when the recording starts. Obviously,
this does not synchronize the measurements of the RGBD-sensor and the tracking
system since the two systems have different latencies. Figure 4.4 illustrates the situation: If the checkerboard is moved away from the sensor (to the right), we can
suppose that at the time when a depth sensor’s frame arrives in the application, its
currently tracked position is already farther to the right and vice versa. In principle,
it would be possible to measure the latency of a system following the method from
e.g. [47]. However, we are not interested in the absolute latencies. Instead, we are
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Figure 4.6: (a) The process of sweep sampling generates a large set of reference
samples {R} inside the frustum of the sensor. (b) Our integrated calibration
corrects the initial calibration Υ at each voxel vi ∈ V by applying the interpolated offsets δp and δc that are retrieved from its neighboring reference samples.
(c) Our ﬁnal calibration Ω maps values d ∈ D to positions pΩ ∈ W and cΩ ∈ C
using (trilinear) interpolation in normalized volume space V .

only interested in the latency difference ΔLdepth→pose between the depth sensor and
the tracking system. Similarly, the RGBD-sensor itself typically has a slight latency
difference ΔLdepth→color between its depth and color measurement.
In order to resolve this issue, the latency differences ΔLdepth→pose and ΔLdepth→color
between the captured data streams have to be identiﬁed. We present an implicit
solution to this problem in Section 4.4.2. Please note that during sweeping, the image
streams of the sensor as well as the pose stream are recorded to ﬁles without any
on-line processing, in particular, without any image rectiﬁcation or ﬁltering.

Notations In the following, we give a few notations that we use throughout the
next sections:
• ci (t) is the i-th entry in the list of 2D crossing points that are detected in the
color image at time t.
• iri (t) is the i-th entry in the list of 2D crossing points that are detected in the
infrared image at time t.
• di (t) is the i-th entry in the list of 3D crossing points (ui , vi , zi ) that are detected
in the corresponding depth and infrared image at time t, where (ui , vi ) = iri (t)
and zi = depth(ui , vi ).
• pi (t) is the i-th entry in the list of 3D crossing points (xi , yi , zi ) in world space
W measured by the tracking system.
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Figure 4.7: Schematic overview of the robust extraction of reference samples
(sweep sampling). First, crossing point (sub-)patterns are detected in the color
and infrared images and matched. If (sub-) patterns cannot be matched, both
frames are marked as invalid (red). Second, frames with signiﬁcantly too much
temporal jitter are also marked as invalid (red). Next, crossing point outliers are
detected, and ﬂagged (blue). Of course, the illustrated erroneous frames or outliers can occur anywhere in the streams. After ﬁltering, the remaining frame
sequences (green) are collected, too short sequences (purple) are discarded.
Next, frame quality is computed based on the current motion speed. Finally,
the reference samples are extracted from the ﬁltered frames at the valid (nonﬂagged) correspondences incorporating the latency differences ΔLdepth→pose
and ΔLdepth→color .

A reference sample ri (t) at time t is then deﬁned as:
ri (t) = (di (t), ci (t), pi (t))

(4.1)

The set R(t) of reference samples per checkerboard location then is:
R(t) = {ri (t)}1≤i≤k

(4.2)

The set d(t) of 3D crossing points per checkerboard location in the combined depth
and infrared image at time t then is:
d(t) = {di (t)}1≤i≤k

(4.3)

The set c(t) of 2D crossing points per checkerboard location in the color image at time
t then is:
c(t) = {ci (t)}1≤i≤k
(4.4)
The set p(t) of 3D crossing points per checkerboard location in world space at time t
then is:
p(t) = {pi (t)}1≤i≤k
(4.5)
According to above notations, we refer to the sets contained in the recorded sweep as
{R}, {d}, {c} and {p}.
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Figure 4.8: The establishment of the reference samples R(t) at a certain time t has to incorporate the latency differences ΔLdepth→pose and
ΔLdepth→color . As a consequence, the corresponding intermediate coordinates
c(t + ΔLdepth→color ) and p(t + ΔLdepth→pose ) have to be interpolated from adjacent frames.

4.4.1

Robust Extraction of Reference Samples

In order to obtain a set of reference samples {R}, the correspondences {d}, {c} and
{p}, have to be extracted robustly from the recorded sweeping. Therefore, all possible
corrupt or outlying correspondences have to be detected ﬁrst. While p(t) is robust,
we apply several ﬁlters on the sets d(t) and c(t). The most problematic step during
sweep sampling is the checkerboard crossing point detection since it is very sensitive to
noise and motion blur which can lead to outliers. After the ﬁlter chain is applied, all
erroneous crossing points, ci (t) or di (t), from d(t) and c(t) are ﬂagged as invalid. Fortunately, the recorded sequence typically contains enough frames with spatial overlap such that several thousand correspondences can be established. As an overview,
the following ﬁltering steps are applied on a frame-by-frame basis (Figure 4.7):
1. Cascading (sub-)pattern detection.
2. Invalidation of frames with to much temporal jitter.
3. Statistical outlier detection.
4. Calculation of frame quality based on motion speed.
First, we try to detect the captured crossing point patterns in the corresponding color
and infrared images and try to match them. This is performed in a cascading fashion, (Figure 4.9): if the full pattern (e.g. a pattern of 5 × 7 crossing points) cannot be
detected, we fall back to the detection of smaller (sub-)patterns, e.g. 4 × 7 or 3 × 7.
Crossing points which do not match within the two (sub-) patterns are ﬂagged as
invalid. If no matching is possible, both frames are invalidated. The situation of nonmatching crossing point patterns can occur if the smallest checkerboard sub-pattern
cannot be detected any more, or, when the corner detection completely fails due to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.9: Cascading (sub-)pattern detection and matching between the infrared and color image. (a) The full pattern can be detected in both images.
(b) and (c) When the checkerboard pattern is swept toward the border, only
(sub-)patterns can be detected due to the different ﬁelds of view of the sensors.
Detected crossing points which do not match between the (sub-)patterns are
ﬂagged as invalid (red).

noise or motion blur. In this step, we also ensure that the ordering of crossing point
detection is consistent.
Second, we invalidate complete frames which exhibit too much temporal jitter since
our method relies on a temporally smooth image sequence with constant latency on
average. Temporal jitter can be caused by data loss during the transmission of frames
from the sensor to the driver. We discard frames having a temporal deviation larger
than twice the standard deviation.
Next, two types of crossing point outliers are detected, and, if apparent, the outliers
are ﬂagged as invalid. The ﬁrst type of outliers are corrupt depth values due to holes
in the depth image. These outliers are sometimes caused by very bright reﬂections
of the emitted infrared light (into the depth sensor). We detect these corrupt depth
values by ﬁtting a plane through the set of d(t) and ﬂag crossing points if individual distances deviate more than twice the standard deviation. The second type of
outliers are crossing points with wrongly detected crossing point coordinates in the
infrared or color images. We greedily identify these outliers based on a statistical
outlier detection ﬁlter which is illustrated in Figure 4.10.
Finally, we compute quality values for each set d(t), c(t) and p(t) based on the actual
motion speed. The slower the actual speed compared to the average motion speed of
the whole sequence, the higher the quality and vice versa.
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Figure 4.10: Robust crossing point outlier detection based on image space triangle area ratios. First, the crossing points are clustered into quadrilaterals
which are formed by two types of triangle pairs (blue and purple). Next,
the ratios of the triangle area pairs and the two means (meanh and meanv )
are computed as follows: meanh (blue triangle pairs) and meanv (purple triangle pairs), with meanh = mean(ratioAEB/F BE , ..., ratioSW T /XT W ) and
meanv = mean(ratioEF A/BAF , ..., ratioW XS/T SX ). In a frame without noise,
both, meanh and meanv are close to 1.0 and the corresponding standard deviations are close to 0.0. In this example, 15 ratios (blue quadrilaterals) are
evaluated and compared to meanh , and further, 15 ratios (purple quadrilaterals) are evaluated and compared to meanv . Obviously, crossing points L and R
cause several triangle ratio outliers (indicated by asterisks) which are detected.
Our algorithm does not identify the crossing points L and R directly. Instead,
it greedily invalidates each crossing point (marked in red) which is part of an
outlying triangle pair, hence, false positives are accepted.

After the filter chain is applied, the set of reference samples {R} is established
from the remaining valid frames and the non-flagged crossing points as illustrated in Figure 4.8. As a basis, the frames of the depth sensor stream are used.
The correspondences are then established at frames d(t) with the interpolated set
of c(t + ∆Ldepth→color ) from the color sensor’s stream and the interpolated set
p(t + ∆Ldepth→pose ) from the pose stream taking into account the latency differences
∆Ldepth→pose and ∆Ldepth→color . In a last step, spatially overlapping reference samples are merged to their quality-weighted average.

4.4.2

Optimization of the Latency Differences

The final calibration Ω can be considered as a function of the latency differences
∆Ldepth→pose and ∆Ldepth→color . In order to obtain synchronized correspondences
we have to identify the optimal latency differences. The central idea of our optimization process is as follows: If we establish correspondences based on a set of
reference samples, using non-optimized latency differences ∆Ldepth→pose = 0 and
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Figure 4.11: Schematic illustration of the optimization processes for
ΔLdepth→pose and ΔLdepth→color . (1.) The optimization starts with initial latency differences (both are set to 0.0) and the reference samples are generated in
order to obtain the calibration Ω. Please note that the establishment of the correspondences depend on both, ΔLdepth→pose and ΔLdepth→color (Figure 4.8).
ΔLdepth→pose can be optimized using two different approaches: By maximizing the average coplanarity (2a.) or by minimizing the average 3D error (2b.)
for every input d(t). The optimization is ﬁnished if a coplanarity maximum (3D
error minimum) is reached, otherwise ΔLdepth→pose is updated and the process
restarts at (1.). (3.) In a similar way, ΔLdepth→color is optimized by minimizing
the average 2D error for every input d(t).
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∆Ldepth→color = 0, the resulting calibration Ω will be distorted, i.e. the calibration
from depth sensor space to positions in world space Ωp (d(t), ∆Ldepth→pose ) as well
as to the positions in color space Ωc (d(t), ∆Ldepth→color ) will be distorted. The distortion increases with the amount of overlap of the sweeping path (Figure 4.1 and 4.4).
Hence, at each checkerboard location of the filtered input d(t) we will observe deviations depending on ∆Ldepth→pose and ∆Ldepth→color . We minimize the deviations
and implicitly optimize the latency differences in our optimization using the following constraints:
• Coplanarity constraint: The set of calibrated 3D points Ωp (d(t), ∆Ldepth→pose )
should be coplanar since d(t) is coplanar.
• 3D reprojection constraint: The set of calibrated 3D points Ωp (d(t), Ldepth→pose )
should coincide with the corresponding 3D reference points p(t+∆Ldepth→pose ).
• 2D reprojection constraint: The set of calibrated 2D points Ωc (d(t), Ldepth→color )
should coincide with the corresponding 2D reference points c(t +
∆Ldepth→color ).
Given the above constraints, we are able to optimize the latency difference
∆Ldepth→pose in two ways: first, by searching for the maximum average coplanarity
and second, by minimizing the average 3D reprojection error. The latency difference
∆Ldepth→color can be optimized by minimizing the average 2D reprojection error respectively. We measure the amount of coplanarity (CP ) for a frame d(t) using principal component analysis:
CP (t, ∆Ldepth→pose ) = planeF it({Ωp (d(t), ∆Ldepth→pose )})

(4.6)

The function planeF it internally computes the best fitting plane of the set of 3D positions and returns a normalized fitting quality between 0.0 and 1.0, whereas 1.0 indicates a perfect fit and hence perfect coplanarity. The 3D reprojection error is measured as the average of the corresponding Euclidean distances between the 3D points
pi (t + ∆Ldepth→pose ) and Ωp (di (t), ∆Ldepth→pose ). The 2D reprojection error is measured as the average of the corresponding Euclidean distances between the 2D points
ci (t + ∆Ldepth→color ) and Ωc (di (t), ∆Ldepth→color ). Figure 4.11 gives a schematic
overview of the three optimization processes. The optimization processes are independent of each other and can be performed in a brute force fashion or iteratively
using the method of gradient descent. We implemented both approaches and found
that curve fitting is a good approximation.

4.5

Results and Discussion

In our evaluation we used Kinects of version 2 with an open source driver [151]. We
cropped the resolution of the color image to 1280 × 1080 in order to fit the field of
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Figure 4.12: Schematic illustration of the capturing spaces which were evaluated. The green area is the space where a user is typically captured by our
system. The purple area is the space where sweeping is possible. We provide
results of the achieved calibration accuracy for the green area in Table 4.2 and
for the purple space in Figure 4.13.

view of the depth sensor, performed our volumetric calibration for a volume size of
128 × 128 × 128 voxels and clipped the sensor’s depth to a range of 0.5 m to 3.0 m.
Our proposed method was implemented in C/C++, using OpenCV [21] for the crossing point detection. We used CGAL [26] for natural neighbor interpolation and for
the function planeF it from equation (6). We used a tracking system from A.R.T. [7]
for tracking the pose of the checkerboard with a very high accuracy in the range of
1-2 mm throughout a large space of about 4 m x 3 m x 2.5 m. The pattern on our
checkerboard has 7 × 5 crossing points which we printed onto a warp-resistant board
mounted on a custom stand. The initial calibration was performed using OpenCV.
Please note that image rectification is not performed since the method implicitly compensates image distortion in the volumetric calibration. Please also note that we do
not perform any on-line processing in terms of filtering during sweeping. Further, we
save the acquired streams to a RAM disk in order to avoid writing stalls.

4.5.1

Evaluation Approach

We were interested in the accuracy of our sweeping-based calibration method and
compared it to the accuracy of our original approach using static sampling [12].
We evaluated both methods with the same set of ground truth reference samples
{Reval } = ({deval }, {ceval }, {peval }). The 3D accuracy is defined in terms of the average Euclidean distance between the calibrated world positions {pcalib } = Ωp ({deval })
and the corresponding ground truth positions {peval }. Hence, the reference for the
3D error is the tracking system. Similarly, the 2D accuracy is defined in terms of
the average Euclidean distance between the calibrated color coordinates {ccalib } =
Ωc ({deval }) and the corresponding ground truth color coordinates {ceval }, which is
equivalent to the 2D reprojection error used in the literature [59].
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As an overview, the evaluation was performed as follows:
1. Computation of an initial calibration Υ using OpenCV.
2. Static reference sampling to obtain a set {R}.
3. Split of {R} into disjunctive sets {Rstatic } and {Reval }.
4. Sweeping and Sweep-based reference sampling to obtain the set {Rsweep }.
5. Computation of the final calibration based on the correction of Υ using
{Rstatic }.
6. Computation of the final calibration based on the correction of Υ using
{Rsweep }.
We evaluated both methods using inverse distance weighting (IDW ) and natural
neighbor interpolation (N N I) for scattered data interpolation following [12]. In addition, for our new sweep sampling approach, we evaluated our proposed optimization
processes to identify the optimal latency differences in order to obtain synchronized
reference samples for {Rsweep }.

4.5.2

Calibration Accuracy

In our evaluation, static sampling took approx. 25 minutes yielding the set {Rstatic } of
2100 reference samples, whereas sweep sampling took only about one minute yielding
the set {Rsweep } of approx. 50,000 reference samples. The set {Reval } contained 2000
reference samples.
We performed our evaluation inside the two capturing areas illustrated in Figure 4.12.
Table 4.2 lists the resulting accuracy of the different methods inside the capturing
space which is typically covered by a Kinect in a 3D capturing setup for telepresence. The main benefit of sweep sampling is that a very large number of reference
samples can be captured in a very short amount of time. Of course, the quality of the
sweeping-based reference samples is affected by motion blur and inherent noise which
cannot be filtered out completely. The original method using static sampling results in
a very high accuracy (StaticIDW and StaticN N I ), confirming the results of [12]. Our
new method based on sweep sampling results in a slightly higher 3D error of approx.
3.0 mm (SweepN N I3D/2D ) compared to approx. 2.1 mm (StaticN N I ). The 2D reprojection error is slightly higher too, however, still lower than one pixel on average.
In addition, our evaluation shows that the influence of the method for scattered
data interpolation (SweepIDW3D/2D vs.SweepN N I3D/2D ) is very low, which is mainly
due to the large number of reference samples. The method for the optimization of
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Table 4.2: Average absolute errors for a Kinect v2 sensor in 3D world space and
2D texture space for static and sweep sampling and the two different scattered
data interpolation schemes inverse distance weighting (IDW ) and natural
neighbor interpolation (N N I). For sweep sampling, we evaluated the accuracy
without any optimization of the latency differences (SweepIDW ) and with our
proposed optimization methods using the coplanarity constraint (SweepIDWCP ,
SweepN N ICP ) and the proposed 3D/2D error minimization (SweepIDW3D/2D ,
SweepN N I3D/2D ). For SweepIDWCP and SweepN N ICP we set ∆Ldepth→color
to 10ms. The resolution of the calibration volume was 128 × 128 × 128. For
IDW , only positions inside the convex hull of the input set were evaluated. 3D
errors are in mm, 2D errors in pixels, standard deviations in parentheses.

Method
StaticIDW
StaticN N I
SweepIDW
SweepIDWCP
SweepIDW3D/2D
SweepN N ICP
SweepN N I3D/2D

3D error
2.29 (1.52)
2.1 (1.53)
6.25 (3.52)
3.02 (2.21)
3.02 (2.21)
3.01 (2.22)
3.01 (2.22)

2D error
0.282 (0.162)
0.278 (0.154)
1.37 (1.11)
0.951 (0.834)
0.836 (0.722)
0.953 (0.858)
0.842 (0.727)

∆Ldepth→pose , however, seems to have only a marginal influence. Further, it can be
seen that the optimization of the latency difference ∆Ldepth→color between the depth
and the color sensor stream is beneficial since the 2D reprojection error is lower with
the 2D error minimization enabled (e.g. SweepN N I3D/2D vs. SweepN N ICP ). Further,
the benefit of our optimization process is obvious: without optimization (SweepIDW ),
the calibration accuracy is drastically decreased.

We also evaluated the accuracy of sweep sampling for different depth ranges in front of
an RGBD-sensor as illustrated in Figure 4.12 and compared it to static sampling. The
input sets {Reval }, {Rstatic } and {Rsweep } were the same as in the previous evaluation and {Reval } was clustered into three depth ranges. Figure 4.13 shows the results.
The 3D accuracy as well as the 2D accuracy of sweep sampling are lower in the range
close to the sensor. This is mainly due to the fact that motion blur gets much higher
close to the sensor during sweeping. E.g. if the users sweeps the checkerboard close
to the sensor, the motion of the checkerboard pattern in the acquired images is relatively high and the detection of the checkerboard’s crossing points gets less stable
in this region such that many crossing points are invalidated by our filter chain and
fewer reference samples can be obtained close to the sensor. However, the accuracy of
our sweeping-based approach increases in the ranges (1.25m, 2.0m] and (2.0m, 3.0m].
Furthermore, we recommend to simply sweep slower close to the sensor to improve
the accuracy in this region.
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(b)

Figure 4.13: Comparison of the 3D errors (a) and 2D reprojection errors (b) for
static and sweep sampling clustered to three depth ranges. For both methods we
used N N I-based scattered data interpolation, for sweep sampling we used the
proposed 3D/2D error minimization optimization.

4.5.3

Optimization Process

First, we evaluated the stability of the frame times, since our optimization process
relies on stable latencies. Therefore, we measured the temporal deviations in the sensor streams which were recorded during sweeping based on the frames’ time stamps.
Both, the depth and color sensor acquisition takes approx. 33 ms. We measured a
standard deviation of approx. 2.7 ms in the recorded color and depth sensor stream.
Depth and color frames are discarded if their temporal deviation is larger than twice
the standard deviation, which results in discarding about five percent of the recordings. The tracking system runs at an internal frequency of 150 Hz and our measurements have a standard deviation of 0.5 ms in the pose stream. Hence, the latency difference ∆Ldepth→pose and ∆Ldepth→color can be considered as almost constant since
our filter chain discards frames with too much temporal jitter.
Next, we evaluated the three methods for the automatic optimization of the latency
differences. In particular, we were interested in two aspects: first, we wanted to
evaluate whether the optimizations based on coplanarity and 3D error minimization
differ and, second, we wanted to evaluate whether curve fitting is a sufficient approximation of the error functions. Figure 4.14(a) illustrates the optimization of the
latency differences between the sensor and the tracking system using the coplanarity
constraint and 3D error minimization. The two optima are very close to each other.
This trend was similar in other evaluations, however, the optima vary slightly for
different recordings, and, we therefore recommend to perform the optimization for
each calibration. In our system, ∆Ldepth→pose ranges between -15 ms and -30 ms. In
this example, the optimal latency difference ∆Ldepth→pose is approx. -21 ms. A negative latency difference indicates that the tracking system runs ahead of the sensor.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14: Optimization of the latency differences ∆Ldepth→pose (a) and
∆Ldepth→color (b). The crosses indicate the values of the respective error function (c.f. Section 4.4.2) whereas the circles indicate the values of the fitted curve.
The extrema are marked on the horizontal axis. The maximum of coplanarity
(red) is very close to the minimum of the 3D error (blue) (approx. at -21 ms). For
∆Ldepth→pose , parabolas were fitted through the points at 0, -25 and -50 ms., for
∆Ldepth→color , a parabola was fitted through the points at 0, 10 and 20 ms.

This is plausible since the tracking system operates at 150 Hz whereas the RGBDsensor operates at only approx. 30 Hz. Further, curve fitting seems to be a practical
choice since the parabolas approximate the 3D error function and the function for the
measurement of the coplanarity very well. By fitting a parabola, the functions have
to be evaluated at only three samples. Figure 4.14(b) illustrates the optimization of
the latency difference between the depth and color sensor stream. In this example,
the optimum of ∆Ldepth→color is approx. 13 ms, which indicates that the color stream
is slightly behind the depth stream. It can be seen that curve fitting is a very good
approximation of the 2D error function too.
Further, we measured the processing times of the proposed optimization methods
and compare them briefly to the processing time for the computation of the calibration using static sampling. We used a workstation equipped with two Intel® Xeon®
ten-core CPU processors running at 3.10 GHz and 128 GiB of main memory. In the
case of static sampling, the computation of the final calibration takes approx. 5 seconds for an input of approx. 2000 reference samples. The number of reference samples depends on the manual capturing process. In the case of our proposed sweeping
approach, the final calibration is computed off-line from the recorded sweeping. This
step can be divided into two stages: first, the detection and filtering of the crossing
points and, second, the computation of the calibration which includes the optimization process. The first stage takes approx. 33 seconds for processing approx. 50,000
reference samples. The second stage takes approx. 5 seconds using the optimization
based on the coplanarity constraint and approx. 8 seconds using the 3D/2D error
minimization, both, using curve fitting as an approximation. The computation times
of our sweeping-based method are higher than in our initial method [12] since significantly more reference samples are generated.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 4.15: Comparison of 3D reconstructions using a capturing system
formed by four Kinect v2 sensors. The real-time 3D reconstruction was performed based on the method described in [14]. For (a) and (c), the calibration was performed using static sampling and took approx. 90 minutes. For
(b) and (d), the calibration was performed using our proposed sweep sampling
approach and took only approx. 5 minutes. The optimization was performed
using 3D/2D error minimization based on curve fitting. The detail in (c) and
(d) shows the region where multiple sensor contributions overlap. The visual
quality of both approaches is very similar, in fact, differences are in general
imperceptible.

4.5.4

Considerations for 3D Capturing Systems

Our research focuses on the development of 3D capturing systems for 3D telepresence. We calibrated a setup of 4 Kinect v2 sensors using the original method based
on static sampling and our proposed sweeping-based method to compare the resulting accuracy in terms of visual quality. Figure 4.15 shows screen shots of real-time
3D reconstructions which were calibrated with our proposed sweeping-based method
and, for comparison, with our original method [12]. Differences in visual quality of
both calibration approaches are largely imperceptible. The objective of our method
is to register the contributions of multiple RGBD-sensors into the shared coordinate
system of the application which is typically linked to a tracking system by a rigidbody transformation. Hence, the reconstructed remote users and their interactions
with the virtual content are precisely registered to the shared coordinate system of
the application. Figure 4.16 shows screen shots of a reconstructed remote user who is
holding a virtual sword. The sword is rendered at the location of a tracked input device. Please note that the reconstructed remote user can be directly and consistently
observed by local users. Please also refer to the video figure.
An important practical aspect of the proposed method is the construction of the
checkerboard plate. Our calibration process relies heavily on a precise mounting of
the attached tracking target since it links the checkerboard crossing points to the coordinate system of the tracked checkerboard. Rotation and translation errors result
in a misalignment between the local registration of the crossing points to the tracking
system. To ensure the best possible registration of the (primary) local coordinate system on the checkerboard, we use a secondary coordinate system (Figure 4.17). The
secondary coordinate system is defined by an additional set of tracking targets which
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Figure 4.16: Screen shots of a reconstructed user captured by a system of 4
Kinect v2 sensors which were calibrated using our method. The virtual sword
is rendered at the location of the user’s input device which is tracked by our
optical tracking system. Both, the virtual content and the reconstructed user
are registered to the shared coordinate system of the application which enables
a consistent viewing of the scene.

are directly glued onto the checkerboard, and, therefore is very robust and precise. In
order to compensate for potential misalignments of the tracking markers, the primary
coordinate system is re-calibrated using the secondary coordinate system as a reference at start up. Please note that the primary coordinate system can be also tracked
from behind and from the side while the secondary coordinate system can only be
tracked from ahead.
Finally, we would like to mention some additional aspects of our new approach.
Since our approach uses an optical tracking system based on infrared lighting, a potential source of error is interference. Fortunately, we did not encounter interference
between the Kinect v2 and our tracking system. We also tested two other tracking
systems which could be potentially utilized by our proposed method, namely those
delivered with the Oculus Rift™ and the HTC Vive™ . Initial experiments revealed
strong interference between the Kinect v2 and the HTC Vive™ ’s tracking system,
however, we did not observe interference between the Kinect v2 and the tracking
system of the Oculus Rift™ . Hence, it would be possible to calibrate Kinect v2 sensors into the coordinate system of the Oculus Rift™ using our proposed method. A
minor limitation is that older sensor types, like the Kinect v1, cannot be directly calibrated using our sweeping approach, because the sensor’s depth and infrared stream
cannot be transferred simultaneously from the sensor to the driver, at least in current
versions. In general, static sampling and sweeping can be used in combination because
the only difference lies in the process of capturing reference samples. For example, it
might be valuable to capture a few additional reference samples using static sampling
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Figure 4.17: Precise alignment of the coordinate system on the checkerboard:
(a) The spherical markers (highlighted in green) are attached to the checkerboard and deﬁne the primary local coordinate system of the checkerboard
(red/green/blue). (b) An additional set of ﬂat markers (highlighted in purple) is glued onto the checkerboard and deﬁnes a secondary coordinate system
on the checkerboard (red/green/blue dashed). (c) Registration of the primary
local coordinate system using the secondary coordinate system as a reference.

in the areas where sweeping is problematic, e.g. at the borders of the viewing frustum
or very close to the sensor. The resulting two sets of reference samples could then be
integrated and merged to a combined set, using higher quality weights for {Rstatic }
and lower weights for {Rsweep }. However, this would increase the manual effort but
would result in improved accuracy.

4.6

Conclusion and Future Work

The quality of 3D capturing systems based on multiple RGBD-sensors strongly relies
on a precise calibration and registration of the involved sensors. The main contribution of our work is the development of an entire software pipeline to perform a
sweeping-based calibration and registration of multiple RGBD-sensors. As a result,
our method allows users to calibrate a set of four RGBD-sensors in a matter of only
ﬁve to ten minutes in contrast to our original method [12] using static sampling which
required one to two hours. A fundamental requirement for our sweeping-based calibration method is the establishment of synchronized reference samples from nonsynchronized data streams. To address this, we developed and evaluated an automatic optimization process that computes the unknown latency differences between
the RGBD-sensors and the tracking system. Our evaluation shows that we are able to
register the sensors with an average 3D accuracy of about 3 mm and an average 2D
reprojection error of less than 1 pixel for the Kinect version 2 throughout a large cap-
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turing space. While the achieved accuracy based on sweep sampling is slightly lower
than the accuracy using static sampling, the perceived visual quality of exemplary 3D
reconstructions appears to be very similar.
Additional noise reduction filters for increasing the robustness of the crossing point
detection of sweep sampling have the potential to increase the accuracy of our method.
Furthermore, the calibration process could be further accelerated by simultaneously
capturing reference frames from all involved sensors at once. However, the occasionally occurring interferences of overlapping sensors would have to be considered in
the filtering process. Immediate feedback on the achieved coverage of the capturing space during sweeping would be certainly a desirable feature of our calibration
software in order to avoid large variations in calibration and registration accuracy.
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Chapter 5

Recent Developments
“Despite recent progress in 3D telepresence, challenges remain both
in 3D acquisition and reconstruction and in 3D display.”
—Henry Fuchs [51]

Our immersive 3D telepresence system establishes a platform for remote communication and collaboration using a shared virtual environment and realistic user representations. Over the last two decades, many research groups proposed telepresence
systems based on a variety of application concepts [106]. A brief, yet incomplete, history of research on telepresence systems, based on concepts and technologies similar
to our system, can be summarized as follows.
In the 1990s Henry Fuchs [50] envisioned a telepresence system that would enable
remote medical support by specialists using 3D capturing and display technology.
Raskar et al. [118] presented the concept of virtually connecting remote offices using immersive displays and cameras at walls to create an Office-of-the-Future for
improved collaboration. Probably the first end-to-end telepresence system prototype that offered a shared task and person space for remote users was presented
by Gibbs et al. [55] in 1999. In 2003, Gross et al. [56] presented Blue-c, a pioneering
immersive telepresence system that allowed users to meet in a virtual environment
utilizing a CAVE [32]-display setup and video-based reconstruction. A major technical achievement of Blue-c were shuttered projection screens which allowed to illuminate and capture the user from outside through the screens. In 2010, the release
of the Microsoft Kinect™ , a low-cost sensor that simultaneously captures color and
depth images, offered novel possibilities for real-time 3D reconstruction. In 2011,
Maimone et al. [86] presented a pioneering telepresence system that utilized an autostereoscopic display as a virtual window into a remote room captured and recon-
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structed using multiple Kinect sensors. Their system can be considered the first implementation of an Office-of-the-Future [118] with current technologies.
All of these early telepresence implementations were limited in performance, fidelity
and scalability, but they were pioneering and inspired many telepresence developments. Section 5.1 examines more recently proposed telepresence systems following
all successive research efforts in this direction with a focus on the used technologies.
Realistic three-dimensional user representations are perhaps the most essential aspect of telepresence systems. Therefore, Section 5.2 provides an overview of recent
developments in real-time 3D capturing and reconstruction. Subsection 5.2.2 reports
on a case study we did on utilizing a volumetric fusion approach. 3D telepresence
systems must transmit large data streams between distant locations at high update
rates. Efficient compression and distribution methods are thus required. Section 5.3
provides an overview and a brief discussion of recent developments in that regard,
including our own work on the compression of depth-sensor streams presented in
Subsection 5.3.2.

5.1

Recent Telepresence Systems

Table 5.1 offers a technical comparison of recently proposed telepresence systems
closely related to our system. The properties compared are partly inspired by
Ohl [106] who proposed a novel notation that describes the communication graph
of a system and indicates its scalability. Other compared properties are the extent
of user representations and voice communication, display technology as well as network connection used, and, whether the system proposed a method for data stream
compression.
Each of the systems listed in Table 5.1 utilized realistic user representations, which
required technologies for real-time 3D capturing and reconstruction as well as for
data streaming. In addition to these technical aspects, the application concepts of
telepresence systems differ, which is particularly reflected in the display technology
used. Some systems built on large projection-based 3D displays, while others used
augmented reality, head mounted or conventional 2D or 3D desktop displays. In the
following, the telepresence systems listed in Table 5.1 are briefly discussed with a
focus on technical aspects on the basis of a classification into three categories:
• 3D telepresence implemented as situated communication terminals,
• 3D telepresence in augmented reality,
• 3D telepresence in shared virtual environments.
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Table 5.1: Overview and technical comparison of recently proposed telepresence systems. The notation of "Communication" graphs follows the suggestion of Ohl [106]. "Integration" specifies the extent of how users were captured
and represented, i.e. full body or upper body, and/or the location. "Display"
differentiates between monoscopic (2D) and (auto-) stereoscopic (3D, with or
without head tracking (subscript ht)). In addition, the display technology is
specified, i.e. projection-based (PB), head-mounted (HMD), optical see-through
(ST), augmented (AR) or desktop (DT). "Network" differentiates between local
area network (LAN) and world area network (WAN). In addition, the subscript
enc. indicates whether the authors addressed data stream compression. "Audio" specifies whether the system utilized voice over IP (mono) or spatial audio
(3D). (n/s) indicates that the authors did not explicitly address the particular
property, * indicates that the property was concluded from the figures provided
in the publication.
System by
Beck et al. [14]
Kurillo and Bajcsy [77]
Fechteler et al. [45]
Zhang et al. [153]
Maimone et al. [89]
Roberts et al. [123]
Fairchild et al. [42]
Pejsa et al. [113]
Plüss et al. [116]
Orts et al. [107]

Communication
2↔6↔V
1↔3 ↔ V
1↔n ↔ V
1↔3
1↔1
1↔3 *
1↔4 ↔ V *
1↔1
1↔1
1 ↔ 1* | 1 → N

Integration
full body
full body (front)
full body
upper body (front)
location
full body
full body
full body (front)
full body (front)
full body + location

Display
3Dht | PB [75]
2D + 3Dht | DT + PB
(n/s)
2Dht + 3Dht | DT
2Dht | ST
3Dht * | PB
2D + 3Dht | DT + PB
2Dht | AR
2D + 3D | DT + PB
3Dht | ST + HMD

Network
LANenc.
WANenc.
WANenc.
LANenc.
LAN
LANenc.
WANenc.
LANenc.
WANenc.
LANenc.

Audio
mono
mono
3D
3D
(n/s)
(n/s)
mono
mono
mono
3D

3D Telepresence Implementations Using Situated Communication Terminals

Existing teleconferencing systems build on video streams of participants presented
on 2D display terminals. Recent 3D telepresence systems enhanced this set-up with
3D capturing and reconstruction, spatial registration and perspectively correct stereoscopic display.
In 2013, Zhang et al. [153] presented Viewport, a teleconferencing system that enabled multiple remote users to virtually meet as if they were sitting around a table.
To achieve this, they developed a 3D capturing and reconstruction pipeline using
custom-built sensor rigs which also offered head tracking functionality. Their application scenario required only frontal capturing of the user’s upper body and face. A
three-sided prototype enabled users to meet virtually and see each other using 2D or
3D display terminals. The system improved mutual gaze awareness since the remote
user representations could be rendered from the correct perspective of the local user.
As such, their approach had the potential to establish eye contact. A limitation of
their system was the considerably low update rate of only 10 to 12 Hz which was
mainly due to the CPU implementation of the 3D reconstruction pipeline.
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More recently, Plüss et al. [116] presented a bi-directional telepresence system for lifesize face-to-face communication. At each site, the users where captured by multiple
RGBD-sensors and reconstructed as life-size 3D video avatars using a simplified version of the method from Kuster et al. [79] which allowed faster processing. Similar
to Viewport [153], their application captured the users only from the front. In order
to reduce the data transfer rate, the rendering was performed on the local site from
the approximate perspective of the remote participant. The image and audio streams
were transferred using WebRTC [60] over an Internet connection between two labs in
Zurich and Singapore. They reported a real-time reconstruction rate of 20 to 30 Hz
and an end-to-end latency of 1.4 seconds at a bandwidth of 0.35 Mbit/s. Their system
could be considered the first functional end-to-end system that enabled face-to-face
communication over thousands of kilometers. As such, it confirmed that modern
telepresence systems overcome limitations of standard video conferencing by providing a visually consistent communication channel.

3D Telepresence in Augmented Reality
Beyond enabling face-to-face communication using display terminals, several telepresence systems aim for the illusion of co-presence at a real location. Central to this
application concept is to augment the local physical environment with realistic representations of remote participants and optionally also their environment.
In 2013, Maimone et al. [89] presented pioneering work towards this goal. They
utilized an optical see-through display in combination with 3D capturing and
projection-based lighting technologies. In addition to calibrating the system’s components, a major challenge was to yield correct occlusions between the local physical
environment and the remote virtual content. The mutual occlusions were resolved
by rendering the registered 3D reconstructions of the remote and the local environment into a combined representation from the perspective of the user, while local
geometry was rendered in black and remote geometry colored normally. Their system also improved the contrast of the optical see-through display using locally adaptive projection-based lighting at pixel granularity by adapting a technique from Bimber et al. [17]. In addition, they suggested to use different levels of remote capturing
and local augmentation. A minor limitation of their prototype was the considerably
high latency and that the projection-based lighting did not yet support stereoscopic
views. Although, their system prototype was not fully bi-directional, it was a great
step towards the illusion of co-presence in a real environment.
In 2016, Pejsa et al. [113] proposed a similar system with the goal to establish telepresence meetings by augmenting the local environment with realistic user representations. Technically, their set-up was an extension of an earlier system published by
Jones et al. [66] which precisely projected virtual content onto walls, floor or furniture.
Pejsa et al. [113] captured users remotely and displayed their reconstructed representation as life-size 2D projections, for example resembling that the remote user was
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sitting on a sofa. They evaluated their system by means of a user study in which a
remote user had to perform a locally guided physical assembly task. As a result, task
completion times were significantly lower compared to standard video conferencing
and the participants felt a stronger sense of co-presence. However, a clear limitation
of their system was that it offered only monoscopic projections.
In the same year, Orts et al. [107] presented Holoportation, a telepresence system that
enabled face-to-face meetings in a mixed reality environment. Users of the system
were captured from all sides, reconstructed as life-size 3D video avatars, and then
transmitted to another location where they were displayed seamlessly inside the
physical environment using optical see-through displays. Optionally the authors
suggested to use head-mounted displays and virtual environments. Holoportation
can be considered an evolution of the system presented by Maimone et al. [89]. A
major contribution was the integration of a modern performance capturing pipeline
from Dou et al. [38] (Section 5.2.1). In addition, they suggested a solution to provide
eye contact for optical see-though displays. To achieve this, they mounted two video
cameras to the sides of the display in order to film the user’s eyes. During run time,
they fused a pre-scanned 3D reconstruction of the user’s face with the live 3D reconstruction and the eyes filmed by the video cameras. In order to further improve the
audio-visual immersion, their system provided a spatial audio rendering layer based
on head-related transfer functions. They suggested various one-to-one and one-tomany telepresence application scenarios. For example, virtual "living memories",
remote patient-to-doctor consulting or immersive broadcasting of music events. A
user study in which they evaluated social interactions as well as object manipulation
tasks resulted in an overall positive feedback. The experience of a shared space was
rated to be very convincing and the participants confirmed that the 3D video avatars
looked like a real person.

3D Telepresence in Shared Virtual Environments
Recently several research groups proposed systems based on application concepts
similar to our system and contributed developments towards building robust and
usable telepresence in shared virtual environments.
Kurillo and Bajcsy [77] presented several technical developments to enable remote
collaboration using realistic 3D video avatars. Their system relied on depth-fromstereo estimation techniques for 3D capturing and reconstruction. A distributed virtual reality framework established a shared virtual environment. They suggested
to compress the captured 3D data streams utilizing an adaptive triangulation of
the depth image streams and JPEG or BIFC [147] for the color image streams. In
contrast to most other systems, they evaluated the performance of their system for
long distance connections. They reported a throughput of 40 to 80 Mbit/s with a
latency of only 200 to 600 milliseconds for a connection between Berkley and Orlando. Kurillo and Bajcsy tested their telepresence system prototype using 2D and
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3D displays. They proposed various application scenarios such as remote teaching
or the exploration of archaeological data sets. Interaction techniques and user configurations similar to the ones presented in the "Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence" system supported remote collaboration. In addition, they suggested a configuration where users could take the perspective of another user and a mirror mode
that allowed users to observe themselves virtually acting next to a remote person.
A minor limitation of the system was the considerably coarse appearance of the reconstructed user representations. The authors therefore suggested the utilization of
RGBD-sensors and remarked that these should be synchronizable in future.
Fechteler et al. [45] presented the REVERIE-framework which aimed to integrate realistic user representations into shared virtual worlds. They considered two different
methods for the 3D capturing and reconstruction: real-time 3D reconstruction based
on multiple RGBD-sensors and animated computer generated avatars. REVERIE was
based on a central application server that supported multiple remote clients. Modules for session management, scene structuring, 3D reconstruction and rendering as
well as scalable media streaming supported telepresence applications. In addition,
their framework was connected to a social media network which could offer novel
possibilities for work and life. Although the REVERIE-framework addressed many
technical aspects, the authors did not present an end-to-end system which could have
documented an immersive telepresence experience.
Roberts et al. [123] presented the Withyou telepresence platform. They discussed
the influence of telecommunication technologies on non-verbal communication cues
such as gestures, gaze and mimics and argued that immersive 3D telepresence has the
potential to balance these cues best. In the course of their work, they experimented
with computer generated avatars as well as with user representations generated by
real-time 3D capturing approaches. They concluded that both representations can
convey attention, however, only live reconstructed user representations can convey
realistic appearance and non-verbal cues like subtle mimics. They investigated various layouts for 3D capturing systems and advised that the cameras should be placed
at head level in order to achieve high-quality reconstructions of facial expressions.
The Withyou-platform was further improved by Fairchild et al. [42] as part of the
CROSS DRIVE project [53]. The objective was to implement a 3D telepresence system
that allowed scientists from distant locations to meet and collaborate inside a Marsmission simulation. They set-up a 3D capturing system in a laboratory in the United
Kingdom and streamed a reconstructed user representation to a neighboring site and
to a laboratory in Germany. In order to reduce the data rate, they suggested to encode
the geometry using 7-Zip [111] and the video texture stream using standard video
codecs. They achieved frame rates of about 13 Hz with an end-to-end latency of
1 - 1.5 seconds. Although their prototype system was functional in terms of linking
distant locations, real-time 3D capturing and reconstruction was only implemented at
one site while the other participants were represented as computer generated avatars.
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Discussion

Immersive telepresence systems provide a platform for communication and collaboration based on realistic user representations and a spatially consistent person and
task space. Some of the systems examined above followed the concept of meeting
in shared virtual environments [42, 45, 77, 123], while others enabled telepresence
meetings in augmented reality [89, 107, 113] or extended video conferencing terminals [116, 153]. Some research groups suggested novel interaction modes for remote
collaboration or telepresence applications that enhance social life [42, 77, 89, 107].
However, only a few systems yielded end-to-end functionality [77, 116, 153].
Our "Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence" system relied on a novel implementation of a 3D capturing and reconstruction pipeline which generated and distributed
realistic 3D user representations in real-time at an update rate of 30 Hz. A unique
functionality was the use of two large multi-user projection displays [75] which offered individual stereoscopic perspectives for up to six co-located users. The distributed virtual reality framework [8] supported the implementation of novel interaction techniques. As such, our system was the first functional end-to-end telepresence
system which established a spatially consistent shared virtual environment for two
remote user groups.
The user representations were still fairly coarse in our system due to the basic 3D reconstruction method and the low resolutions of the utilized RGBD-sensors. Recently
proposed methods achieved better results in that regard (Section 5.2). Moreover, the
necessity to provide the users with shutter glasses made it impossible to look into
the eyes’ of remote participants. Solutions that provide eye contact were proposed
recently, for example, for optical see-through displays [107] or for video-based teleconference systems [120].
The two remote telepresence clients were connected over a local area network in
our system. Although network capacity was not a limitation, the utilized compression scheme for the color image streams could reduce the overall network load.
As an additional benefit, the amount of data which had to be transferred between
host and graphics memory on the client was greatly reduced. Several recent systems [42, 77, 107, 116, 123] proposed methods for data rate reduction, however with
limited efficiency.
Despite the fairly coarse user representations and the usage of shutter glasses, the
"Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence" system provided mutual gaze awareness
among remote participants. A user study confirmed that gestures such as pointing
and looking at features of virtual objects were mutually understood. Navigation techniques supported the joint exploration of a shared virtual scenery in different groupto-group configurations. The participants also enjoyed using a world-in-miniature
interaction technique which allowed them to observe themselves and the surrounding virtual scene together with avatar representations of others.
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Figure 5.1: Impression from a demo event established by an advanced version
of the “Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence” system. Three users meet in a
scanned model in front of a castle. The remote user and the local user on the left
virtually stand next to each other while the user on the right is taking a souvenir
picture of them using the Photo-Portal camera proposed by Kunert et al. [76].
(Weimar Castle model courtesy of Bauhaus-Universität Weimar)

Our immersive telepresence system was improved subsequently. A novel 3D capturing and reconstruction pipeline was developed, yielding higher quality user representations (Section 5.2.2). Ongoing research enabled advanced telepresence applications which build on novel interaction techniques. For example, the usage of the
Photo-Portal camera proposed by Kunert et al. [76] offered novel means for interaction and navigation in telepresence applications (Figure 5.1). In addition, a spatial
audio rendering layer based on head-related transfer functions such as applied in
related systems [45, 107, 153] has been developed and integrated into our system recently. The overall naturalness of immersive telepresence meetings was appreciated
by the visitors during many demo events.

Real-time 3D Capturing and Reconstruction
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Real-time 3D Capturing and Reconstruction

The realistic life-size representation of users is essential for 3D telepresence systems.
In general, there are two approaches to achieve this goal. A first approach builds on
off-line reconstruction of avatar models and their animation in real-time. A second
approach represents the users live as 3D video avatars utilizing a real-time 3D capturing and reconstruction system. An obvious advantage of real-time capturing is that
users can instantly join a telepresence meeting. User studies confirmed that 3D video
avatars appear natural [14, 107]. Roberts et al. [123] argued that live representations
can convey mimics better and with less effort than live animated avatar models. In
principle, more complex animations could get close to live 3D video, but this would
incorporate a similar capturing effort.
Recent approaches for real-time 3D capturing and reconstruction build on two different types of cameras: conventional video cameras, and integrated sensors, which simultaneously capture color and depth (RGBD) images. Several reconstruction methods based on conventional video cameras were proposed [5, 41, 42, 56, 123, 139], however, with some limitations. For example, the reconstruction of concavities is limited
in visual hull-based approaches [123]. Another challenge can be the robust segmentation of foreground objects in rooms with changing lighting and background conditions. For example, the system of Straka et al. [139] required a special studio environment for robust chroma-keying. In contrast to conventional video cameras, RGBDsensors overcome some of these limitations by design. For example, foreground segmentation is simplified by the explicit depth measurement. In addition, concavities
in a user’s face can be captured better.

5.2.1

Recent Developments in Real-time 3D Reconstruction

At the time the "Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence" system was published, we
utilized 3D capturing systems that relied on Kinect sensors of the first generation. The
3D reconstruction pipeline was optimized for real-time processing and ran at approximately 30 Hz. Briefly, the pipeline projected the depth sensor contributions into the
coordinate system of the virtual perspective of the camera. An on-the-fly step discontinuity constraint triangulation (SDCT) generated a mesh with a similar method as
described in [3, 86]. A final blending pass fused and textured the overlapping sensor
contributions in screen space based on per-pixel blending weights.
As an overview, Figure 5.2 illustrates a 3D capturing system and the process of 3D
reconstruction as applied in 3D telepresence systems. In this example, the local user
is captured from different perspectives by multiple RGBD-sensors (Figures 5.2(a)).
The 3D capturing system is calibrated such that the color and depth images are
mapped and registered to the application coordinate system, which is established
by the method presented in this thesis (Chapter 4). The 3D reconstruction pipeline
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: (a) A remote and a local user meet inside a virtual scenery and see
each other as realistic life-size 3D video avatars. At each location, the users are
captured by a 3D capturing system consisting of multiple RGBD-sensors (highlighted in blue) and reconstructed in real-time. Note, that the room is a frequently visited laboratory with changing lighting and background conditions.
The remote user is displayed perspectively correct for the local user in front of
the screen and thus appears distorted from the viewpoint of the camera. (b)
The 3D capturing system is calibrated such that the color and depth images are
mapped and registered to the application coordinate system. As a result of the
real-time 3D reconstruction process (Subsection 5.2.2), the 3D video avatar can
be rendered from arbitrary viewing perspectives. Here, the rendering on the
left shows the local user as he is perceived from the remote user.

processes the RGBD-image stream and creates 3D video avatars which can then be
integrated into a virtual environment.
Several research groups suggested 3D reconstruction pipelines using RGBD-sensors
for 3D capturing. Recent developments in this rapidly advancing research ﬁeld are
brieﬂy discussed in the following on the basis of a classiﬁcation into three algorithmic
categories:
• Methods that explicitly fuse sensor contributions.
• Methods that implicitly fuse sensor contributions.
• Methods that fuse sensor contributions in the spatio-temporal domain.

Explicit Fusion of Multiple Sensor Contributions
The fusion of contributions to a surface that are captured by multiple overlapping
sensors is a particular challenge for a robust 3D reconstruction. Explicit methods can
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be applied in object space or on-the-fly during rendering in screen space. Screen space
fusion was applied by the reconstruction pipeline presented in Chapter 2 and also in
the pipeline presented by Maimone et al. [86]. Islam et al. [63] presented a similar
approach with the difference that, instead of fusing overlapping color contributions,
their method fused overlapping depth values in screen space. A limitation of screen
space fusion is that the 3D reconstruction is view dependent and can result in an
inconsistent visual appearance when the perspective is changed.
Alexiadis et al. [3] proposed a 3D reconstruction pipeline that generated a watertight
mesh. They re-triangulated overlapping mesh segments and then stitched adjacent
boundaries based on the method from Turk et al. [146] in object space. As such, their
method overcame the limitation of screen space fusion at the cost of higher computational complexity. The authors evaluated their method in a user study. Participants
had to assess the visual quality of the 3D video avatars created by their method compared to versions without stitching and versions created by an off-line Poisson-based
3D reconstruction pipeline [71]. As a result, the visual quality of the explicitly fused
3D reconstructions was evaluated similarly to that of the Poisson-based method. A
limitation of their pipeline was the fairly low frame rate of only 7 frames per second, with the most expensive processing steps being the redundancy removal and
the stitching process.

Implicit Fusion of Multiple Sensor Contributions
In contrast to the methods discussed above, other recent methods fuse multiple overlapping sensors contributions implicitly. In general, this can be achieved by fitting
implicit surfaces into the captured data or by volumetric integration schemes [33].
Kuster et al. [79] proposed a method based on moving least squares point set surfaces.
The implicit point set surface was sampled and textured. Rendering was performed
by a splatting approach. They presented visual results captured by two depth sensors which they combined with high resolution color cameras. The visual quality of
the reconstructed user representations was better compared to explicit fusion methods. However, the update rate of their processing pipeline was only around 0.5 to
2 Hz. The performance of that fusion approach was later improved by reducing the
complexity of some processing steps during surface fitting [116].
Alexiadis et al. [4] presented a 3D reconstruction approach which integrated the contributions of five RGBD-sensors into a truncated signed distance field (TSDF). After
bilateral filtering, their pipeline created a silhouette, normal and quality map from
each depth image. The foreground pixels of each depth map were then fused into
the TSDF-volume based on their quality. After fusion, they extracted a 3D mesh at
the zero crossings of the TSDF-volume based on Marching Cubes [85] followed by
a local geometry smoothing step. They performed projective texturing and blended
overlapping color contributions based on weights which were derived from the cor-
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responding quality maps. To further improve visual quality, they performed a linear color matching in the V component of the HSV-color space by gathering pixel
correspondences of adjacent color cameras over several frames in parallel to the reconstruction process. The pipeline was implemented on the GPU using CUDA and
achieved frame rates of approximately 6 frames per second. A major benefit of their
method was the high visual quality of the created 3D video avatars. In a follow-up
work, Alexiadis et al. [2] presented a volumetric approach that integrated a gradient
vector field [70] which resulted in similar visual quality.

Spatio-temporal Fusion and Tracking
A novel class of recently proposed techniques exploit frame-to-frame coherence during 3D reconstruction. The central idea of these methods is to estimate a non-rigid
deformation field that warps a representation of the previous frame into the current
frame. As a result, these methods are able to filter in the spatio-temporal domain and
also yield a more complete 3D reconstruction. Moreover, temporary occlusions can
be compensated to some extent building on information from prior frames.
A first approach towards this goal was presented by Zollhöfer et al. [159] in 2014.
Their method required a template that served as a geometric and topological reference. The idea was to register the template to the live RGBD-data and to integrate
the details of the current depth map yielding an improved reconstruction. Newcombe et al. [101] presented DynamicFusion, a similar method that did not require a
pre-scanned template. Instead, the first frame, which they referred to as canonical
frame, was continuously updated by integrating the acquired depth frames into a
TSDF-volume. In order to update the canonical frame, they had to compute a dense
non-rigid mapping from the canonical representation to the current depth image
which was formulated as an energy minimization problem. A limitation of both approaches was that these could not track fast motions and complex topology changes.
In 2016, Innmann et al. [61] presented VolumeDeform, a real-time spatio-temporal
fusion method using a single RGBD-sensor. Similar to DynamicFusion [101], their
method was based on a non-rigid motion tracking approach that allowed updating
a volumetric TSDF-representation over time. The major difference was that the nonrigid motion field was created at the same resolution as the TSDF-volume resulting in
a rigid transformation per voxel. In comparison to DynamicFusion [101], the created
reconstructions were slightly better and also textured.
Guo et al. [57] proposed an advanced spatio-temporal fusion method which reconstructed the face and upper body of a user captured by a single RGBD-sensor. The
major improvement compared to previous methods was that they incorporated the
surface albedo and color as additional correspondence constraint which made the
estimation of the non-rigid motion field more robust. They compared their implementation to DynamicFusion [101] and VolumeDeform [61] which revealed that their
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method could track complex topology changes much better. The authors noted that
the robustness of their approach was still affected by motion blur. Also the reconstruction of glossy surfaces remained problematic since the albedo constraint assumed Lambertian reflectance.

Each of the spatio-temporal fusion and tracking methods discussed above used only
one RGBD-sensor. In 2016, Dou et al. [38] presented Fusion4D, a 3D reconstruction
system that consisted of eight custom-built trinocular sensor-rigs which allowed surround capturing of one or multiple users. Each sensor-rig generated registered color
and depth image pairs which were computed by an efficient implementation of the
depth-from-stereo algorithm by Bleyer et al. [19]. Similar to previous methods, the
spatio-temporal fusion was performed based on a TSDF-volume which they referred
to as key volume. The idea was to estimate a non-rigid deformation field from the
key volume to a point cloud reconstructed from the live depth frames. The estimation was formulated as an energy minimization problem in a similar manner as in
previous methods [61, 101], however with an additional visual hull constraint. After
estimating the non-rigid mapping, the key volume was warped and blended with the
live data. The pipeline was implemented in CUDA on a single GPU and ran at 30 Hz.
However, the computation and segmentation of the depth maps were distributed
over additional GPUs on dedicated workstations. Similar to previously discussed
spatio-temporal fusion approaches, the tracking of fast motions failed. However, the
authors argued that their method ensured that the non-rigid mapping would never
reduce the quality of the live data in terms of corrupt topology since the key volume
was reset periodically.

In the follow-up work, Dou et al. [37] presented Motion2Fusion, a significant improvement over Fusion4D [38]. Their novel 3D capturing setup consisted of eight RGBDsensors utilizing the depth estimation technique of Fanello et al. [43, 44] operating at
200 Hz. They redesigned the complete pipeline in order to overcome the limitations
of their previous approach, which were mainly over-smoothing and loss of tracking.
Briefly, the improvements were a faster energy optimization process which incorporated a color correspondence term, a more robust 3D correspondence estimator and
a non-rigid deformation field that minimized errors not only for warping the key to
the data volume but also for warping the data to the key volume. A comparison to
Fusion4D [38] and also to the single sensor pipelines DynamicFusion [101] and VolumeDeform [61] revealed that tracking was much more robust to topological changes.
Moreover, the additional color correspondence term enabled to preserve details much
better compared to Fusion4D [38].
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5.2.2

Case Study: Volumetric Fusion of Multiple RGBD-Sensor
Streams

This section reports on joint work with Jakob Wagner and Bernd Fröhlich at BauhausUniversität Weimar. Jakob Wagner implemented the volumetric 3D reconstruction
pipeline during the course of his Bachelor thesis under my supervision which was
submitted in 2016 under the title:
“Real-Time 3D Reconstruction from multiple RGBD Sensor Streams”
The following contributions and results are presented with permission from Jakob
Wagner and Bauhaus-Universität Weimar.

Overview
The motivation of our work was to develop an efficient 3D reconstruction pipeline
that creates 3D video avatars for immersive telepresence applications based on the
volumetric fusion of multiple RGBD-sensor streams (Figure 5.3). Our approach overcomes some of the limitations inherent in explicit fusion techniques (e.g. [3, 14, 86]).
The idea of our method was inspired by the volumetric fusion approach from Alexiadis et al. [4]. However, our method differs in various aspects. In contrast to
the original method, which used Marching Cubes to extract the isosurface of the
TSDF-volume, our method uses a ray casting approach. Moreover, a regular grid
tracks occupied space inside the volume and serves as an acceleration structure during the volumetric integration. In addition, the occupancy grid enables efficient
empty space skipping during ray casting by adapting a technique proposed by Hadwiger et al. [58]. An optional color hole-filling process can be applied to texture occluded implicit surface areas. Our method utilizes the calibration approach presented
in Chapter 4 of this thesis along with an additional mapping from volume space to

Figure 5.3: Schematic illustration of the proposed volumetric 3D reconstruction pipeline that creates 3D video avatars from multiple RGBD-sensor streams.
(1) The RGBD-sensor streams are filtered and the occupancy of the volume is
tracked and stored in an occupancy grid. (2) The depth sensor contributions
are fused in a TSDF-volume, accelerated by the occupancy grid. (3) The isosurface is extracted using ray casting, accelerated by empty space skipping. (4)
The reconstructed 3D video avatars are eventually textured by a weighted color
blending technique followed by an optional color hole-filling process.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 5.4: Illustrations of textures generated by the depth filtering process. (a)
The raw input depth map. (b) The binary foreground map which marks every
pixel that falls into the capturing volume. (c) The surface normal vectors which
are computed based on central differences. (d) The quality map which contains
the per pixel weights for the volumetric fusion.

depth image space. This mapping is computed per voxel in volume space by inverting the calibration that maps from depth to volume space. Note, that volume space
is aligned with world space in our method.

Processing Steps
Our volumetric 3D reconstruction pipeline consists of the following processing steps
(see also Figure 5.3):
1. The depth images are smoothed by a bilateral filter in order to reduce noise.
Each depth pixel that contributes to a surface inside the capturing bounding
box is marked as foreground and its surface normal is computed. Next, a quality value is computed for each foreground pixel. The quality serves as a weight
for the fusion step and is computed similarly as proposed by Alexiadis et al. [4].
Briefly, the quality decreases with the distance from the sensor and with increasing angle between surface normal and line of sight to the sensor. Figure 5.4
illustrates exemplary results of the depth filtering steps. In addition, the occupancy of each volume brick (i.e. how many depth pixels fall into each brick)
is tracked by an atomic counter during surface normal computation since each
foreground pixel is mapped to volume space in this step.
2. As a result of the occupancy tracking, the union of the non-empty bricks represent a coarse boundary of the captured surface (Figure 5.5(a)). Hence, only
the occupied bricks have to be considered during volumetric fusion, whereas
all voxels that reside in an empty brick are tagged as empty since they lie outside the surface. For each non-empty brick, the voxels are projected into the
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depth images of each sensor using the mapping from volume to depth image
space. During this step, the algorithm iterates over all sensors and accumulates
the signed distances using the weights from the corresponding quality map. If
a voxel projects to a foreground pixel and the distance from the voxel to the
depth value is within a predefined distance limit, its truncated signed distance
is stored at the voxel position. If the distance to all sensors is closer than the
threshold, the voxel is tagged as empty. Otherwise, if the distance to all sensors
is greater than the threshold, the voxel is tagged as unseen.
3. The occupied bricks are rendered from the perspective of the virtual camera
whereas the front faces are rendered to a depth buffer with usual z-testing enabled. The back faces are rendered to a second depth buffer with z-testing set
to greater mode. As a result, the two depth buffers define the entry and exit
points for the ray casting in the next step.
4. During ray casting, each ray samples the volume space starting at the entry
position searching for the zero-crossing inside the TSDF-volume. If the isosurface is found, the ray terminates, otherwise, the sampling stops at the ray’s exit
point computed in the previous step.
5. Eventually, the surface is textured by accumulating the color contributions
of the front facing sensors incorporating the weights from the corresponding
depth images. During ray casting implicit surfaces are extracted at the zerocrossing between empty and unseen voxels. Obviously, these implicit surface
patches cannot be textured correctly since they are occluded. Two methods can
be applied to fill in color information. First, by weighted-blending of front facing color contributions as proposed by [42]. Second, by a screen space technique
that blends the surrounding color information utilizing a depth aware MIP map
hierarchy as proposed by Schollmeyer et al. [127].

Results and Discussion
The volumetric 3D reconstruction processing pipeline was implemented in C/C++
and OpenGL/GLSL and is available as an open source framework [149]. We evaluated the performance for different voxel and brick sizes as well as on different graphics cards. Our evaluation revealed that the volumetric 3D reconstruction pipeline
runs at more than 60 Hz on commodity hardware. Figure 5.6 illustrates two exemplary 3D reconstructions along with the processing times needed for the individual
steps. The texture processing is very fast since it benefits from the hardware acceleration. It is apparent that the pipeline highly benefits from the proposed occupancy
tracking because of two reasons. First, significantly fewer voxels have to be processed
during the volumetric fusion. In this example, the fusion only took approximately
1.1 milliseconds whereas without the occupancy grid the fusion took 17.3 milliseconds. Note, that the fusion itself is view-independent. Second, it is apparent that
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Figure 5.5: (a) The occupancy grid (rendered as red cubes) serves as an acceleration structure for volumetric fusion and ray casting. The depth measurement
close to the floor is affected by interference and specular reflections which can
lead to noisy depth values, hence, some bricks are wrongly classified as occupied. (b) Visualization of the truncated signed distance field with the zero
crossing at the transition between fully green (outside object) and fully red (inside object).

the ray casting step benefits from the empty space skipping in the full-shot perspective. For the close-up perspective, ray casting can be accelerated as well, however at
slightly higher costs due to rendering the occupied bricks. Nevertheless, ray casting
can be accelerated significantly for most rendering perspectives since the occupancy
grid defines tight entry and exit points.
Figure 5.7 shows a comparison of 3D reconstructions created by the proposed volumetric fusion method and by the SDCT-based method that was utilized in the "Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence" system. The SDCT-based reconstruction process can lead to unpleasant changes in the appearance due to its view-dependent
character. Moreover, the clipping of triangles during the reconstruction at silhouettes leads to erosion, for example, at the legs and armpits (Figure 5.7(a)). In contrast, the newly proposed method creates a more complete 3D reconstruction since
the depth contributions are filtered volumetrically. Another benefit of volumetric fusion approaches is the possibility to reconstruct implicit surfaces at the zero-crossing
between unseen and empty voxels. In this example, the legs and also the armpits
are reconstructed much better by our proposed method in comparison to the SDCTbased approach. However, the reconstruction of relatively small features remains
problematic. As an example, the depth measurement of the user’s hand is quite noisy
(Figure 5.4(a)) which results in a slightly inaccurate 3D reconstruction (Figure 5.6 full
shot).
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Figure 5.6: Full shot and close-up 3D reconstructions created by the volumetric
3D reconstruction pipeline. The corresponding processing times (in milliseconds) illustrate the benefit of the proposed occupancy grid (o.g.) acceleration
technique. Please note that the visual appearance of the 3D reconstruction is not
influenced by the occupancy grid, hence no additional screen shots are shown.
The 3D capturing system utilized four Kinect V2 sensors and a capturing volume of 2.0 × 2.0 × 2.0 meters and the calibration method proposed in Chapter
4. The ray casting was performed at a resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels. The
volumetric fusion was performed for a voxel size of 1 cm3 with a brick size
of 10 cm3 for the occupancy tracking. Processing times were measured on a
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980 Ti graphics card.

Figure 5.7(c) and (d) illustrate two methods for the texturing of implicit surfaces. Obviously, neither method can provide the correct result, since no color information is
available for these occluded surfaces. Nevertheless, it can be seen that both methods,
weighted color blending (Figure 5.7(c)) and color hole-filling (Figure 5.7(d)), are able
to generate visually appealing results. Color hole-filling can produce better results
for small implicit surface areas which have similar color in the surroundings areas,
e.g. at the legs and the armpits as illustrated in this example.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of 3D reconstruction results. (a) 3D reconstruction created by the SDCT-based method as utilized in the "Immersive Group-to-Group
Telepresence" system. (b) - (d) 3D reconstructions created by the proposed volumetric fusion pipeline with the possibility to reconstruct implicit surfaces, e.g.
between the legs and below the armpit. (b) Implicit surfaces highlighted in
green. (c) Color blending method adapted from [42]. (d) Proposed color holefilling applied in a post process based on the method from [127]. The 3D capturing system consisted of four surrounding Kinect V2 sensors (positioned in
a circle around the user). The rendering perspective was approximately in the
middle between two adjacent sensors.

In conclusion, the proposed method creates high quality 3D reconstructions from
multiple RGBD-sensor streams in real-time and greatly benefits from the proposed
occupancy grid. The volumetric fusion process has been accelerated significantly,
which represents a major improvement compared to the method of Alexiadis et al. [4].
As a future extension, isosurface extraction could be performed by Marching Cubes,
which could be accelerated by the suggested occupancy grid as well. The texture
mapping of the reconstructed 3D video avatars could be improved by the color
matching process suggested by Alexiadis et al. [4]. Our proposed color-filling process remains a bottleneck for high rendering resolutions. The texturing of implicit
surfaces at occluded regions should therefore be improved by alternative blending
schemes [40, 107]. A promising direction for future work would be to adapt and integrate recently proposed spatio-temporal fusion techniques [37, 38].
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Efﬁcient Distribution of Data Streams

A major technical challenge for telepresence systems is the efﬁcient distribution of
data streams from the capturing sites to remote locations. Lamboray et al. [81] analyzed telepresence networks and distinguished between image-based and geometrybased architectures in 2005. From today’s perspective, their ﬁndings are still valid
despite evolving changes in the area of 3D capturing and reconstruction, e.g. the
application of RGBD-sensors for 3D capturing. At least two general approaches can
be considered: 3D reconstruction is performed at the capturing site or on the remote
client. In both cases the data streams require a high network capacity. As an example,
the 3D capturing systems utilized in the “Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence”
system consisted of ﬁve Kinect V1 sensors and generated a raw image data rate of approximately 2.5 Gbit/s. As an example for local 3D reconstruction, Orts et al. [107] reported a data rate of approximately 480 Mbit/s for the 3D video avatar’s corresponding mesh geometry created by their system. As another example, a 3D video avatar
can be represented as a point cloud. Assuming 100,000 colored 3D points per frame
and an update rate of 30 Hz, the data rate sums up to approximately 343 Mbit/s. In
both cases, efﬁcient real-time compression techniques should be utilized.
Figure 5.8 illustrates two general concepts for data rate reduction in distributed telepresence applications: Geometry compression (GC) performs the 3D reconstruction at
the capturing site and then compresses the geometry of the reconstructed 3D video
avatar. Depending on the capabilities of the rendering method on the client, the decoding of the compressed 3D geometry could be performed directly during rendering on the GPU (GC*). Image compression (IC) encodes the image streams on the
capturing site whereas the 3D reconstruction is performed on the client. Similarly,

Figure 5.8: Schematic illustration of possible concepts for the real-time compression of captured data streams. Geometry compression with decoding on
the CPU before rendering (GC) or on-the-ﬂy decoding during rendering (GC*).
Image compression with decoding on the CPU before 3D reconstruction (IC) or
on-the-ﬂy decoding during 3D reconstruction and rendering (IC*). Feedback
channel (F) from the remote client to the local capturing site which can guide
the 3D reconstruction, the compression of the 3D geometry or the compression
of the image streams. Note, that the term encoding includes compression and
the term decoding includes decompression.
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the decoding of the compressed image streams can be performed either utilizing the
CPU or directly during 3D reconstruction on the GPU (IC*).
Beyond compression, an ideal distribution architecture should also adapt to the remote viewing perspective as well as to the remote client’s display resolution. To
achieve this, an efficient compression scheme should utilize a feedback channel (also
denoted as back channel [81]) from the remote client to the capturing site (Figure 5.8).
For example, a compression approach could encode the information captured by a
back-facing RGBD-sensor at a very high ratio or even discard the whole image. Similarly, only the front facing parts of a 3D video avatar need to be reconstructed and
transmitted.

5.3.1

Image Stream Compression Techniques

3D telepresence systems that apply RGBD-sensor-based capturing require the compression of color and depth image streams if the 3D reconstruction has to be performed on the remote client. The distributed processing pipeline of the "Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence" system utilized DXT1 [121] to compress the color
streams at the capturing site in real-time. On the remote client, the compressed color
image streams were directly transferred to the GPU. During 3D reconstruction, the
3D video avatars were then textured by hardware-accelerated sampling of the compressed color images. As a result, the data rate of the captured color image streams
was reduced by a constant compression ratio of 6:1 at only slightly noticeable loss in
quality. However, the depth image streams were not compressed.
The compression of color image streams has been extensively researched in the context of video transmission and storage. Standard video codecs generally support the
combined compression of color and depth streams by embedding the depth images
into an auxiliary picture layer [97]. Implementations based on the High Efficiency
Video Coding standard might become an efficient solution (e.g. [140]). However,
video codecs do generally not perform well for depth images since the compression
schemes are highly optimized for human perception. For example, encoding depth
images as single or two channel color images results in severe artifacts [112]. The development of novel or the adaptation of existing video codecs for depth or disparity
images was recently addressed by several researchers (e.g. [28,73,105,110,129]). However, only a few researchers investigated methods that enable real-time compression
of depth image streams as required in 3D telepresence systems.
A promising depth compression scheme that could be applied in telepresence applications was suggested by Pece et al. [112] in 2011. Their idea was to encode single
channel 16 bit depth images into the three channels of a 24 bit color images in order
to use standard color image and video compression schemes without modifying the
codecs themselves. Their encoding scheme quantized the 16 bit depth values to 8 bit
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and assigned it to the luminance channel while the residuals were encoded by sampling two high frequency phase shifted triangle waves and assigning the results to
the remaining two channels. A benefit of their method was that the sampling and
encoding could be precomputed and stored in a look-up table. Hence, their method
was only limited by the run-time performance of the video encoders. In addition,
their method could encode depth image streams at variable bit rates supported by
the video codecs. They evaluated their encoding scheme and compared it to naive bit
assignment schemes for a sequence of depth images captured by a Kinect V1 sensor
using JPEG, VP8 and H.264 compression. Their evaluation revealed that their novel
encoding scheme yielded a much higher PSNR for reasonable compression ratios
compared to naive approaches. However, the depth images suffered from artifacts at
silhouettes which had to be filtered out in a post-processing step.

5.3.2

Case Study: Hybrid Lossless-Lossy Depth Image Compression

This section reports on joint work with Yunpeng Liu, Renfang Wang, Jin Li Huixia Xu,
Shijie Yao, Xiaopeng Tong and Bernd Fröhlich, presented at 16th Pacific-Rim Conference on Multimedia under the title:
“Hybrid Lossless-Lossy Compression for Real-Time Depth-Sensor Streams in 3D
Telepresence Applications”
Published by Springer International Publishing in 2015. The contributions and results presented in the following were adapted from the publication with permission
from Yunpeng Liu et al. [84]. Reprint of Figure 5.10 and Table 5.2 with permission from Springer Nature and Copyright Clearance Center under license number
4367601377581.

Overview

The motivation of our work was to develop a compression scheme for multiple depth
sensor streams to enable the efficient distribution of captured RGBD-sensor streams
in immersive telepresence applications. The compressed image streams were sent to a
remote location where they were decompressed and passed into a 3D reconstruction
pipeline. The idea of the proposed hybrid lossless-lossy depth image compression
method was partly inspired by Pece et al. [112] who proposed an encoding scheme
which assigned 16 bit depth images to 24 bit color images (Section 5.3.1). A major
benefit of their method was that the video codecs did not have to be modified.
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Figure 5.9: Schematic illustration of the hybrid lossless-lossy depth compression pipeline (highlighted in blue) and its integration into a real-time 3D reconstruction pipeline which utilizes multiple RGBD-sensors for 3D capturing.
After range mapping, clamping and quantization to 12 bit precision, the 10 least
signiﬁcant bits of the depth images are encoded using H.264. The 2 most significant bits are encoded using run length encoding (RLE). The image streams are
then packed and sent to the remote client. After unpacking, the encoded depth
image layers are decoded, fused and transferred to the GPU where they are reconverted to metric distances on-the-ﬂy during 3D reconstruction. The client
can adjust the compression level via a feedback channel (green). (*) Note, that
the color image streams are encoded separately, e.g. utilizing DXT1-encoding
or standard video compression modules. See also Figure 5.8 for a comparison.

Proposed Hybrid Depth Compression Scheme

In real-time 3D capturing setups, multiple RGBD-sensors are often placed in a circular layout around one or two participants (compare Figure 5.2(a)) resulting in a measured depth range of 0.5 to 3.5 meter for each sensor. Therefore, it is reasonable to argue that a depth precision of 12 bit per pixel is sufﬁcient since the standard deviation
of RGBD-sensor’s depth measurement is at least around 1 mm in that range [150].
An empirical analysis revealed that the 2 most signiﬁcant bit (MSB) sub-layer of a
12 bit depth image tends to have high similarity throughout large parts of the image.
For example, many parts of a user’s body fall in the same measurement range of the
depth sensor when captured frontally. Thus resulting in a highly coherent bit pattern in a depth image’s 2 MSB sub-layer. Taking these considerations into account,
the central idea of the proposed method was to investigate a lossless compression
scheme for the 2 MSB sub-layer and to apply a 10 bit proﬁle of the H.264 encoding
standard for the 10 least signiﬁcant bit sub-layer. An evaluation of three commonly
used algorithms, Huffman, LZW and run length encoding (RLE), revealed that the
best compression ratio and encoding performance was achieved with RLE.
Another property of our method was to support multiple levels of compression
which could be adjusted during run-time by the client via a feedback channel. This
was achieved by controlling the constant rate factor (crf-setting) of the H.264-encoder,
which implicitly regulates the quality of the compression. In addition, the encoder
could fall back to a purely lossy 10 bit encoding scheme while skipping the 2 least
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of 3D reconstructions created after decoding two
depth images streams compressed at eight different ratios using our method.
The person was captured by two overlapping Kinect V2 sensors. Note, that the
color image stream were compressed using DXT1 [121].

significant bit sub-layer. As a consequence, a minimum error of 3 mm was tolerated,
however at the benefit of a notably higher compression ratio.

Results and Discussion
Figure 5.9 illustrates the integration of the proposed method into a real-time 3D reconstruction pipeline which utilizes multiple RGBD-sensors for 3D capturing. The
color image streams are compressed by a standard video codec (e.g. DXT1 [121]) in
parallel. Our original publication [84] included an evaluation of various depth bit
assignment schemes and also investigated the application of an 8 bit profile of the
x264-encoder which was evaluated with the Kinect V1 sensor. In this case study,
however, only the most relevant results of the proposed hybrid lossless-lossy compression pipeline are presented with the focus on its application in 3D telepresence
scenarios.
Initially, the PSNR and mean errors were evaluated for different crf-settings with and
without the lossless encoding of the 2 MSB sub-layer. The most suitable configurations where subsequently mapped to eight different compression levels which could
then be adjusted by a remote telepresence client during run-time via the feedback
channel. Figure 5.10 illustrates resulting 3D reconstructions for different compression
levels. Evidently, the 3D reconstructions are visually almost indistinguishable from
the original 3D reconstruction for compression ratios up to approximately 10:1. The
reconstruction quality of the highest compression setting might still be acceptable for
very long viewing distances. Table 5.2 lists the processing times for encoding and
decoding, the achieved compression ratios as well as the resulting bit rates assuming
the RGBD-sensors are capturing with a frequency of 30 Hz.
In conclusion, the implemented pipeline offers real-time performance for multiple
depth image streams and provides a good trade-off between depth image quality
and compression ratio. A direction for future research could be a silhouette-aware
joint color and depth compression which could increase both, compression ratio and
reconstruction quality. A foreground segmentation prior to the encoding step could
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Table 5.2: Evaluation of the proposed hybrid lossless-lossy depth compression
method for two different RGBD-sensor configurations and three compression
levels. Encoding and decoding times are listed in milliseconds, bit rates are
listed in Mbit/s for an update rate of 30 Hz. The operating system was 64-bit
Ubuntu Linux 14.04.2 LTS running on a dual six-core Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-1650
V2@3.50GHz.
RGBD-config. Compr. level Encoding
1
10.2
1x512x424
4
6.1
8
5.3
1
11.8
3x512x424
4
7.8
8
7.2

Decoding
6.2
4.0
3.4
6.3
4.2
3.6

Ratio
5:1
9:1
20:1
5:1
10:1
20:1

Bit rate
2.6
1.33
0.62
7.6
3.8
1.82

allow to mask the background such that large areas of the depth and color image
streams could be compressed at even higher rates. A similar approach was successfully applied by Orts et al. [107] for the compression of color images. An entropy
encoding step could further compress the run-length encoded bit stream [152]. In
addition, the lossless compression of broader sub-layers could be considered. Assigning different compression levels for individual image tiles could offer adaptive
compression. For example, the compression could be adjusted such that the user’s
head would be compressed more carefully than the user’s legs, effectively balancing
required network capacity while preserving fine-grained facial features of a captured
person.

5.3.3

Geometry Compression Techniques

Several recently proposed telepresence systems performed the 3D reconstruction at
the capturing site. A few of them addressed the compression of the 3D video avatar’s
geometry. As an example, Fairchild et al. [42] compressed the mesh geometry with
LZMA based on 7-Zip [111]. They reported a fairly low compression ratio of 1.5:1
since the codec was not optimized for 3D meshes. In Holoportation, Orts et al. [107]
remarked that they aimed to preserve high visual fidelity and to avoid additional
latency. Hence, they opted for a low complexity compression of the 3D video avatar’s
geometry. They removed redundant vertices and quantized the coordinates to 16 bit,
whereas the connectivity data of the mesh was compressed using the lossless LZA
algorithm [30]. Interestingly, they compressed the textures with LZA as well, after
setting background pixels to a constant color. As a result, the mesh was compressed
to approximately 2 MB and the color textures were compressed to approximately
3 MB per frame resulting in a transfer rate of 1-2 Gbit/s at 30 Hz. However, the data
rate was still too high for current Internet connections.
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In general, a 3D video avatar’s geometry can be encoded as a triangle mesh or as a
point cloud. An in depth review of geometry compression methods is beyond the
scope of this thesis. However, a brief overview and discussion of related work in this
particular field is provided in the following.

Mesh Compression Techniques
Since the 1990s, several mesh compression schemes were developed and later standardized by the Motion Picture Expert Group (MPEG). Peng et al. [114] provided
a survey of early techniques included in the MPEG-4 3DMC-standard. In 2009,
Mamou et al. [90] developed a mesh encoding scheme that applied a set of triangle fan configurations (TFAN). Their approach yielded significantly lower decoding
times compared to earlier methods and became part of a novel MPEG-4 SC3DMC
standard. A second low complexity MPEG-4 SC3DMC-method [83] applied quantization of the coordinates, whereas the connectivity information was encoded in a
lossless manner. A third standardized method was proposed by Seon et al. [130] in
2010. Their approach exploited redundant information between shared vertices in
subsequent triangles and employed differential encoding followed by entropy encoding.
Most of the aforementioned compression techniques exploited regularities in mesh
topology and achieved low bit rates, in particular for the connectivity information.
However, high compression ratios came at the cost of a computationally expensive
mesh analysis. As a consequence, these methods are only applicable for asymmetric
applications.
Recently, some researchers developed symmetric mesh compression approaches aiming to reduce data rate in 3D telepresence applications. In 2013, Mekuria et al. [93,95]
analyzed the regularities in the connectivity and the coordinates of meshes that are
generated by a step discontinuity constraint triangulation (SDCT) process as applied
in the 3D reconstructed method proposed by Alexiadis et al. [3]. Since the topology of
a 3D mesh was directly derived from the depth images, the 3D coordinates could be
efficiently compressed utilizing differential encoding within segments followed by a
local uniform 4 bit quantization. Similarly the connectivity, i.e. the face indices of subsequent triangles, was highly regular. Hence they applied differential encoding for
indices as well, which yielded repetitive patterns and could be encoded compactly
in runs. They compared their approach to the techniques included in the MPEG4 SC3DMC-standard. As a result, their method achieved a much higher encoding
performance than TFAN [90] at the cost of slightly lower compression ratios and
slightly higher distortions. Their mesh compression method performed encoding
and decoding in less than 20 milliseconds. However, they evaluated their approach
mainly with low resolution meshes while a general limitation was its restriction to
SDCT-based 3D reconstruction methods.
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In a follow-up work, Mekuria et al. [96] extended their differential encoder by a
multi-layer quantization scheme for the coordinates in order to minimize distortions.
They further included vertex colors and normals. For additional compression of the
connectivity pattern runs they applied entropy encoding based on zlib [52]. They
evaluated their method and reported a significant speed-up in terms of encoding
time compared to the MPEG-4 SC3DMC standards. They measured encoding times
of 150 milliseconds for 300,000 vertices and 35 milliseconds for 72,000 vertices and
achieved only slightly lower compression ratios of about 12:1 compared to about 14:1
for TFAN [90]. Their method reduced the mesh information to about 134 Mbit/s at
12 Hz for 3D video avatars reconstructed by five RGBD-sensors. The data rate was
still considerably high considering that the update rate of the sensors can be 30 Hz or
more.
Beyond intra-frame compression, more advanced methods exploit frame-to-frame
coherence yielding inter-frame encoding. In 2015, Collet et al. [29] proposed a
high quality compression method for 3D video avatars which resulted in an overall data rate of 15 Mbit/s. However, their approach was asymmetrical in terms of
encoding vs. decoding, and only suited for broadcasting of free view point videos.
Doumanoglou et al. [39] proposed a method for the real-time compression of geometry streams which exploited frame-to-frame coherence. To achieve this, their
method utilized a skeleton to skin and simultaneously predict a 3D video avatar’s
mesh geometry. As a result, the time varying geometry stream was encoded as a
sequence of intra-coded frames, predicted frames, which encoded differential information from the intra-frames and special predicted frames, which further minimize
prediction errors. They evaluated the rate distortion of their method and compared
it to the original TFAN-method [90]. Their encoding scheme resulted in less distortion at lower bit rates. However, due to the computational complexity, the encoding
took approximately 195 milliseconds and the decoding 80 millseconds. Nevertheless,
their method confirmed the high potential of inter-frame coding for 3D telepresence
applications.

Point Cloud Compression Techniques

In contrast to mesh representations, point clouds avoid the processing and storage
of connectivity information. Hence, the compression of point clouds should be computationally less expensive than the compression of meshes. A low complexity approach in this context is to uniformly quantize points and their attributes. As an
example, Regenbrecht et al. [119] compressed the point cloud representations of 3D
video avatars following a uniform voxelization approach. They quantized the coordinates to 16 bit which resulted in 9 bytes per voxel when only color information was
included. Although their work did not explicitly focus on point cloud compression,
a more aggressive local quantization would have been possible.
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Queiroz et al. [34, 35] presented two approaches in the field of point cloud compression. In their first work [34], they suggested to compress point clouds utilizing a
spatial subdivision scheme based on a sparse voxel octree and a novel hierarchical
transform based on wavelets for the encoding of color attributes. They evaluated
their method with pre-recorded sequences of 3D video avatars. As a result, their
method achieved a similar quality in terms of rate-distortion compared to a graphbased compression scheme [154]. In a follow-up work, Queiroz et al. [35] focused
on time-varying point clouds and attempted to exploit frame-to-frame coherence by
motion prediction which yielded good rate-distortion for low bit rates. Both approaches achieved real-time performance at 30 Hz for encoding and decoding of color
attributes. However, the authors did not provide any quantitative results for the additional octree processing, which could have confirmed applicability in end-to-end
applications.
Mekuria et al. [94] proposed a novel codec for the compression of point clouds based
on an octree subdivision scheme for geometry encoding. Their method supported
variable bit rates, level-of-detail and also exploited frame-to-frame coherence by local
prediction. The color attributes were serialized and encoded by a version of the JPEG
coder. The performance of their implementation was evaluated using pre-recorded
3D video avatars. They reported an encoding time of approximately 80 milliseconds
for an octree level of 8 and up to 400 milliseconds for an octree level of 11 without
taking into account the processing time needed for inter-frame prediction. In addition, they conducted a user study which simulated reconstructed 3D video avatars at
23 Hz replay rate. The participants evaluated the visual quality of the decoded point
cloud avatars very similar to the original for reasonable compression ratios. However, a major limitation was the run-time performance being too slow for end-to-end
3D telepresence applications.

5.3.4

Discussion

The case study included in Subsection 5.3.2 confirmed that multiple depth-image
streams could be encoded in real-time at reasonable compression ratios. The method
was successfully evaluated in the context of an end-to-end 3D capturing and reconstruction system as utilized in immersive telepresence applications. However, the
3D reconstruction as well as the decoding had to be performed on the remote client
which might be not practicable for thin clients without further algorithmic improvements and hardware-accelerated decoding.
Most approaches for geometry compression are not yet fast enough for end-toend applications and therefore require improvements in order to meet real-time requirements. Point cloud representations could become an efficient alternative to
mesh representations. For example, octree-based compression schemes [34, 35, 94]
for point clouds could be accelerated on a GPU directly after or embedded in the
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3D reconstruction process. A promising mesh compression technique proposed by
Mekuria et al. [93, 95] exploited regularities in the connectivity directly derived from
the 3D reconstruction process. Similarly, it might be worthwhile investigating how
regularities could be exploited during a Marching Cubes algorithm as applied for
isosurface extraction in volumetric fusion approaches. Future developments could
investigate how inter-frame information can be derived from non-rigid deformation
fields as applied in spatio-temporal 3D reconstruction methods [37, 38, 57].
Point cloud representations have several implications for the rendering process that
affect the performance as well as the visual appearance of 3D video avatars. In particular, point clouds of fixed resolution are problematic since rendering cannot be
performed output-sensitive. As an example, rendering can lead to holes or blurred
visual appearance when point primitives are naively scaled. Although solutions for
this particular problem are available (reconstruction in screen space [91], surfel splatting [20] or hole filling [127]), most of them either imply an increased data rate for the
transfer or higher processing costs.
An additional aspect to consider is texture mapping of a 3D video avatar’s mesh geometry. Encoding the color information directly in the vertex attributes, may lead to
blurring since the resolution of the captured color information cannot be exploited.
A better solution is projective texturing which avoids to store texture coordinates in
case the calibration data is available on the client. However, this implies that all color
images have to be transmitted. Feedback information from the client could be a solution towards transferring only necessary images. Similarly, setting the background
to a constant color can be a solution [107] to reduce the data rate. A promising approach [37] utilized a texture atlas that only contained color contributions actually
needed for texture mapping, however, at the cost of texture coordinates which increases computational complexity during 3D reconstruction.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis reported on algorithmic and technical contributions to modern immersive 3D telepresence systems. The core of this work is a novel immersive telepresence system which allowed two groups of users at different locations to meet and
to see each other as realistic life-size 3D user representations in a spatially consistent
shared virtual environment. The 3D telepresence functionality was integrated into a
state-of-the-art multi-user virtual reality system to enable new possibilities for remote
collaboration such as the joint exploration of a virtual city model. A user study confirmed that the precision of the system was high enough such that tracing gestures
and bare-handed pointing at small details of virtual objects were mutually understood. Moreover, the participants were fascinated by the directness and naturalness
of the interaction with the remote collaborators.
A major contribution to this system was the development of a real-time processing
pipeline for the capturing, distribution, 3D reconstruction and rendering of realistic
user representations as life-size 3D video avatars. The distribution of the captured
data streams as well as the real-time 3D reconstruction pipeline benefited from the
compression of the color image streams in terms of data rate reduction and compression domain texturing. The integration of the 3D reconstruction pipeline into a
state-of-the-art scene graph rendering engine allowed the usage of multiple 3D video
avatars in a shared virtual scene in real-time.
An essential contribution to this immersive telepresence system was the spatially
consistent integration of the 3D video avatars into the shared virtual environment.
The accuracy of the 3D capturing system greatly benefited from a novel method for
the precise calibration of depth measurements and their registration into the coordinate system which is shared with the application. During the course of this thesis, the
calibration of 3D capturing systems was further improved by a novel method that simultaneously calibrates and registers multiple color and depth sensors at a very high
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precision throughout a large 3D capturing volume. A novel automatic optimization
process significantly accelerated the manual operation of this method and yields similarly high accuracy. In summary, the calibration method is a comprehensive solution
in terms of precision, flexibility and applicability for using RGBD-sensor-based 3D
capturing systems in many application areas.
This thesis examined and discussed recent developments in 3D telepresence research
with a focus on systems and technologies. In comparison to conceptually similar systems, the "Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence" system stands out in its unique
end-to-end functionality. In addition, recent approaches in real-time 3D reconstruction and data stream compression were investigated. Rapidly advancing developments in 3D capturing and reconstruction greatly improved the quality of user representations. A discussion of recent research in image and geometry stream compression indicated that further improvements are required to apply compression schemes
efficiently in 3D telepresence applications.
In addition to the core contributions, this thesis presented further research and developments in the realms of 3D reconstruction and data streaming by means of two
case studies. A real-time 3D reconstruction pipeline created high quality 3D video
avatars based on an efficient volumetric fusion technique. An advanced version of
the proposed immersive telepresence system benefited from the integration of that
pipeline. The pipeline could be further improved by adapting and integrating recently proposed spatio-temporal fusion approaches. A novel depth compression
method, based on a hybrid lossless-lossy encoding scheme, was implemented and
evaluated in a distributed real-time 3D capturing and reconstruction pipeline. The
visual appearance of the reconstructed 3D video avatars was good for reasonable
compression ratios while the efficiency of this method could be further improved by
a locally adaptive compression.

Future Work and Foresight
Immersive 3D telepresence systems are based on several key technologies which will
significantly evolve in near future. In particular, progress in 3D display and 3D capturing technology will have a great influence on the usability and performance of
future immersive telepresence applications. Immersive telepresence has the potential to become an established platform for remote design reviews and to offer virtual science laboratories for co-located and remote experts. Recently proposed systems [46, 89, 107] indicate that head mounted or optical-see through displays could
establish telepresence as a novel medium for individual communication and social
interaction.
Modern immersive telepresence systems require the realistic and consistent representation of users inside virtual or augmented worlds. Efficient calibration methods
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for 3D capturing systems will be essential to achieve this goal and remain a key requirement for the precise real-time 3D reconstruction. Future sensor types, capturing set-ups and tracking systems will still require the continuous improvement and
adaptation of calibration frameworks. An ideal framework should enable the fully
autonomous calibration of such heterogeneous multi-sensor systems. This could be
achieved by an automatic initialization, correspondence tracking and refinement process at application run-time.
The efficient real-time distribution of data streams is essential for 3D telepresence
applications. An ideal architecture should enable a throughput-sensitive transfer of
the 3D video avatars and the corresponding image streams over heterogeneous, low
to medium capacity and possibly lossy network connections. Future architectures
should establish a closed loop for the exchange of information between remote locations and apply output-sensitive 3D reconstruction and rendering techniques. A
promising direction for future work could be the encoding of key-frames and the exploitation of frame-to-frame coherence for compression purposes directly during the
spatio-temporal fusion and 3D reconstruction process.
Current state-of-the-art 3D performance capturing systems [37, 38] track and reconstruct non-rigidly moving surfaces relatively robust yielding very convincing, however, not yet perfectly realistic 3D video avatars. Higher sensor resolutions as well as
algorithmic improvements in the spatio-temporal fusion module of current systems
could lead to a better reconstruction of fine-grained surface features. Future systems
could benefit from higher capturing and processing frequencies by embedding some
processing steps of current methods into the sensors. The combination of wearable
3D display devices with high resolution capturing detailed facial expressions and eye
movements could further improve realism in immersive telepresence applications.
Future 3D reconstruction systems should integrate robust skeleton and finger tracking approaches [143] and generate highly detailed geometric 3D user representations
which would offer novel possibilities for natural 3D interaction.
One might speculate that future immersive telepresence functionality will accompany us in the form of efficient and self-calibrating 3D capturing and 3D display systems, embedded in highly integrated devices. Imagine a future telepresence meeting
using goggles and autonomously flying cameras. We put on the goggles and let the
cameras hover around us in the air. The autonomously flying camera system continuously creates a virtual representation of us from ideal perspectives and streams
it to our remote interlocutors. The goggles will let us choose between virtual and
augmented reality display modes. Using such smart devices in the future could become as natural as using smartphones nowadays. Future immersive telepresence
systems could enable instant meetings in virtual worlds of our choice or at seamlessly augmented real locations. I am convinced that immersive telepresence with
realistic life-size 3D video avatars will become an integral part of communication
and collaboration platforms in economy and social life.
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